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Introduction

Nanoparticles have been during the last decades the subject of an intense research activ-

ity, performed by various scientific communities with both fundamental and applicative

goals. These efforts are largely motivated by the unique physical and chemical prop-

erties of nano-objects, which often strongly differ from those of the bulk form of the

same elements. In the case of metal nanoparticles, a striking effect of size reduction

is seen in their optical response [1], which is dominated by one or several resonances

in their absorption and scattering spectra, called localized surface plasmon resonances

(LSPRs). These resonances emerge from the classical laws of electromagnetism as a

consequence of dielectric confinement, and are at the origin of the variety of colors

of nanoparticle samples in contrast with bulk metals, which are highly dependent on

nanoparticle shapes, sizes and local environments. LSPRs have fostered a wide range

of applications. Gold nanoparticles have for instance been used for biological imaging

and sensing applications and, in the field of medicine, for photothermal cancer therapy

(using the high absorption of light by nanoparticles near their LSPR to turn them into

nanometric heat sources, allowing the destruction of cancer cells in their vicinity [2]).

The high local enhancement of the electromagnetic field around metal nanoparticles is

also at the basis of surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), where it is used to

dramatically enhance the inelastic scattering signals produced by nearby molecules [3,

4]. Other physical properties of metals are also affected by size reduction, such as their

electronic [5, 6], vibrational [7] and thermal [8] properties. Many of these effects are

related to the increased importance of surface effects at the nanoscale, as the surface to

volume ratio becomes larger. Understanding and precisely modeling these properties is

a crucial technological challenge, as the ongoing reduction of devices to the nanoscale is

hindered by limits linked to the novel properties emerging at this scale. For instance,

the problematic of heat dissipation from nanometer-sized components in electronic and

photonic devices represents the major limitation to the improvement of their processing

rates [9–11].

The rapid progress made in the recent years in the understanding of these phenomena

has been permitted by technological advances in the fields of nanostructure imaging (e.g.

regarding high-resolution transmission and scanning electron microscopies, atomic force

microscopy and superresolution optical microscopies) and synthesis (including colloidal

synthesis, evaporation techniques, electron beam lithography), allowing the controlled

fabrication of nano-objects within a wide range of sizes and shapes and in various envi-

ronments. Additionally, the development of femtosecond lasers and optical pump-probe

techniques has allowed precise, contactless and nondestructive investigations of the ul-

trafast dynamics (on femtosecond to nanosecond timescales) of the electrons and of the
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ionic lattice in out-of-equilibrium metal nanoparticles. These techniques are based on the

photoexcitation of nanoparticles by a femtosecond light pulse, called pump, and on the

optical monitoring of their subsequent relaxation, achieved by measuring the transient

changes induced on the transmission or reflection of a second, time-delayed pulse (the

probe). This approach has notably permitted to determine the size-dependent timescales

associated to the internal energy redistribution mechanisms (electron–electron and elec-

tron–phonon energy exchanges) occuring in the nano-objects, to their acoustic vibrations

(periods and quality factors) and to their cooling.

However, most of the aforementioned studies were based of measurements performed

on assemblies of nanoparticles, which present several drawbacks. Firstly, the measured

dynamics necessarily represent an average over those of multiple nano-objects, whose

morphologies and local environments present an unavoidable dispersion. Secondly, the

quantitative analysis of the measured signals is made difficult by the fact that all nano-

objects are differently excited and probed, depending on their respective positions in the

pump and probe beams. The recent development of single-particle time-resolved optical

spectroscopy has allowed a finer correlation between the measured dynamics and the

precise morphology of the nano-object (e.g. in the case of acoustic vibrations [12]), as

well as a more quantitative interpretation of time-resolved signals [13]. However, even

in single-particle measurements, disentangling the contributions of the different physical

processes involved in the transient optical signals remains difficult.

In this thesis, conducted in the FemtoNanoOptics group of the Light and Matter In-

stitute (LMI), single-particle time-resolved optical spectroscopy was used to investigate

the dynamics of internal thermalization and of cooling of individual metal nanoparticles.

Throughout this work, the emphasis was put on a quantitative analysis of the transient

optical response of the investigated nano-objects induced by these ultrafast processes.

In particular, the wavelength dependence of the transient optical changes is experimen-

tally and theoretically explored, allowing to characterize the sensitivity of time-resolved

optical measurements to the different physical processes affecting the optical response.

This work is organized in four chapters. In the first one, the physical properties of

bulk and nanoscale noble metals are described from a theoretical point of view. The

electronic and thermal properties of bulk metals are first reviewed, as well as their optical

response. The effect of dielectric confinement is then explained in the cases of a sphere

or an ellipsoid small with respect to the wavelength of light (dipolar approximation), and

generalized to the case of larger nano-objects. A numerical approach based on the finite

element method, allowing to calculate the optical response of nano-objects of any shape,

size and environment, is also presented. Finally, the ultrafast relaxation mechanisms

triggered by the impulsive excitation of a metal nanoparticle are briefly introduced.

Chapter 2 describes the experimental techniques used during this work, whose configura-
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tions have been optimized to enable highly quantitative measurements. We first present

the spatial modulation spectroscopy technique (SMS), allowing the detection of a sin-

gle isolated nano-object and the measurement of its absolute extinction cross-section

as a function of the light wavelength and polarization. The principle of time-resolved

pump–probe spectroscopy, a technique permitting the measurement of the transient

changes of the extinction cross-section of a photoexcited nano-object, is presented in

a second part.

The third chapter presents an experimental and theoretical study of the cooling dynam-

ics of single gold nanodisks supported on a sapphire substrate. The aim of this study

is twofold. The first aspect of this work is dedicated to determining the wavelength-

dependent sensitivity of the extinction cross-section of nanodisks to transient temper-

ature changes. Quantitative analysis of time-resolved measurements made on single

nanodisks as a function of the probe wavelength yielded excellent agreement with the re-

sults of a numerical opto-thermal model, providing experimental confirmation for purely

theoretical results published in the past [14]. The second aspect of this chapter deals with

the cooling dynamics of gold nanodisks and their dependence on the nano-object mor-

phology. They are found to be quasi-exponential, with a time constant mainly depending

of the nanodisk thickness and weakly on its diameter, showing that these dynamics are

limited by heat transfer at the interface with the substrate. This makes the studied sys-

tem ideal for accurate measurements of the gold–sapphire interface conductance, whose

average value is extracted from measurements on many individual nanodisks by com-

parison between the experimental data and a numerical thermal model. The approach

followed in this work was recently used by other groups for interface conductance mea-

surements [15–19], but this work is the first to present thermal measurements at the scale

of a single nano-object, allowing notably to estimate the object-to-object dispersion of

the interface conductance.

The last chapter of this work focuses on the ultrafast phenomena immediately following

the nano-object photo-excitation, leading to its internal thermalization through electron-

electron and electron-phonon energy exchanges. In particular, the sensitivity of the opti-

cal extinction of individual nanodisks to these phenomena is experimentally investigated

as a function of the probe wavelength. These measurements are in quantitative agree-

ment with the results of a complete numerical model based notably on the resolution of

the Boltzmann equation, and also including several effects generally omitted in previous

works of this kind [13, 20], which are here proved necessary for a satisfying reproduction

of the measured data. A simplified version of this model also allowed to highlight the

respective roles of the temperature evolutions of the electrons and of the ionic lattice,

greatly clarifying the temporal and spectral dependences of the measured time-resolved

signals.

3
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Optical response of metallic

nanoparticles
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Chapter 1. Optical response of metallic nanoparticles

In the studies described in this thesis, various physical properties (electronic, optical

and thermal) of single noble metal nano-objects are quantitatively investigated through

measurements of their optical response, both in the stationary and transient regimes (i.e.

after ultrafast excitation by a light pulse). The connection between the optical properties

of the studied nanosystems and their composition, morphology and environment thus

plays an essential role in these studies. The optical response of a metal (i.e. absorption

and scattering) reflects the interaction of light with its electrons, and is therefore closely

linked to its electronic band structure. The optical response of a metal nano-object

in a dielectric environment strongly differs from that of the bulk. This modification

mainly originates from a purely classical dielectric confinement effect emerging from the

laws of electromagnetism, although quantum confinement effects may also arise for small

nanoparticles, leading to the discretization of energy levels. Dielectric confinement in-

duces resonances in the absorption and scattering spectra of metal nano-objects, called

Localized Surface Plasmon Resonances (LSPR). These resonances, which have been ex-

tensively investigated in the past, play an important role in this work, as they allow the

sensitive probing of the relaxation phenomena determining the ultrafast dynamics of a

nano-object after its sudden excitation.

The first section of this chapter will briefly review the electronic, thermal and optical

properties of bulk noble metals. The next section will be dedicated to the effects of

size reduction and confinement in a dielectric environment. We will then describe in

section 1.3 the ultrafast mechanisms following the absorption of a femtosecond laser

pulse by a nano-object, inducing time-dependent modifications of its optical response.

1.1 Physical properties of bulk noble metals

1.1.1 Electronic and thermal properties of noble metals

Copper, silver and gold constitute the family of noble metals. These three elements

are characterized by similar electronic configurations ending with one completely filled

(n − 1)d subshell and one ns subshell containing one electron (they are thus monova-

lent). In crystalline form, they present a face-centered cubic structure (fcc), whose main

parameters are summarized in table 1.1.
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1.1 Physical properties of bulk noble metals
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Figure 1.1 – Electronic band structure of gold. The Fermi energy EF is taken as origin
of the energy. The high-symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone are defined in figure 1.2b.
The approximate positions of the d, p and s bands are indicated, while the blue rectangles
specify the zones where vertical electronic transitions excited by photon absorption (between
bands d → p or p → s) are most probable. Reproduced from ref. [21].

metal electronic structure ã (A) ne (10
22 cm−3)

Cu [Ar]3d104s1 3.61 8.47
Ag [Kr]4d105s1 4.09 5.86
Au [Xe]4f145d106s1 4.08 5.90

Table 1.1 – Electronic structure, lattice parameter ã, and density of conduction electrons
ne of noble metals Cu, Ag and Au.

In solids, the discrete energy levels of atoms give rise to continuous energy bands through

the interaction of atomic orbitals. The (n−1)d states thus result in five completely-filled,
weakly dispersed d bands—also called valence bands—, while hybridization of the ns and

np orbitals leads to the formation of a half-filled p band—the conduction band—and of

an empty s band of higher energy. The band structure of bulk gold is shown in figure 1.1.

1.1.1.a Conduction electrons

The nearly-parabolic dispersion of the conduction band enables the description of con-

duction electrons as quasi-free electrons, with a dispersion relation (linking the energy

E and wavevector k of the states) written as:

E(k) =
~
2k2

2m∗ , (1.1)

7



Chapter 1. Optical response of metallic nanoparticles

where the electron rest massme has been replaced by an effective massm
∗ which includes

the effects of the interactions of the electron with the ionic lattice. For a quasi-free

electron gas, the density of energy states per unit volume around energy E is given by:

ρ(E) =
1

2π2

(

2m∗

~2

)3/2√
E . (1.2)

The Fermi energy EF is defined as the energy of the highest occupied level of the electron

distribution at temperature 0 K. It is related to the effective mass m∗ and the density

ne of conduction electrons via:

EF =
~
2

2m∗ (3πne)
2/3 . (1.3)

One can also define several quantities linked to the Fermi energy, such as the Fermi wave

vector kF =
√
2m∗EF/~, and the Fermi temperature TF = EF/kB (with kB the Boltz-

mann constant). Values of these parameters for copper, silver and gold are presented in

table 1.2.

metal m∗/me EF (eV) kF (108 cm−1) TF (104 K)

Cu 1.3 4.67 1.36 5.44
Ag 1.1 5.49 1.20 6.38
Au 1.1 5.53 1.21 6.42

Table 1.2 – Effective electron mass m∗ divided by the electron rest mass me, Fermi energy
EF , Fermi wave vector kF , and Fermi temperature TF in Cu, Ag and Au [22].

The Fermi surface is the surface of the reciprocal space which separates occupied from

unoccupied states at zero temperature. For a free-electron gas, the Fermi surface is a

sphere of radius kF , the energy only depending on ‖k‖ (equation 1.1). In noble metals,
deviations from the ideal free-electron model lead to slight deformations of this surface

around points L and X of the first Brillouin zone (figure 1.2).

The equilibrium occupation probability of an electronic state of energy E at electronic

temperature Te is given by the Fermi–Dirac distribution:

f(E) =
1

e(E−EF )/(kBTe) + 1
, (1.4)

where the chemical potential µ(Te) was identified to EF . This assumption is valid when

8



1.1 Physical properties of bulk noble metals

U
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Figure 1.2 – Fermi surface in Au (a) and illustration of the first Brillouin zone of a fcc
lattice (b), showing its symmetry lines and characteristic points [23].

Te ≪ TF , which is verified at room temperature in the case of noble metals (see table 1.2).

This implies that the electronic distributions at room temperature and at 0 K differ

significantly only around the Fermi energy, i.e. for k-states close to the Fermi surface.

The volumetric specific heat of the electron gas ce(Te) is computed as the temperature

derivative of the electron volumetric internal energy ue:

ce(Te) =
∂ue

∂Te
=

∞

0

Eρ(E)
∂f(E)

∂Te
dE , (1.5)

where ρ(E) is given by equation 1.2. In the free electron gas approximation, assum-

ing Te ≪ TF (which allows using expression 1.4), one finds after integration that the

electronic specific heat is linear with the electron temperature:

ce(Te) =
π2nekB
2TF

Te = aTe , (1.6)

with a =
π2nekB
2TF

∼ 65 JK−2m−3 in gold [22]. The temperature dependence of ce plays

an important role in the dynamics of relaxation of a photoexcited metal, as will be

described in chapter 4.

1.1.1.b Ionic lattice

The primitive cell of noble metal crystals containing a single atom, only acoustic vibra-

tional modes of the ionic lattice are permitted, whose energy vanishes when their wave

vector q is zero. The phonon band structure of noble metals contains three acoustic

9



Chapter 1. Optical response of metallic nanoparticles

branches, two of them corresponding to transverse vibrations and one to longitudinal

vibrations. Each branch contains Ni modes, with Ni the number of ions in the lattice.

To evaluate the dispersion relations ωs(q) associated to the these three branches, hy-

potheses must be made about the interatomic potential. In the model initially developed

by P. Debye in 1912, linear dispersion relations are assumed. By also assuming isotropy

(i.e., identical dispersion relations in the three branches, which is not the case in real

materials), one obtains:

ωs(q) = vs q . (1.7)

vs represents the average sound velocity of the three branches. The Ni vibrational modes

of each branch are contained within a sphere, whose radius kD is called the Debye wave

vector. The volume of a primitive cell in the reciprocal space being (2π)3/V (with V the

metal volume), one obtains:

qD = (6π2ni)
1/3 =

(

2

Z

)1/3

kF , (1.8)

with ni = Ni/V the volumetric density of modes and Z the metal valence, equal to

1 for noble metals. Similarly, one defines the Debye frequency ωD = vs qD, and the

Debye temperature TD, defined through kBTD = ~ωD. TD may be interpreted as the

temperature above which all vibrational modes are excited. For gold, this temperature

is 170 K [22], i.e. well below the temperature at which our experiments are performed

(∼ 300 K).

The equilibrium phonon occupation number at temperature TL is given by a Bose–

Einstein distribution:

nBE(q, TL) =
1

e~ωs(q)/(kBTL) − 1
. (1.9)

The volumetric lattice heat capacity may be calculated similarily to equation 1.5, using

the occupation number given in equation 1.9. This calculation leads to:

cL =
1

V

∂

∂TL

∑

~ωs(q)

[

nBE(q, TL) +
1

2

]

, (1.10)

where the summation is over all wave vectors q in the three branches. For high enough

temperatures (~ωs(q)/(kBTL)≪ 1, which is valid for gold at room temperature), no as-

sumption about the dispersion relation is required to calculate the heat capacity. Indeed,

a first-order development of equation 1.9 ((ex − 1)−1 ≈ x−1 with x = ~ωs/(kBTL)) per-

mits the simplification of the ~ωs terms, leading to a constant lattice volumetric specific

10



1.1 Physical properties of bulk noble metals

heat:

cL ≈ 3nikB , (1.11)

corresponding to the classical Dulong–Petit law. For gold, this expression leads to

cL ≈ 2.5 × 106 Jm−3K−1. Combining this result with the expression of ce(Te) given

by equation 1.6, one obtains cL/ce ≈ 100 at T = 300 K, meaning that the heat capac-

ity of metals at room temperature is only given by cL, and thus weakly dependent on

temperature.

1.1.2 Optical response of bulk metals

1.1.2.a Definitions

A monochromatic electromagnetic field with wave vector k and angular frequency ω:

E(r, t) = Re[E0e
i(k·r−ωt)] , (1.12)

interacting with a material, induces a polarization density P resulting from an opposite

displacement of the bound positive and negative charges. In the case of a homogeneous,

linear and isotropic material, the polarization is expressed simply as P = ε0χE, where

the electric susceptibility χ(ω) is a scalar function of ω. The electric displacement field

then writes:

D = ε0E+P = ε0εE (1.13)

with ε0 the vacuum permittivity, and where ε = 1 + χ represents the dielectric function

(or relative permittivity) of the material. ε may be written as ε(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω),

with ε1 and ε2 real. Alternatively, the optical properties may be described using the

complex optical index ñ = n+ iκ, related to ε via ñ2 = ε. Its real part n is the refraction

index, related to the phase velocity of light in the material v by v = c/n, while κ, the

extinction coefficient, specifies the absorption of electromagnetic energy by the solid.

Indeed, propagation of an electromagnetic wave over a distance L in the material results

in an intensity reduction given by:

It = I0e
−αL with α(ω) = 2

ω

c
κ(ω) (1.14)
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Chapter 1. Optical response of metallic nanoparticles

The explicit relation between (ε1, ε2) and (n, κ) writes:

{

ε1 = n2 − κ2

ε2 = 2nκ
(1.15)

Thus, for κ = 0 (transparent medium), ε1 = n2 and ε2 = 0.
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Figure 1.3 – Spectral dependence of the real part ε1 (a) and imaginary part ε2 (b)
of gold dielectric function. Experimental values of ε1,2 (black squares) are taken from
data tabulated by Johnson and Christy [24]. Contributions εD

1,2 resulting from intraband
electronic transitions, computed using the Drude model, are shown as red plain lines. The
dashed green lines are estimations of the contributions of interband transitions δεib

1,2 to the

dielectric function, obtained from the experimental data through δεib = ε − εD. εib is then
retrieved through εib = δεib + 1.

The spectral dependence of the dielectric function of bulk gold is shown in figure 1.3.

Two distinct light absorption mechanisms, schematized in figure 1.4, contribute to ε:

❼ photon-excited transitions between quasi-free electronic states within the conduc-

tion band (intraband transitions). Because of the dispersion relation of quasi-free

electrons (equation 1.1), a transition to a higher-energy state of this band implies

a momentum increase. The momentum of the absorbed photon being negligible,

interaction with a third body (another electron, a phonon, or a lattice defect) is

necessary to respect momentum conservation (figure 1.4). Intraband transitions are

thus three-body processes. They are well-described by the classical Drude model

of conduction electrons [22].

12



1.1 Physical properties of bulk noble metals

Figure 1.4 – Simplified representation of the band structure of noble metals. The
weakly-dispersed valence bands (d bands) are completely filled, while the nearly-parabolic
conduction band (s-p band) is half-filled. Absorption of a photon by the metal can occur
through the transition of a conduction electron to a higher state of the same band (intraband
transition), which must involve a third particle (electron or phonon) to respect the momen-
tum conservation. A photon may also be absorbed through the direct transition of a d-band
electron to an empty state of the conduction band (interband transition), which requires a
high enough photon energy.

photon-excited transitions of valence electrons to the conduction band (interband

transitions). These transitions may occur only for high enough photon energies,

in order to allow for the direct (vertical) transition of electron from the valence

band to a free state of the conduction band (figure 1.4). The associated threshold,

corresponding to the energy difference between the top of the valence band and the

Fermi energy EF , is about 2.4 eV for gold. As opposed to intraband transitions,

description of interband transitions requires a fully quantum theory.

The total electric susceptibility is given by the sum of these two effects and writes

χ = χD + χib. We also define symmetrically εD,ib = 1 + χD,ib, which implies that

ε = 1 + χ = εD + εib − 1. We will now detail these two contributions to the dielectric

function.

1.1.2.b Intraband contribution to the dielectric function: Drude model

Shortly after the discovery of the electron by J.J. Thomson, P. Drude applied the classical

theory of gas kinetics to metals, by modeling them as an electron gas. The assumptions

made by Drude partly reflect the lack of knowledge of the structure of solids at the time.

The Drude model treats the electrons as being completely free, independent from one

another, and only subject to collisions of unspecified nature with rate γ0 = 1/τ0 (where

τ0 is the average time between two collisions), after which their movement is arbitrarily

directed with a random velocity following Maxwell’s distribution. On average, these

13



Chapter 1. Optical response of metallic nanoparticles

assumptions are equivalent to considering that each electron is submitted to a friction

force F = −meγ0v. To account for the fact that the electrons are weakly bound instead

of free (as discussed in paragraph 1.1.1), the electron mass me appearing in the original

Drude model must be replaced by the effective mass m∗. In the presence of an oscillating

electric field E(t) = E0 cos(ωt), position r of an electron follows the equation of motion:

m∗d
2r

dt2
= −m∗γ0

dr

dt
− eE (1.16)

From the solution r of equation 1.16 in the stationary regime, the polarization of the

metal is obtained through P = −neer. Since P is also defined as P = ε0χ
DE, the Drude

permittivity writes:

εD(ω) = 1 + χD = 1−
ω2
p

ω(ω + iγ0)
(1.17)

where ωp =
√

ne e2

m∗ε0
represents the plasma frequency. By expressing the real and imagi-

nary parts of ε, one finds:























εD1 = 1−
ω2
p

ω2 + γ2
0

≃ 1−
ω2
p

ω2
for γ0 ≪ ω

εD2 =
γ0ω

2
p

ω(ω2 + γ2
0)

≃ γ0
ω2
p

ω3
for γ0 ≪ ω

(1.18)

Fits of experimental measurements of gold dielectric function by the Drude formula above

(figure 1.3) provides estimations for the plasma frequency ωp and the optical scattering

rate γ0, yielding ~ωp ≈ 9.01 eV and ~γ0 ≈ 70 eV [24]. The condition γ0 ≪ ω, necessary

to obtain the approximations made in equation 1.18, is thus valid for gold in the visible

and near-infrared ranges (corresponding to ~ω ≈ 1-3 eV).

The optical scattering rate γ0 reflects photon absorption by electrons in the conduction

band, which must be assisted by a third particle (electron, phonon, or lattice defect), as

discussed above. It may be written as:

γ0(ω, Te, TL) = γe−e(ω, Te) + γe−ph(ω, Te, TL) + γe−d(ω, Te) (1.19)
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1.1 Physical properties of bulk noble metals

with γe−e, γe−ph and γe−d the electron–electron, electron–phonon and electron–defect

scattering rates. Te and TL are the temperatures of the electron gas and of the lattice,

respectively.

Calculation of the electron–phonon term γe−ph has been performed in the hypothesis of

a parabolic conduction band and for a photon energy ~ω lower than the Fermi energy,

where electron–phonon interactions are modeled via a deformation potential [25, 26].

Starting from Fermi’s golden rule at second order, this calculation yields:

γe−ph(ω, Te, TL) =
Ge−ph(TL)

~ω

✂ ∞

0

√

E(E + ~ω)f(E)[1− f(E + ~ω)]dE , (1.20)

where Ge−ph is an electron–phonon interaction parameter. If the lattice temperature is

larger than the Debye temperature (TL > TD), Ge−ph is approximately proportional to

TL, while the Te dependence of γe−ph is included in the occupation numbers f(E) [27].

The term γe−e corresponds to the rate of photon absorption assisted by electron–electron

scattering processes. A calculation made by R. Gurzhi in the case of a thermalized

electron gas leads to [28]:

γe−e(ω, Te) =
ω2

4π2ωp

[

1 +

(

2πkBTe

~ω

)2
]

. (1.21)

The electron–defect scattering rate γe−d appearing in equation 1.19 is more difficult to

model, but this term may cause a significant increase of γ0 for polycrystalline metal sam-

ples such as those used in this work (synthesized using electron beam lithography) [29,

30], as will be discussed in chapter 3.

For small nanoparticles (typically < 30 nm), an additional damping rate γe−S must be

included in equation 1.19. Classically interpreted as an electron–surface scattering term,

its precise description requires a quantum-mechanical treatment, where it emerges as an

effect of the discretization of electronic energy levels induced by confinement [31]. For

spherical nanoparticles with diameter D, it may be expressed as [13, 32]:

γe−S(ω, Te) = 2g(ω, Te)
vF
D

, (1.22)

with vF the Fermi velocity (≈ 1.4× 106 ms−1 for gold [22]), and g ≈ 0.7 in gold at room

temperature in the optical domain [27].

As shown in figure 1.3, the Drude model (solid red line) is in correct agreement with
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Chapter 1. Optical response of metallic nanoparticles

experimental measurements of the dielectric function of gold for low photon energies. For

energies higher than∼ 2 eV, the imaginary part ε2 largely deviates from the Drude model,

due to photon-induced interband transitions, leading to an additional contribution εib.

Assuming that the intraband transitions are perfectly described by the Drude model,

εib can be empirically deduced from experimental measurements of ε through εib =

1+ ε− εD = 1+ δεib. The differences δεib1,2 are plotted in figure 1.3 as green dashed lines.

However, to enable the description of the time-dependent modifications of εib resulting

from an out-of-equilibrium excitation of the electrons (a necessary element in the theo-

retical reproduction of time-resolved experiments), an explicit modeling of the interband

contribution is required. This can only be done from a quantum description of the band

structure, which we now present.

1.1.2.c Interband contribution to the dielectric function

To describe the contribution of interband transitions to the imaginary dielectric function

ε2 of noble metals, which is directly related to photon absorption, we present the model

developed by Rosei and collaborators based on a simplified description of the band

structure of gold [33]. For a photoexcitation in the visible range, resonant transitions

mainly involve electronic states located around the L and X points of the first Brillouin

zone, either between the valence and conduction bands d and p (Ld→p and Xd→p) or

between the p band and the empty s band around the L point (Lp→s) (see figure 1.1). The

energy-dependent joint density of states Di→j(E, ~ω), which describes the probability of

a transition from a state in band i with energy E to a state in band j with energy E+~ω,

is expressed as:

Di→j(E, ~ω) =
1

(2π)3

✂

δ
[

Ef (k)− Ei(k)− ~ω
]

δ
[

E − Ei(k)
]

d3k . (1.23)

The first delta function in equation 1.23 imposes that the energies of the initial and final

states Ei and Ef are separated by ~ω, while the second delta function selects initial states

of energy E. In the Rosei model, calculation ofDi→j(E, ~ω) is achieved by approximating

the d, p and s bands around the L and X points by anisotropic parabolas, associated

to effective electron masses m‖ and m⊥ along perpendicular directions in the reciprocal

space [33].

The total probability for a transition between bands i and j is given by the joint density

of states Ji→j(~ω), which is obtained by integrating Di→j(E, ~ω) over the energy E,

taking into account the occupation probability of the initial and final states:
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1.1 Physical properties of bulk noble metals

Ji→j(~ω) =

✂ Ei,j
max

Ei,j
min

Di→j(E, ~ω)f(E)[1− f(E + ~ω)] dE , (1.24)

Figure 1.5 – Experimental and calculated interband component to the imaginary
part of Au dielectric function, εib

2
. The contributions of the three interband transitions

appearing in equation 1.25 are shown as indicated in the legend.

where the integration limits Ei,j
min and Ei,j

max are chosen so as to include all possible

transitions from band i to band j. εib2 may then be evaluated by summing the three

types of transitions discussed above:

εib2 (~ω) =
4π2e2~2

ε0m2
e(~ω)

2

[

AX
d→pJ

X
d→p(~ω) +AL

d→pJ
L
d→p(~ω) +AL

p→sJ
L
p→s(~ω)

]

. (1.25)

In equation 1.25, coefficients Ai→j are the squared matrix elements of the momentum

operator p describing the transition strengths:

Ai→j = |〈i|p|j〉|2 . (1.26)

In the work of Stoll et al. [34], amplitudes Ai→j were empirically determined by fitting

experimental room-temperature measurements of ε2(~ω) by the sum of the Drude and
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Chapter 1. Optical response of metallic nanoparticles

interband contributions (equations 1.18 and 1.25). Determination of εib2 was based on

the Au band structure calculated by Rangel et al. [35], with the energy gaps at the L and

X points being left as free parameters. The results are shown in figure 1.5, where the

black squares represent the measurements of Au dielectric function reported by Johnson

and Christy [24] after subtraction of the Drude part εD2 , and the red line the computed

εib2 function. The contributions of the three considered transitions are plotted. The main

contribution is that of the Ld→p transitions. Its energy dependence presents an onset

at ~ω ≈ 2.4 eV (515 nm), which is often taken as reference for the interband transition

threshold, although the onset for the weaker Xd→p contribution is only ~ω ≈ 1.8 eV

(690 nm). Finally, the Lp→s transitions do not contribute to εib2 in the visible range, as

their threshold is ~ω ≈ 3.4 eV (360 nm).

In the context of time-resolved experiments on metal films or nano-objects, the dielec-

tric function undergoes transient variations following the ultrafast absorption of a light

pulse. As will be discussed in chapter 4, this excitation leads to a transient modification

∆f(E, t) of the electronic distribution around the Fermi energy. Using the calculation

method presented above, it is possible to calculate the induced variations ∆ǫib2 (t) of the

imaginary part of the interband contribution to the dielectric function, by replacing

in equation 1.24 the equilibrium distribution at room temperature f by its transient

modification ∆f(t). In this calculation, the amplitudes Ai→j deduced from the fit of

room-temperature measurements of ε2 (figure 1.5) must be used.

1.2 Linear optical response of metal nano-objects

The optical response of noble metal nano-objects is characterized by one or several

resonances in their absorption and scattering spectra, called localized surface plasmon

resonances (LSPRs), which are a consequence of dielectric confinement. These reso-

nances, associated to a collective electron motion induced by light, result in a strong

enhancement of the electromagnetic field in and around the nano-objects. Their ampli-

tudes, spectral positions and widths are strongly dependent on the geometry, size and

composition of the nano-objects, as well as on their local environment. In this section,

we start by general energetic considerations enabling a precise definition of the extinc-

tion cross-section of a nano-object, which is the physical quantity investigated in linear

and time-resolved spectroscopy. We then present analytical descriptions of the optical

response of small nano-objects and a numerical calculation method adapted in the case

of a particle of arbitrary size, shape and environment.
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1.2 Linear optical response of metal nano-objects

1.2.1 Energetic considerations

We consider a metal nano-object embedded in a non-absorbing dielectric medium, sub-

mitted to an oscillating electromagnetic field (E0,H0) with total power P0. This incident

field causes an oscillation of the metal electrons at the frequency and in the direction of

E0, generating a scattered electromagnetic field at the same frequency (Escat,Hscat) in

the surrounding medium. The time-averaged Poynting vector of the total electromag-

netic field outside the particle (corresponding to Etot = E0+Escat andHtot = H0+Hscat)

can be separated into three contributions [36]:

Figure 1.6 – Electromagnetic energy flows in the context of single-particle optical
experiments. See equations 1.27 and 1.28.

Πtot =
1

2
Re(Etot ∧H∗

tot) = Π0 +Πscat +Πext (1.27)

with



















Π0 = 1
2Re(E0 ∧H∗

0)

Πscat = 1
2Re(Escat ∧H∗

scat)

Πext = 1
2Re(E0 ∧H∗

scat +Escat ∧H∗
0)

(1.28)

The Poynting vectors defined in equation 1.28 are represented in figure 1.6. When
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Chapter 1. Optical response of metallic nanoparticles

the dielectric environment is transparent, as assumed here, the electromagnetic power

absorbed by Joule effect by the nano-object, Pabs, may be expressed as the opposite of

the flux of the Poynting vector of the total field Πtot through an arbitrary closed surface

A enclosing the nano-object (figure 1.6). Scattering and extinction powers are similarly

defined as:



















Pabs = −
✌

A Πtot · n dS

Pscat =
✌

A Πscat · n dS

Pext = −
✌

A Πext · n dS ,

(1.29)

with
✌

A Π0 · n dS = 0 for a transparent environment. Combining equations 1.27, 1.28

and 1.29 leads to the following power balance:

Pext = Pabs + Pscat . (1.30)

Pscat represents the power scattered by the nano-object, while Pext characterizes the

power attenuation of the incident field, resulting both from the absorption and the

scattering by the nano-object.

The extinction, absorption and scattering cross-sections of a nano-object (usually ex-

pressed in nm2) are defined as the ratios between the corresponding powers and I0, the

intensity of the incident field at the position of particle:

σext =
Pext

I0
, σabs =

Pabs

I0
, σscat =

Pscat

I0
. (1.31)

It follows from equation 1.30:

σext = σabs + σscat . (1.32)

In extinction-based single-particle measurement techniques, such as the ones used in this

work (spatial modulation spectroscopy and single-particle time-resolved spectroscopy),

which will be presented in chapter 2, the photodector is placed on the path of the

incident light beam. Indicating with D the surface of the detector (figure 1.6), the power
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1.2 Linear optical response of metal nano-objects

measured by the detector PD =
✄

D Πtot · n dS may be expressed as:

PD = PD
0 − PD

ext + PD
scat (1.33)

with



















PD
0 =

✄

D Π0 · n dS

PD
scat =

✄

D Πscat · n dS

PD
ext = −

✄

D Πext · n dS .

(1.34)

PD
0 and PD

ext are equal to P0 and Pext, the incident and extinction powers, if the detector

area D is large enough to fully collect the incident light. In this case, it comes from

equation 1.33 that the power attenuation ∆P = P0 − PD induced by the nanoparticle

is equal to Pext − PD
scat = σextI0 − PD

scat. Thus, partial collection of the scattered light

by the detector reduces the measurement contrast. To reduce this effect, area D must

not be chosen too large, the ideal configuration being that the detector surface coincides

with that of the incident beam. Additionally, if the nanoparticle is small enough, the

scattered power is negligible compared to the extinction (as discussed below). In this

case:

∆P = P0 − PD ≈ Pext = σextI0 . (1.35)

In this work, ∆P ≈ Pext was generally assumed, despite the fact that the studied nano-

objects present non-negligible scattering cross-sections as compared to their absorption

ones. An evaluation of the impact of the recollected scattered light (PD
scat term in equa-

tion 1.34) is presented at the end of chapter 3.

1.2.2 Nanosphere and nanoellipsoid in the dipolar approximation

We consider here a metal nano-object with dielectric function ε(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω)

surrounded by a homogeneous dielectric medium with permittivity εm, assumed real

and weakly dispersed (figure 1.7). For a nanoparticle much smaller than the wavelength

of light, the spatial variations of the oscillating electric field E0 may be neglected at the
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Figure 1.7 – Gold nanoparticle in a transparent medium under illumination by
an oscillating electric field. The external field creates an internal polarization in the
particle corresponding to a collective motion of the electrons (blue zones), leading to charge
accumulation at the surface. The electromagnetic response of an object much smaller than
the wavelength of light (left) may be assimilated to that of a dipole, whereas the response of
larger objects (right) implies higher-order multipolar electromagnetic modes, as the electric
field is not uniform in the particle.

scale of the particle (quasistatic approximation), as illustrated in figure 1.7 (left). This

homogeneous field generates a collective oscillation of the electrons in the metal. In this

case, the electromagnetic response of the nano-object may be assimilated to that of an

induced dipole p(ω) aligned with E (dipolar approximation), which writes [34]:

p(ω) = ε0 εm α̃(ω)E0(ω) , (1.36)

where α̃ is the linear polarizability of the nano-object. Analytical expressions of this

quantity exist for small nano-objects with simple shapes, such as a sphere. For more

generality, we consider a small ellipsoid with arbitrary semi-axes a, b, c (figure 1.8), a

case treated by R. Gans in 1912 [37]. The polarizability of such a nano-object writes [38]:

α̃(ω) =
V

Li

ε(ω)− εm
ε(ω) + [(1− Li)/Li]εm

, (1.37)

with V = 4
3πabc the ellipsoid volume, and Li a factor depending on the object geometry

(through parameters a, b and c) and on the (linear) polarization of the incident light. In

the case of a sphere (a = b = c), Li = 1/3 and α̃ is independent on the polarization. For

an oblate spheroid (a = b > c) and a polarization along x or y (see figure 1.8), Lx = Ly

are given, as a function of the ellipsoid eccentricity e, by [38]:

Lx = Ly =
g(e)

2e2

[π

2
− arctan g(e)

]

− g2(e)

2
,

g(e) =
(1− e2

e2

)1/2
, e =

(

1− c2

a2

)1/2
.

(1.38)
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Figure 1.8 – Optical response of a small nanoellipsoid. (a) Definition of semi-axes
a,b,c of the ellipsoid. The represented object is an oblate spheroid with a = b > c. (b)
Extinction cross-section spectra of a gold nanosphere of radius 15 nm and of two gold oblate
spheroids with semi-axes a = b = 15 nm and aspect ratios a/c = 4 or 8, computed in the
dipolar approximation for a linear light polarization along one of the major axes, using an
environment refractive index n =

√
εm = 1.5 and the Johnson and Christy tables of gold

dielectric function ε1,2 [24].

This case is relatively close to the nanosystem studied in the experiments described in the

next two chapters, namely, gold nanodisks with diameter larger than their thickness, with

an illumination polarized along their diameter. For an electric field polarized along the z

direction, Lz is obtained from equation 1.8 by Lz = 1−2Lx. If we note Hi = (1−Li)/Li,

the absorption and scattering cross-sections may be expressed from polarizability α̃ as:

σabs(ω) = k Im(α̃) =
ωV

cL2
i

ε
3/2
m ε2(ω)

|ε(ω) +Hiεm|
, (1.39)

σscat(ω) =
k4

6π
|α̃|2 = ω4V 2

6πc4L2
i

ε2m
|ε(ω)− εm|2

|ε(ω) +Hiεm|2
. (1.40)

Here, k = ωε
1/2
m /c represents the modulus of the wave vector of the incident field. The ab-

sorption cross-section is proportional to the volume V , while the scattering cross-section

varies as V 2. For a small enough particle, scattering is therefore negligible compared

to absorption. For instance, equations 1.39 and 1.40 show that for a spheroid with

a = b = 15 nm and a/c = 4, the maximal value of σscat represents only 3% of the

maximal value of σabs. In this case, we obtain:
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σext(ω) ≈ σabs(ω) =
ωV

cL2
i

ε
3/2
m ε2(ω)

(ε1(ω) +Hiεm)2 + ε22(ω)
(1.41)

If ε2 is either weak or weakly dispersed, vanishing of the first term in the denominator

leads to a strong enhancement of σext, corresponding to the (dipolar) localized surface

plasmon resonance (LSPR). The resonance condition writes in this case:

ε1(ω) +Hiεm = 0 (1.42)

By replacing ε1 = εD1 + εib1 − 1 = −
ω2
p

ω2
+ εib1 (equation 1.18), the resonance frequency ωR

may be expressed as:

ωR =
ωp

√

εib1 (ωR) +Hiεm
. (1.43)

In the dipolar approximation, the resonance position ωR thus depends on the ellipsoid

shape and on light polarization (through Hi), as well as on the compositions of the nano-

object and its environment (through ωp, ε1 and εm). In contrast, it is independent of

the nanoparticule volume.

Still in the approximation of a weak or weakly-dispersed ε2, and further assuming a

weakly-dispered ε1 (both conditions being valid in gold if ~ωR is well below the inter-

band transition threshold ≈ 2.4 eV), it may be shown that the extinction cross-section

expressed as a function of photon frequency has a quasi-Lorentzian profile [39], centered

at ωR, whose full width at half-maximum (FWHM) Γ is expressed as:

Γ =
Ω3

R

ω2
p

ε2(ωR) = γ0(ωR) +
ω3
R

ω2
p

εib2 (ωR) . (1.44)

The first term γ0(ωR) includes the different electron scattering processes implied in intra-

band photon absorption (see equation 1.19), while the last term
ω3

R

ω2
p
εib2 (ωR) corresponds

to damping of the resonance through interband transitions.

In the case of a small gold nanosphere in an environment of refractive index n =
√
εm =

1.5, the resonance wavelength is found near 530 nm, in a zone where ε2 is dominated by

the contribution of interband transitions (figure 1.3). εib1 and εib2 being neither small nor

constant, the extinction spectrum is not Lorentzian and presents a strongly asymmetric
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profile, as may be seen in figure 1.8b (blue curve). For an oblate spheroid (a = b > c),

ωR is a decreasing function of the geometrical parameter Hi (equation 1.43). Assuming

a polarization along one of the major axes (x or y), the resonance red-shifts as the aspect

ratio a/c becomes larger, i.e. as the spheroid becomes flatter. As shown in figure 1.8b,

the resonances of small spheroids with a/c = 4 and a/c = 8 (assuming
√
εm = 1.5)

are centered around λR = 650 nm and λR = 800 nm, respectively. Their shapes are

approximately Lorentzian functions of the photon energy, the contribution of interband

transitions to ε2 being small in this range.

1.2.3 Models for nano-objects of arbitrary size

When the particle is not small enough compared to the wavelength, several additional

effects appear as compared to the previous paragraph: retardation effects, radiative

damping, and multipolar mode excitation. Additionally, the part of the scattering cross-

section in the total extinction cross-section increases with the nano-object volume. These

effects lead to a red-shift and a broadening of the LSPR as compared to the dipolar case,

and to the appearance of additional resonances corresponding to non-dipolar electro-

magnetic modes [36, 40]. The LSPR broadening is described by an additional radiative

damping term Γrad in equation 1.44, reflecting the relaxation of the collective electron

oscillation by the emission of light [41].

Figure 1.9 – Extinction spectra of nanoellispsoids computed using the extended
Mie theory. The spectra shown correspond to ellipsoids with aspect ratios a/c = 4 and
various values of major axis a, indicated in the legend. The light is polarized along one of
the major axes (a or b). The environment refractive index is n =

√
εm = 1.5, while gold

dielectric function ǫ1,2 is taken from the Johnson and Christy tables [24].
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In the case of a sphere, an exact analytical development into multipolar modes was

performed by Gustav Mie in 1908 ([38, 42]). This approach has since been extended to

ellipsoids of any shape [43, 44]. For example, figure 1.9 shows the extinction spectra of

oblate spheroids with same aspect ratio a/c = 4 and of different volumes, calculated using

the extended Mie theory. A red-shift and broading of the LSPR with the nano-object

volume is observed, as a consequence of the effects described above.

For more complex nano-object shapes or non homogeneous environments (e.g. particle

at an interface), calculation of the absorption and scattering spectra can hardly be

performed analytically. Numerical methods, including discrete dipole approximation

(DDA) and finite-element method (FEM), are then prescribed to calculate the optical

response [40, 45].

1.2.4 Numerical modeling of the optical response of nano-objects

In this work, the optical response of the investigated nano-objects, namely isolated gold

nanodisks (ND) supported on a sapphire substrate, was computed by finite-element

method (FEM), using the radiofrequency (RF) module of the COMSOL commercial

software. To introduce this method, we now describe the process that we used to simulate

the optical response of gold NDs in the experimental configuration. Numerical results

obtained via this technique will be commented in section 3.2.2.b of chapter 3.

FEM is a numerical method for solving partial differential equations relying on a partic-

ular discretization of space, with the simulation volume being decomposed into a large

number of small domains called finite elements. This discretization, called meshing,

allows an approximate solution to be found by the resolution of a finite system of lin-

ear equations, the unknowns being the values of the sought quantity at the vertices of

the mesh. In the context of optical simulations, calculation of the electromagnetic field

around a nano-object requires several steps:

❼ first, modeling the geometry of the system,

❼ defining the optical properties (i.e., the dielectric function) in the different space

domains,

❼ defining the incident electromagnetic wave and the boundary conditions.

After constructing a mesh of the domain, the program solves Maxwell’s equations in

space with the indicated boundary conditions. One must take care that the mesh grid

size is small enough compared to the the wavelength and that it allows to correctly

capture the rapid changes of the electromagnetic fields around all sharp features of the

geometry.
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PML

air

sapphire

Au

Figure 1.10 –Geometry used for optical FEM simulations (vertical plane section).
The system is modeled as a gold cylinder at the interface between air and sapphire half-
spheres. Perfect contact at the gold–sapphire interface is assumed. Bulk optical constants
are used for all three materials, corrected in the case of gold to account for the observed
additional damping (see main text). A spherical perfectly-matched layer (PML) is introduced
at the border of the simulation domain in order to suppress spurious boundary effects.

The geometry used in our simulations is shown in figure 1.10. Gold NDs were described

as circular cylinders characterized by their height h and diameter D. Their environment

including air and sapphire half-spaces was explicitly included, refractive indexes of 1 and

1.76 being respectively used for those two media. To avoid spurious effects linked to the

finite size of the simulation domain, we introduced a spherical perfectly matched layer

(PML), whose role is to prevent any reflection of the incident and scattered electromag-

netic waves at the border of the volume.

Gold dielectric function ε was adapted from Johnson and Christy’s tables of bulk gold

dielectric function εJC [24] by writing:

ε(ω) = εJC(ω) +
ω2
p

ω(ω + iγ0)
−

ω2
p

ω(ω + iγ)
, (1.45)

which corresponds to describing the dielectric response of gold conduction electrons by

a Drude term [36] involving the bulk gold plasma frequency ωP (~ωP = 9.01 eV) but

leaving the optical scattering rate γ of the conduction electrons (equation 1.19) as a

free parameter, possibly larger than its value for bulk gold (~γ0 ∼ 70 meV) to account

for possible defect scattering (equation 1.19) and quantum confinement (equation 1.22)

effects [32, 46]. Such modification of ε is essential to correctly reproduce the measured

LSPR widths.
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The total electric field in the simulation domain is written as E = E0 +Escat (scattered

field formulation), with E0 the user-defined incident electric field, solution of Maxwell’s

equations in the absence of the nano-object, and Escat the field scattered by the ND.

E0 is defined as a linearly polarized plane wave arriving from air with normal incidence,

taking into account its partial reflection at the air–sapphire interface. Calculation of

the internal field in the nano-object and of the field Escat scattered in the environment

is then performed by the program, from which the absorption and scattering cross-

sections are deduced. If we note I0 the intensity of the incident plane wave transmitted

in the substrate, the absorption component is calculated by integrating the differential

expression of Joule heating over the ND volume V :

σabs =
1

I0

✝

V

Re{j ·E∗}dV . (1.46)

where j is the current density.

The scattering cross-section is obtained by calculating the flux of the Poynting vector of

the scattered field through a surface A enclosing the ND (see paragraph 1.2.1):

σscat =
1

I0

✍

A

1

2
Re{Escat ×H∗

scat} · dS . (1.47)

The extinction cross-section is then evaluated by summing the absorption and scattering

cross-sections (equation 1.32). To generate the complete extinction spectrum of a ND,

the solving process must be repeated for multiple wavelengths of the incident electric

field. Extinction spectra of gold nanodisks on a sapphire substrate computed using this

method will be shown in chapter 3.

1.3 Time-dependent optical response of metal nano-objects

after impulsive excitation

In this work, the transient properties of gold nano-objects are studied by time-resolved

optical spectroscopy (or pump–probe spectroscopy). In this technique, which will be

described in detail in the next chapter, a nano–object is impulsively excited by a light

pulse (pump pulse), which triggers a series of ultrafast processes ultimately leading to its

return to equilibrium. These processes are described in figure 1.11, along with their typ-

ical timescales. Starting from a thermalized nano-object at temperature T0, femtosecond

excitation by a pump pulse leads to a strongly athermal distribution of the electron gas,

which then internally thermalizes over a time τ the−e (of several hundreds of fs in gold)
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through electron–electron scattering processes1, leading to an electronic temperature T0

higher than that of the ionic lattice (initially unaffected by the pump pulse). Through

electron–phonon scattering, the electron and lattice temperatures Te and TL equilibrate

over a time τe−L of the order of 1 ps in gold2, leading to a thermalized nano-object at

temperature Teq > T0 a few ps after photoexcitation. This fast heating causes the rapid

dilation of the metal, which may trigger acoustic vibrations of the nano-object. These vi-

brational modes have size-dependent periods of typically ∼ 1–10 ps, and are damped in a

few hundred ps. Simultaneously, the nano-object, described by temperature Tp(t), cools

down through heat transfer towards its environment, permitting its return to equilibrium

at temperature T0 after several hundred ps to several ns, depending on its dimensions.

Figure 1.11 – Ultrafast phenomena triggered by impulsive photoexcitation of a
metal nano-object. Indices e and L indicate the electron gas and the ionic lattice of the
nano-object, respectively, while the other notations are defined in the main text. The color
code represents the temperature, red being the highest.

The transient changes of the metal dielectric function, ∆ε1,2(λ, t), contain the signatures

of these different phenomena. In time-resolved spectroscopy, they are indirectly accessed

through the measurement of the nano-object transient extinction cross-section change,

∆σext(λ, t), which is related to ∆ε1,2(λ, t), at first order, through:

∆σext(λ, t) =
∂σext

∂ε1
(λ)∆ε1(λ, t) +

∂σext

∂ε2
(λ)∆ε2(λ, t) . (1.48)

The ∂σext
∂ε1,2

(λ) derivatives are strongly enhanced in the vicinity of a LSPR, and will thus

1This time τ th
e−e must not be confused with τe−e(ω = 0), the inverse of the electron–electron scattering

rate γe−e(ω = 0) in the absence of photon (equation 1.19), which corresponds to the average time between
two electronic collisions. Indeed, many collisions are necessary to achieve the internal thermalization of
the electron gas [34]).

2Similarly, τe−L must not be confused with τe−ph(ω = 0) = 1/γe−ph(ω = 0) (equation 1.19), the
average duration between electron–phonon scattering events.
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be referred to as plasmonic derivatives in the following.

Equation 1.48 neglects the possible effect of a transient modification of the environment

dielectric function εm (which greatly affects the LSPR of plasmonic nano-objects, as dis-

cussed above) due to heat transfer from the nanoparticle. This approximation is always

valid in the first ∼ 10 ps following the excitation, as environment heating is negligible

at this timescale (figure 1.11). Therefore, equation 1.48 will be used in chapter 4 of

this work, where we study the different phenomena leading to the nano-object internal

thermalization. Conversely, during the subsequent cooling, the effect of the environ-

ment must generally been taken into account. Assuming for simplicity a homogeneous

environment undergoing uniform variations of its dielectric constant εm, one obtains:

∆σext(λ, t) =
∂σext

∂ε1
(λ)∆ε1(λ, t) +

∂σext

∂ε2
(λ)∆ε2(λ, t) +

∂σext

∂εm
(λ)∆εm(λ, t) . (1.49)

In chapter 3, which focuses on the cooling dynamics of nano-objects, we will discuss the

conditions enabling to neglect the added term related to environment heating. We will

find these conditions to be met in our experiments, making equation 1.48 also valid in

this case.

A much more thorough description of the different ultrafast phenomena mentioned above

and summarized in figure 1.11 will be given over the course of chapters 3 and 4, the

former focusing on the long-timescale dynamics (with a complete study of a nano-object’s

cooling dynamics and a mention of its vibrations), and the latter providing a detailed

theoretical modeling of the electron and lattice dynamics previous to the nano-object

internal thermalization.
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Chapter 2. Linear and ultrafast single-particle optical spectroscopy
techniques

Optical techniques have been widely used in the study of nano-objects and nanomaterials.

In the case of metal particles, in particular, the high sensitivity of plasmonic effects to the

intrinsic properties (morphology, structure, composition) and local evironments (surface-

bound molecules, substrate, other nanoparticles) of the nano-objects may be used to

access these parameters. Similarly, optical time-resolved experiments take advantage

of the enhanced transient variations of the optical response of nanoparticles near their

LSPRs to investigate the mechanisms underlying these optical changes (electron and

lattice dynamics, nano-object vibrations, thermal relaxation).

Until recently, however, optical measurements could only be performed on nano-object

assemblies. In such experiments, the measured quantities are averaged over the indi-

vidual responses of all probed nano-object, whose properties present an unavoidable

dispersion. Thus, the development of single-particle spectroscopy techniques has led to

many advances in the fundamental understanding of the properties of nanosystems, as

they enable a more precise (and often quantitative) comparison with theoretical models.

In this chapter, the methods used for the characterization of the stationary and tran-

sient optical responses of a single nano-object are presented. In the first section, we

introduce spatial modulation spectroscopy (SMS), a microscopy/spectroscopy approach

originally developed in our laboratory [47]. This technique enables us to detect single

nano-objects, to measure their quantitative extinction spectra, as well as to characterize

their morphologies. The second section is dedicated to the presentation of the time-

resolved spectroscopy technique in its version adapted for single-particle measurements,

which provides access to the transient modifications of the extinction cross-section of a

nano-object.

2.1 Spatial modulation spectroscopy

Spatial Modulation Spectroscopy (SMS) is a sensitive far-field optical spectroscopy tech-

nique able to probe nano-objects at the individual scale [36, 47]. It is used in our ex-

periments to locate individual nano-objects dispersed on a solid substrate and measure

their absolute extinction cross-sections as a function of the wavelength and polarization

of the incident light.

2.1.1 Principle

A nano-object placed in the path of a laser beam absorbs and scatters a portion of the

incident power. As discussed in section 1.2.1 of the last chapter, the power attenuation

measured by a photodetector placed in the direction of propagation of light—assuming

complete collection of the incident light in the absence of a nano-object—writes, in the
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2.1 Spatial modulation spectroscopy

case of a small nanoparticule (equation 1.35):

∆P = P0 − PD ≈ Pext = σextI(x0, y0), (2.1)

where P0 and PD are the incident and detected light powers, respectively, and I(x0, y0)

the intensity of the incident light beam at position (x0, y0) of the nano-object, assumed

punctiform.

f, y

P0

PD
 (t)

voltmeter

lock-in
amplifier

P|f,2f

P0

P|f,2f

P0

y

y0

Figure 2.1 – SMS principle. A laser beam of power P0 is focused on a single nanoparticle
supported on a transparent substrate. A piezoelectric actuator drives a periodic displacement
of the sample along direction y with frequency f and amplitude δy. This vibration modulates
the intensity illuminating the nano-object (here represented as an Airy profile) and thus the
transmitted power PD(t) = P0 − ∆P (t), collected by a photodiode. The measured signal
is filtered by a lock-in amplifier to extract the oscillating component at frequency f or 2f ,
while the signal average 〈PD〉 (≈ P0 for a small nanoparticle) is measured by a voltmeter.

Generally, however, the extinction cross-section σext may not be retrieved from a di-

rect measurement of ∆P as its value is of the order of or lower than the laser’s power

fluctuations for a small nano-object. For instance, ∆P/P0 ∼ 10−3 for a 20 nm diameter

gold nanosphere placed at the waist of a Gaussian beam with a size limited by diffraction

(∼300–800 nm full-width at half maximum (FWHM) in our experimental conditions). In

order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, a general technique consists in making ∆P os-

cillate in time, for instance by modulating the light wavelength1 [48] or polarization [49],

or the position of the nano-object in the beam [50, 51]. Synchronous detection of ∆P (t)

at the modulation frequency (or one of its harmonics) then enables to drastically enhance

1As done in the first study having reported single molecule detection, published in 1989 by Moerner
ans Kador [48].
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the signal-to-noise ratio of the detection, by eliminating noise components at frequencies

other than that chosen for the synchronous detection.

SMS is based on the periodic displacement of a single nano-object in the focal plane of a

tightly focused light beam. Its general principle is schematized in figure 2.1. Vibration

of the sample is generated by a piezoelectric actuator, while a XY piezoelectric stage is

used to position the nano-object under the beam. For an oscillation of amplitude δy with

frequency f along the y direction, the nano-object position relative to the beam is noted

(x0, y(t)), with y(t) = y0 + δy sin(2πft). Following equation 2.1, the time-dependent

power attenuation writes:

∆P (t) = σext I(x0, y0 + δy sin(2πft)) (2.2)

Experimentally, the transmitted power PD(t) = P0 − ∆P (t) is measured using a pho-

todiode. The non-constant part of the signal ∆P (t) is demodulated using a lock-in

amplifier, allowing to extract the Fourier components of the signal at frequencies nf

(with n integer), given by2:

∆P |nf (x0, y0) =
2n

T
σext

✂ T
2n

− T
2n

I(x0, y(t)) sin(2πnft) dt n odd

∆P |nf (x0, y0) =
2n

T
σext

✂ T
2n

− T
2n

I(x0, y(t)) cos(2πnft) dt n even

(2.3)

with T = 1/f . One can note that all components are proportional to the nano-object

extinction cross-section σext. In practice, either the f or 2f components are used, the

higher harmonics presenting much lower amplitudes.

More insight of the ∆P |nf coefficients is gained by considering the simple situation where
the oscillation amplitude δy is small as compared to the beam FWHM d0. In this case,

a second-order development of equation 2.2 around y0 permits a direct evaluation of the

f and 2f components:

∆P (t) = ∆P0 +∆P |f sin(2πft) + ∆P |2f cos(4πft) + o(δ2y) , (2.4)

2These expressions correspond to the components in phase with the modulation function sin(2πft).
The out-of-phase components are obtained by reversing the parity condition on n in equation 2.3.
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4
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y

∂2I

∂y2
(x0, y0) .

(2.5)

Under the δy ≪ d0 approximation, the ∆P |f and ∆P |2f components are thus propor-
tional to the first and second derivatives of the beam intensity profile along the direction

of modulation y, evaluated at the average position of the particle (x0, y0) in the beam.

The signal from the lock-in amplifier ∆P |nf must be normalized in order to obtain a

quantity independent from the laser power P0. For small nanoparticles, this may be

done by dividing at all times ∆P |nf by the average value 〈PD〉 of the detected power,
measured using a voltmeter. Indeed, if the nano-object is small, ∆P ≪ P0 and therefore

〈PD〉 ≈ P0. This method allows reducing the noise component associated to fluctuations

of the laser power, since the measured quantities ∆P |nf (t) and 〈PD〉(t) vary conjointly.
For larger nano-objects, this technique cannot be used, and P0 is determined by a direct

measurement performed in the absence of nano-objects on the path of the beam. The

latter method was used in our experiments, where the investigated nano-objects (gold

nanodisks) induce non-negligible ∆P (t) power attenuations.

Additionally, the frequency response of the photodiode must be taken into account in

order to achieve a quantitative interpretation of the measured signals. If we note S(t) the

(voltage) signal generated by the photodiode detector, the ∆P |f,2f/P0 ratio is obtained

through:

∆P |f,2f
P0

=
1

Af,2f

S|f,2f
〈S0〉

, (2.6)

where Af,2f represents the gain of the photodiode at frequency f or 2f (depending on

the used SMS configuration), corresponding to that of a low-frequency filter. Practically,

this attenuation coefficient is evaluated before the experiments. To obtain it, the signal

〈S0〉 generated by the photodiode for a stationary laser illumination, measured with

the voltmeter, is compared to the signal Sch(f, 2f) of the same beam modulated at

frequency f or 2f using a mechanical chopper, demodulated by the lock-in amplifier.
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Af,2f is expressed as:

Af,2f =
π

2

Sch(f, 2f)

〈S0〉
, (2.7)

where factor π/2 accounts for the fact that the chopper generates a square wave instead

of a sinusoid.

Equations 2.3, 2.6 and 2.7 connect the measured signal to the extinction cross-section

σext of the nano-object. Provided the modulation amplitude δy and the intensity profile

I(x, y) are known, the Fourier coefficients appearing in equation 2.3 may be computed

numerically as a function of the particle average position (x0, y0). Experimentally, the

I(x, y) profile is close to an Airy distribution, being the result of the diffraction of a quasi

plane wave by the entrance pupil of the objective [52]. For a beam centered at (0, 0),

the associated intensity may be written as:

I(r) = I0









2J1

(

1.62 · 2r
d0

)

1.62 · 2r
d0









2

, (2.8)

with J1 the Bessel function of the first kind of order one, r =
√

x2 + y2 the distance to

the center, and d0 the FWHM of the Airy function. I(x, y) is related to the incident

power P0 through:

P0 =

☎

I(x, y) dxdy , (2.9)

from which one obtains I0 ≈ 0.831P0/d
2
0. An example of Airy profile is given in figure 2.1,

normalized to its maximum value I0. In some cases, it may be more convenient to describe

the intensity profile as a Gaussian distribution, written in the form:

I(x, y) =
2P0

πw2
exp

(

−2x
2 + y2

w2

)

, (2.10)

where the waist w is related to the FWHM d0 by d0 =
√
2 ln 2w. This function is very

close to the Airy profile around the center of the distribution, but presents a smooth decay

on the sides while the Airy function shows a cancellation and several small rebounds

(figure 2.1). In this thesis, we use the more accurate Airy formula in the description of

SMS experiments.

Simulations of signals ∆P |f/P0 and ∆P |2f/P0 based on their general definitions (equa-

tion 2.3) are shown in figure 2.2 as a function of the particle average position (x0, y0)
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for an Airy intensity profile centered at (0, 0). They correspond to the images generated

using SMS for a small isolated nanoparticle by scanning the surface of a sample (which is

achieved by displacing the sample relative to the fixed laser beam using the XY transla-

tion stage). Parameters close to the experimental values were used for these calculations

(δy = 300 nm and d0 = 380 nm). For comparison, the first and second derivatives of

I(x, y) with respect to y are also shown. As discussed above, in the δy ≪ d0 limit, their

spatial dependences are the same as the f and 2f signals, respectively (equation 2.5).

The calculated SMS signals and the corresponding intensity derivatives also present

similar shapes here, the formers being only more extended in the y direction. For a de-

modulation at frequency f , the signal ∆P |f/P0 presents two identical lobes of opposite

sign, and a cancellation at the position of the nano-object. In contrast, the signal at

2f exhibits one central positive peak and two negative satellites of lower amplitude on

each side. For particle detection, using the demodulation at 2f is generally the most

practical choice, since in this case the position of the nano-object corresponds to a signal

maximum. This configuration is therefore the one used in our experiments.

2.1.2 Experimental setup and calibration

2.1.2.a Setup and experimental method

In the SMS setup used in this work, the nano-objects lay on a substrate whose position

in the horizontal (x, y) plane is controlled by a manual XY stage (for coarse motion),

complemented by a XY piezoelectric stage able to scan a 100×100 ➭m2 window with

a 0.3 nm spatial resolution, achieved thanks to a retroaction loop. A > 1 ➭m separa-

tion between neighboring nanoparticles is necessary to allow selective illumination of a

single nano-object by a focused laser beam. Spatial modulation of the sample is ob-

tained through a second piezoelectric actuator oscillating in the y direction with tunable

frequency and amplitude, of typically f = 1.5 kHz and δy ≈ 300 nm in our experiments.

A light beam with wavelength in the 380–1000 nm range, produced by one of three

possible sources—described in the following—, is focused on the surface of the sample by

a 100X apochromatic infinity-corrected objective with numerical aperture N.A. = 0.95.

Before the objective, the incident beam section is enlarged using a telescope in order to

obtain a quasi plane wave on the entrance pupil of the objective. In such conditions, the

intensity profile in the focal plane is an Airy distribution, whose FWHM d0 is close to

the theoretical diffraction limit:

d0 = 0.515
λ

N.A.
≈ 0.55λ , (2.11)

with λ the wavelength of the incident light. The objective is mounted on a piezoelectric
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Figure 2.2 – Theoretical SMS images of a small nanoparticle generated by a scan
of a sample. (a,c) Calculated SMS signal for a demodulation at f (a) or 2f (c), as a function
of the particle position (x0, y0). The illumination spot is centered in (0,0). (b,d) First (b)
and second (d) derivatives of the intensity profile I(x, y) with respect to y, the coordinate
corresponding to the direction of modulation.
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controller allowing to precisely focus the incident beam. The light transmitted through

the sample is collected by a second objective with 100X magnification and numerical

aperture N.A.′ = 0.75, and sent to an avalanche photodiode3. The measured signal is

demodulated by a lock-in amplifier at frequency 2f , while its time-averaged value is mea-

sured by a voltmeter, as described above. A data acquisition system allows the processing

of these signals by a computer, providing the instantaneous value of |∆P |2f/P0(t)| (the
absolute value being used for convenience).

Nano-objects are detected by scanning the sample surface using the XY piezoelectric

stage, each small isolated particle giving rise to a figure similar to that shown in fig-

ure 2.2c. The extinction cross-section of a nano-object at a given wavelength is obtained

by measuring the value of the SMS signal with the particle at the center of the beam, and

converting this signal into σext using the method described in the next section. The ex-

tinction spectrum σext(λ) is obtained by repeating this procedure at several wavelengths

of the illumination beam delivered by tunable lasers.

SMS measurements as a function of the polarization direction of light provide useful

informations about a nano-object’s morphology and orientation. In the dipolar approx-

imation (see section 1.2.2), the extinction spectrum of a small nano-object with a non-

circular section in the plane of illumination displays two distinct LSPRs corresponding

to two orthogonal dipolar modes, whose associated extinction cross-sections are noted

σ‖ and σ⊥ (for the long and short axes, respectively). Each mode may be selectively

excited by tuning the direction of linear polarization of the illumination with the cor-

responding axis of the nano-object, which is achieved using a wire-grid polarizer. For

an arbitrarily-directed polarization indexed by angle θ, the extinction cross-section may

generally be written as:

σext(θ, ω) = σ‖(ω) cos
2(θ − θmax) + σ⊥(ω) sin

2(θ − θmax) , (2.12)

where θmax is the direction of the nano-object long axis. In the case of elongated nano-

objects, the longitudinal and orthogonal LSPRs are spectrally well-separated. Therefore,

close to one of these resonances, the nano-object extinction presents large periodic vari-

ations as a function of the polarization angle. This is illustrated in figure 2.3 presenting

the polarization-dependent extinction cross-section of a gold nanobipyramid measured

at λ = 820 nm, close to the central position of the longitudinal LSPR. The signal is

maximal at θ = θmax (indicating the direction of the long axis) and nearly cancels at

θmax+90
◦. Figure 2.3 shows the extinction spectrum of the same bipyramid measured in

SMS with a polarization along θmax. This spectrum, plotted as a function of the photon

energy ~ω, is dominated by the longitudinal LSPR of the bipyramid which presents a

3A collection objective with a 0.95 numerical aperture similar to the focusing objective could not be
used, as the latter has a working distance of 0.35 mm, inferior to the substrate thickness.
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nearly Lorentzian profile, as shown by its correct fitting by a Lorentz function (solid

line).

For a spherical or cylindrical nano-object, such as the gold nanodisks studied in this work,

polarization-dependent SMS measurements may be used to detect a possible deviation

from perfect circularity resulting from fabrication/synthesis imperfections. This point

will be described in detail in chapter 3.

 max

Figure 2.3 – Extinction cross-section of an elongated single nano-object as a
function of the linear polarization (a) or the incident beam photon energy (b).
The investigated object is a single gold nanobipyramid similar to those shown in the inset of
(b) (TEM image). (a) SMS measurements of σext as a function of the polarization angle (dots)
and fit using equation 2.12 (solid line). The red dashed line indicates the angle maximizing
the SMS signal, corresponding to the nano-object long axis. (b) SMS-measured extinction
spectrum for a linear light polarization along the longitudinal direction of the object (dots)
and fit by a Lorentz function (solid line).

2.1.2.b Conversion of SMS signal to σext

To obtain the extinction cross-section of a nano-object from a measurement of the SMS

signal with the nanoparticle centered in the beam, [∆P |2f/P0](0, 0), one first needs to

evaluate the proportionality factor between the two, i.e. the R2f (d0, δy) function defined

by:

∆P |2f
P0

(0, 0) = R2f (d0, δy)σext . (2.13)

A general integral expression of R2f (d0, δy) is given by equation 2.3, with n = 2 and

(x0, y0) = (0, 0), introducing the intensity profile I(x, y) given by expression 2.8 (Airy
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profile). Using a formal calculation software (Mathematica), the following analytical

expression for R2f was obtained:

R2f (d0, δy) =
0.8316π

d20

[
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(2.14)

where pF q(a1, ..., ap; b1, ..., bq; z) are the generalized hypergeometric functions [53]. The

R2f coefficient thus depends on two parameters, which must be experimentally deter-

mined: the FWHM of the light beam in the plane of the nanoparticles d0, and the

vibration amplitude δy, dependent on the voltage applied to the piezoelectric actuator

generating the spatial modulation.
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y
0
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m
)
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0
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)

(b) fit(a) exp.

Figure 2.4 – Two-dimensional fit of the SMS scan of a small nano-object. (a)
Experimental SMS scan of a small gold nanodisk for an λ = 740 nm illumination wavelength.
The signal is shown in absolute value. (b) Fit of image (a) by the numerical evaluation of
|∆P |2f |(x0, y0) from equation 2.3, with d0 and δy left as free parameters. Images (a) and (b)
share the same color code.

For this purpose, SMS images of a small nano-object were acquired at several wave-

lengths. These images were then fitted by the theoretical |∆P |2f/P0| spatial distri-
butions calculated numerically from equation 2.3 at each position (x0, y0) of the maps

(figure 2.2c), with d0 and δy as fitting parameters. While d0 depends on the wavelength

of light (through a relation close to equation 2.11), δy is a constant and was therefore

defined as a shared parameter for all fits. The fits are generally excellent, except in the

380–450 nm range where a few divergences are observed, possibly due to optical aber-

rations caused by the objective in this spectral range. An example of experimental scan
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made on a small gold nanodisk (60 nm diameter, 20 nm thickness) at λ = 740 nm is

shown in figure 2.4, along with its two-dimensional fit. In the configuration used in our

experiments, the complete calibration yielded δy = 300 nm and d0(λ) ≈ 0.65λ, which is

close to the theoretical diffraction limit (0.55λ, equation 2.11).

Figure 2.5a shows function R2f (d0, δy) plotted as a function of the vibration amplitude

δy at several wavelengths (with d0(λ) = 0.65λ). This function presents a maximum

whose position is approximately given by δy ≈ d0, thus depending on the wavelength,

the δy = 300 nm value used in our experiments being optimal for λ ≈ 500 nm. R2f

is also plotted as a function of λ (figure 2.5b) for δy = 300 nm, the value used in our

experiments. This function (by which the raw SMS signal must be divided to obtain

σext) presents a rapid decrease for increasing wavelengths, showing that SMS is more

sensitive to the extinction cross-section at shorter wavelengths (for which the diffraction

limit enables smaller spot sizes).

An estimation of the uncertainty affecting the determination of the calibration function

R2f (λ) led to ∼ 10%. Therefore, a 10% uncertainty must be assumed on the absolute

amplitudes of the measured extinction spectra. However, the uncertainty on R2f (λ)

affects only weakly the positions and widths of the LSPRs of nano-objects.

Figure 2.5 – Conversion from raw SMS signal to σext. (a) Function R2f (d0, δy)
(equation 2.5) plotted as a function of vibration amplitude δy for several wavelengths (with
d0 = 0.65λ). (b) R2f (d0, δy) as a function of the wavelength in the experimental conditions
(δy = 300 nm, d0 = 0.65λ).
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2.1.2.c Extension of SMS: optical response of single nano-objects under high

pressure

This paragraph briefly presents SMS measurements on single nanoparticles under high

pressure, on which I have worked during this Ph.D. thesis and which are still ongoing in

the FemtoNanoOptics group. These experiments are based on an original setup combin-

ing the SMS one with a diamond anvil cell (DAC), an apparatus allowing the generation

of tunable hydrostatic pressures up to hundreds of GPa in a submillimetric volume. The

main interest motivating the study of plasmonic nano-objects in such extreme conditions

lies in the possibility of continuously tuning their optical response as a function of the

applied pressure.

Figure 2.6 – High-pressure SMS setup. The nano-objects (here represented, a gold
bipyramid) are placed in the chamber formed by two diamond anvils and the walls of a Cu–Be
metal gasket. This space is filled with a mixture of ethanol and methanol, playing the role of
pressure-transmitting medium. Pressure is generated in the chamber by applying a vertical
force on the upper anvil using a pneumatic system. Its measurement is realized through
the detection of the pressure-induced shift of the fluorescence lines of a small (∼ 5 ➭m)
ruby crystal placed in the cell. For SMS measurements, a laser beam passes through the
upper objective (magnification ×100, numerical aperture 0.75) and the upper diamond and is
focused close to the diffraction limit in the nanoparticle plane. The transmitted beam passes
through the lower diamond before being collected by an objective with similar characteristics,
and sent to a silicon photodiode. Spatial modulation is achieved through vibration of the
whole cell by a piezoelectric actuator, while a second piezoelectric stage permits the 3-
dimensional positioning of the cell.

Demonstrations of a pressure-induced spectral shift of the LSPRs of metal nano-objects

have been performed in the past on ensemble measurements [54, 55], but a precise char-

acterization and modeling of this effect was precluded by the size and shape dispersion
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of the investigated nanoparticles. To solve this issue, our group developed an original

system, made by the combination of a DAC with the SMS setup (in collaboration with

the group of A. San Miguel at ILM), allowing the measurement of the absolute extinction

cross-section of a single nano-object under high pressure. The development and proof-of-

principle of this setup, whose main elements and principle are described in figure 2.6, was

realized during the Ph.D. thesis of F. Medeghini [39, 56], with whom I collaborated for

this work. It allowed to demonstrate a large reversible red-shift of the LSPR of a metal

nano-object (gold bipyramid) induced by pressure in the 0-10 GPa range. This effect

was correctly reproduced by a numerical model, which allowed to interpret the observed

red-shift as a consequence of the pressure-induced modification of the refractive index

of the transparent liquid surrounding the nano-object. Additionnally, the metal particle

compression, which increases its electronic density, was predicted to have an opposite

effect (i.e., a blue-shift) of smaller amplitude.

These studies of pressure-induced LSPR shifts [56] were pursued during my thesis, with

the goal to focus now on the modification of the LSPR linewidth (or FWHM) induced

by high pressure. This work, still in progress, is motivated by the current incomplete

understanding of plasmonic linewidths, in particular regarding the surface-related con-

tributions affecting the LSPR linewidths of small NPs. As discussed in section 1.2.2,

in the case of an elongated gold nano-object, the LSPR is an approximately Lorentzian

function of the photon energy, whose linewidth is given by equation 1.19, with the ad-

dition of a quantum confinement term for small nanoparticles (equation 1.22), and of a

radiative damping term Γrad for large ones (see section 1.2.3). High-pressure experiments

are promising to achieve a much better understanding of the former effect, as they enable

in particular a continuous modification of the environment refractive index, which has

been theoretically predicted to affect the g factor governing the amplitude of quantum

confinement effects [53].

Figure 2.7 presents preliminary results on the modification of the LSPR linewidth of a

single nano-object with pressure, whose analysis and interpretation are still incomplete.

The nano-object studied was a gold bipyramid with approximate length 100 nm and

width 30 nm, coated with a ∼ 5 nm silica shell. As compared to the nanobipyramids used

in the previous study [56], which were coated with surfactant molecules (whose role is to

prevent particle agglomeration in colloidal solution), the silica coating allows avoiding

any chemical damping effect, causing a large broadening of the LSPR of surfactant-

coated NPs. Extinction spectra measured from 0 to 8.2 GPa on this nano-object are

reported in figure 2.7a. They show an important red-shift with increasing pressure, from

1.5 eV at atmospheric pressure in the pressure-transmitting medium (figure 2.6, red

dots) to ∼ 1.4 eV at 8.2 GPa. This shift was reversible during the pressure decrease (not

shown), as in the previously published study [56]. In figure 2.7b, the LSPR linewidths,

extracted from Lorentzian fits of the experimental extinction spectra, are shown. An
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Figure 2.7 – Pressure dependence of the LSPR linewidth (FWHM) of a single
silica-coated gold nanobipyramid. (a) Extinction spectra measured using SMS at dif-
ferent pressures ranging from 0 to 8.2 GPa (dots). The lines represent Lorentzian fits of
the spectra in the energy domain. The curves are vertically shifted by 2.5 ×104 nm2. Only
the spectra measured during the pressure rise of this experiment are shown. (b) Linewidths
(FWHMs) of the Lorentzian fits of the extinction spectra shown in (a) (with the addition of
the measurements made during the pressure decrease), plotted as a function of the applied
pressure.

increase of the linewidth is observed with pressure, whose amplitude is larger than the

estimated uncertainty for the linewidth determination from the spectra (resulting from

the uncertainties related to the conversion of SMS signal into extinction cross-section,

see section 2.1.2.b). In the future, reproduction of these measurements will be necessary

to ascertain this effect, while a theoretical model still has to be constructed.

2.1.3 Laser sources

Measurement of the plasmonic responses of the nano-objects studied in this work requires

light sources covering a broad spectral range, from the near ultraviolet to the near

infrared (375–1040 nm). To this purpose, we used a combination of several light sources,

whose spectral ranges are indicated in figure 2.8, and which we now describe. The same

sources were used in time-resolved spectroscopy measurements, whose principle will be

presented in the next section.

The first source, generating wavelengths in the 690–1000 nm range, is a commercial mode-

locked oscillator using as an amplifying medium a sapphire (Al2O3) crystal doped with

trivalent titanium ions Ti3+ (Ti:Sapphire). Population inversion within the titanium

ions is achieved through the use of a continuous wave Nd:YVO4 laser, generating a

wavelength of 1064 nm which is then frequency-doubled by a non-linear lithium triborate
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Figure 2.8 – Light sources used in SMS and time-resolved experiments, with the
associated wavelength ranges.

crystal (LBO), thus generating a 532 nm wavelength close to the absorption peak of the

Ti:Sapphire rod. The longitudinal modes of the cavity allow the generation of short

pulses of the order of 150 fs with a repetition frequency of 80 MHz and an average

output power of the order of 2 W.

To produce wavelengths in the UV–blue part of the spectrum (375–520 nm), the output

of the Ti:Sapphire oscillator is frequency-doubled using the second-harmonic generation

(SHG) of a 100 nm-thick barium beta-borate (βBaB2O4) crystal (BBO). The use of

wavelengths shorter that 375 nm is precluded by the low reflectivity of the mirrors in

this spectral domain, as well as by the poor transmission of the objectives.

Figure 2.9 –Configuration of the light sources used in SMS experiments. Moveable
mirrors are used to switch between the different laser sources.

The intermediate spectrum range (500–750 nm) is covered with an automated optical

parametric oscillator (OPO). This coherent light source is based on the parametric am-

plification of an incident pump beam (here, the frequency-doubled pulsed beam of the

Ti:Sapphire oscillator) in a birefringent crystal (BBO). This non-linear optical process
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allows the conversion, in the birefringent medium, of a photon of frequency and wavevec-

tor (ωp,kp) into two photons (ωs,ks) and (ωi,ki) (signal and idler waves) respecting the

energy and momentum conservation (ωp = ωs + ωi, kp = ks + ki). The signal wave,

whose frequency ωs can be tuned through the rotation of the BBO crystal, is then am-

plified in a resonant cavity, thus leading to the generation of coherent ultrashort light

pulses of durations comparable to those of the pump pulses.

Figure 2.9 schematizes the experimental SMS configuration and the different light sources

used to produce wavelengths in the 375–1040 nm range.

2.2 Single-object ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy

In the studies described in this thesis, the transient modifications of the properties of

a nano-object were studied by means of single-particle time-resolved spectroscopy (or

pump–probe spectroscopy), used in combination with SMS. In this section, we briefly

present the principle of this technique and the configuration of the experimental setup.

Further details about the experimental methods used in this thesis will be given in

chapters 3 and 4.

2.2.1 Principle

pump

probe

!

!

Figure 2.10 – Principle of single-particle time-resolved spectroscopy. A pump light
pulse (shown in blue) focused onto a nano-object, impulsively excites this particle out of
equilibrium. The subsequent relaxation of the nano-object is monitored by measuring the
transmission variation of a probe pulse (red) following the pump pulse with a controllable
delay t.

The general principle of time-resolved spectroscopy is presented in figure 2.10 in the
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configuration of single-particle measurements [13, 50]. In a transmission optical pump-

probe experiment, a femtosecond light pulse (the pump pulse) excites a nano-object,

inducing a time-dependent modification of its extinction cross-section caused by different

relaxation mechanisms (see section 1.3). A second pulse (probe pulse), delayed with

respect to the pump by a controllable time t, probes the state of the system at instant t

after excitation. The pump-induced variations of probe pulse transmission are directly

connected to the extinction cross-section change, ∆σext(t), thus yielding information on

the electronic, vibrational and thermal relaxation dynamics within the system.

2.2.2 Experimental configuration

In the configuration used in our experiments, referred to as two-color pump-probe spec-

troscopy (figure 2.11), the pump and probe beams are quasi-monochromatic pulsed

beams of different wavelengths λpp and λpr, with the same repetition rate. To gen-

erate these beams, the output pulse train from the Ti:Sapphire oscillator is split in two

parts. One of these parts is frequency-doubled using second harmonic generation to pro-

duce the pump beam (yielding λpp in the 375–510 nm range), whereas the probe beam

is either the signal from the Ti:Sapphire oscillator (with λpr = 750–1040 nm) or the

output of the OPO (λpr = 500–730 nm). The pump and probe beams are sent into the

objective used in SMS experiments, and tightly focused onto a single nano-object, SMS

being used to superimpose the beams and to position the particle in the center of the

focal spots. The transmitted beams, collected by a second objective, are discriminated

using an edgepass filter, only the probe beam reaching the avalanche photodiode.

Figure 2.11 – Schematics of the pump-probe setup, showcasing the differnt light
sources used. The pump beam is the frequency-doubled output of the Ti:Sapphire oscillator
(thus lying in the 375–520 nm range), while the probe beam is either generated by the OPO
(500–750 nm) or directly taken as the output of the Ti:Sapphire laser (750–1040 nm).

To control the delay between the pump and probe pulses, a motorized linear translation
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stage is used, enabling to modify the optical path length of the probe beam. Measurement

of the probe transmission change ∆Tr/Tr(t), as a function of the delay t following

the nano-object excitation, enables a quantitative determination of the time-dependent

extinction changes of the nano-object, ∆σext(t), through:

∆Tr

Tr
= −∆σext(λpr)

Spr
, (2.15)

where Spr is the area of the probe beam (Spr = d2pr/(4 ln 2) for a Gaussian beam with

FWHM dpr [13]). To detect and measure these variations with high sensitivity, the pump

power is modulated at frequency f = 30 kHz using a mechanical chopper placed in the

beam path (see figure 2.11). The transmission variations of the probe beam induced by

the modulated pump beam, detected by the avalanche photodiode, are then demodulated

by a lock-in amplifier operating at frequency f .
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A detailed understanding of nanoscale heat transfer is required in many technologies. It

is for instance essential to manage the crucial problem of heat dissipation from nanoscale

components in nanoelectronics, to create nanostructured materials with good thermo-

electric properties and to maximize the efficiency of nanoparticle-based photothermal

therapies [9, 10, 57, 58]. Nanoscale heat transfer fundamentally differs from that at

macroscopic scale for two major reasons. First, the thermal resistances limiting heat

transfer at interfaces (Kapitza resistances [59, 60]) play a much greater role in the for-

mer case, and rule the cooling rate of small nanostructures [15, 61–63]. Second, Fourier’s

law of heat conduction, which assumes a diffusive motion of heat carriers, ceases to be

applicable to describe heat propagation over distances smaller than their characteristic

mean free paths (ballistic regime [64, 65]) and in situations where the causality rela-

tion between the temperature gradient and heat flux becomes manifest (hydrodynamic

regime [66, 67]).

A lot of the current understanding of nanoscale heat transfer has been obtained using

non-contact optical pump–probe techniques. The main idea of this approach consists in

investigating the dissipation of the energy injected by a pump light beam in a sample by

monitoring the induced modifications of the sample optical properties, e.g. by measuring

the transmission or reflection of a probe beam. This general strategy can be implemented

in various ways, differing by the types of light sources, spectroscopy methods and samples

used. For instance, pump–probe techniques can work either in the frequency domain [68,

69] (modulating pump power, the use of continuous beams being possible in this case)

or time domain [70] (using time-delayed pump and probe pulses, which can be spatially

overlapped or separated), and can be applied to both bulk and nanostructured materials,

provided that they are partly absorbing [71, 72].

Time-resolved experiments involving absorbing nanostructures (playing the role of both

heaters and thermometers) dispersed in a dielectric environment are particularly inter-

esting to study nanoscale heat transfer. Indeed, as illustrated in figure 3.1, the sizes of

the heated volumes correspond in this case to those of the absorbing nano–objects (which

can be of the order of a few or a few tens of nm), rather than that of the pump beam,

whose lateral size is limited by diffraction to about half of its wavelength, i.e. a few

hundreds of nm (and which constitutes the relevant length scale for heating of bulk ma-

terials and thin films). This approach has for instance been used to measure the thermal

conductances at the interface between metal nanoparticles and their environment, and

to investigate the dependence of these conductances on composition of nanoparticles,

environment and interfaces (e.g., nature and length of surfactant molecules) [15–19]. It

has also allowed the study of transient phase transitions either in the nanoparticle (melt-

ing of the metal [73, 74]) or its environment (formation of bubbles in the surrounding

liquid [75]).
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Figure 3.1 – Several approaches for studying nanoscale heat transfer using pump-
probe spectroscopy. (a) Homogeneous absorbing samples: pump and probe can be spa-
tially shifted, but the size of the heated area necessarily exceeds a few hundred nm as it is
defined by the diffraction-limited spot of the pump beam. (b) NPs dispersed in a dielectric
medium: the locally heated volume corresponds to that of a NP, whose cooling is monitored
by the probe beam.

The relation between the measured time-resolved optical signals and the thermal kinet-

ics in the nanoparticles and their local environment has also been recently modeled [14,

17, 76], allowing more precise estimations of interface conductances in cases where envi-

ronment heating significantly influences time-resolved signals. Additionally, some time-

resolved experiments performed on arrays of metal nanowires patterned on crystalline

substrates with high phonon mean free paths (e.g. sapphire and silicon) have demon-

strated the failure of Fourier’s law at the nanoscale [65, 77–80].

All the studies mentioned above were performed on ensembles of nanostructures. The

signals measured in these investigations thus represent an average over nanostructures

affected by an unavoidable dispersion of their morphology and thermal contact with the

environment. This approach makes analysis of the amplitude of time-resolved signals

extremely challenging, as it would require to precisely know the density of the nanopar-

ticles and their size dispersion, and to take into account the different efficiencies with

which their heating is generated and probed (due to their different locations in the non-

uniform pump and probe beams, and to the dispersion of their optical responses resulting

from their morphological differences). Single-particle methods, which have already been

applied to study the linear optical response [36, 81], internal thermalization [13] and

acoustic vibrations [7, 12, 82, 83] of metal nano-objects, constitute an ideal way to

overcome these limitations.

In the work presented in this chapter, we applied for the first time the single-particle time-

resolved spectroscopy technique to the study of the cooling dynamics of individual metal

nanoparticles, namely gold nanodisks (NDs) supported on sapphire. This allowed us to
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3.1 Cooling dynamics of nano-objects and impact on their optical response

perform quantitative investigations of the sensitivity of the measured signals to ND heat-

ing, by measuring the proportionality factor between optical cross-section changes and

nanoparticle temperature rise. This sensitivity is shown to strongly depend on the probe

wavelength used, in agreement with the results of previous thermo-optical models [14,

17]. By performing experiments on a large number of individual NDs with different diam-

eters and thicknesses, we also characterized the size-dependence of ND cooling dynamics.

Finite-element method (FEM) was used to demonstrate that ND cooling dynamics are

essentially determined by the thermal resistance at the gold–sapphire interface, whose

value can be determined by comparison between the measured and simulated signals.

3.1 Cooling dynamics of nano-objects and impact on their

optical response

3.1.1 Cooling dynamics of a metal nano-object

We focus on the cooling process of a metal nano-object in a transparent environment

following impulsive heating by a laser pulse, in the context of pump-probe experiments.

After the absorption of a pump pulse and the establishment of a uniform nano-object

temperature Tp > T0, where T0 is the equilibrium (room) temperature (a process achieved

after about 5 ps in gold, see section 1.3), heat is evacuated into the environment. The

cooling dynamics are essentially ruled by two mechanisms: heat transfer through the

interface, and diffusion into the surrounding medium. These two processes, which are

discussed in the following paragraphs, are represented in figure 3.2 in the experimen-

tally investigated nanosystem of a gold nanodisk supported on a sapphire substrate and

surrounded by air.

Interface flux:

!"#$(%, &)

Matrix flux:

!'(%, &)

Au nanodisk

*+ &

Sapphire substrate

*- %, &

D

h

Figure 3.2 – Schematics of heat transfer in the experimental conditions. The
system geometry is shown as well as the two cooling processes considered (heat transfer at
the interface and in the substrate, with associated heat current densities Jint and Jm).
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3.1.1.a Interfacial heat transfer

T
1

T
2

u

!"#$ = %(&" ' &$)u

1 2

Figure 3.3 – Schematics of heat transfer through an infinite plane interface be-
tween two materials 1 and 2 with temperatures T1 and T2. u is a unit vector
perpendicular to the interface.

The thermal boundary resistance (or Kapitza resistance), and its inverse, the thermal

boundary conductance G (in Wm−2K−1) were introduced in 1941 by P. Kapitza to

describe heat transfer between a copper heater and liquid helium, whose flux was found

to be linearly related to the temperature difference between both media [59, 84]. In

the case of an infinite plane interface between two materials with temperatures T1 and

T2 (figure 3.3), G represents the proportionality constant between the heat flow at the

interface, J1→2, and the difference between the temperatures of the two media in contact:

J1→2 = G (T1 − T2)u . (3.1)

In the more complex system represented in figure 3.2, for which the interface has a finite

size, the heat flow remains perpendicular to the interface plane, but depends on local

temperatures in both materials at position r on the interface. If the ND temperature

Tp is assumed to remain uniform throughout the cooling process1 (an a priori relevant

assumption due to the high thermal conductivity of gold, ΛAu = 315 Wm−1K−1), the

heat flow writes:

Jint(r, t) = G (Tp(t)− Tm(r, t))u , (3.2)

with u a unit vector directed towards the sapphire. Heat transfer between the ND and

air is neglected in our model, as the corresponding boundary resistance is expected to

1This assumption will be justified in more detail in the following of this section.
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3.1 Cooling dynamics of nano-objects and impact on their optical response

be very high due to the low density of air as compared to that of gold2.

Giving a theoretical expression of G requires a detailed description of the thermal prop-

erties of the two materials in contact and of their interface, which is rarely achieved for

actual systems. For two solid materials of which at least one is not a metal, heat trans-

fer is governed by the phonons. Historically, two simple models have been proposed to

describe phonon transport through an interface: the acoustic mismatch model (AMM)

and the diffuse mismatch model (DMM).

In the AMM, developed by by Khalatnikov [85] and independently by Mazo [86], a con-

tinuum mechanical model is employed to describe the propagation of acoustic waves, with

the assumption of a perfect interface inducing no scattering. Wavevectors propagating

across the interface are determined by conservation of momentum. The transmission

coefficient t, defined as the ratio between the transmitted and incident energy fluxes, is

then analogous to the Fresnel transmission coefficient in wave optics (replacing refractive

indexes by acoustic impedances), and is independent of the phonon frequency ω. For a

normal incidence on a plane interface, it is given by [59]:

t =
4Z1Z2

(Z1 + Z2)2
, (3.3)

where Z1 and Z2 are the acoustic impedances of the two media (Z = ρvl, with ρ the

density and vl the longitudinal sound velocity). The corresponding interface conductance

may then be calculated from t and from the bulk properties of the two materials in

contact [60].

The DMM conversely assumes a perfectly scattering interface. Proposed by E.T. Swartz

in 1987 [87], it represents an upper limit of the effect that diffuse scattering can have

on the interface resistance, which is neglected in the AMM. In this model, phonons that

propagate across the interface lose memory of the incident wave and thus exit with a

random wave vector. The transmission coefficient is then only dependent on the phonon

density of states of the two media [59, 60].

These two models describe interface thermal transfer only with the bulk properties of the

two materials. Despite their opposite assumptions on the role of the interface, they pre-

dict similar thermal resistance values at low temperatures for solid–solid interfaces [59],

in good agreement with experiments. However, they both fail at higher temperatures,

in many cases underpredicting or overpredicting the resistance by up to an order of

magnitude [88]. To go beyond these simple models, explicit modeling of the interface

region at the atomic level is generally required. For example, Young and Maris [89]

studied the case of two face-centered cubic lattices with an interface along adjacent

2See equation 3.3.
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(001) atomic planes, by modeling atomic interactions as springs connecting each atom

to its nearest neighbors. Solving the equations of motion allowed them to determine the

frequency-dependent transmission coefficient t(ω) and thus the interface conductance at

temperature T , G(T ), in this particular case. In more complex systems, for instance

when one of the materials is amorphous, or polycrystalline (as is most probably the case

for gold in the sample studied in this work, synthesized using electron beam lithography),

an accurate theoretical prediction of thermal boundary conductances at room temper-

ature remains extremely challenging. However, these conductances can be determined

experimentally using time-resolved optical methods, as discussed in the introduction

of this chapter. This approach was used in this Ph.D. thesis to measure the thermal

conductance of gold–sapphire interfaces, as will be discussed in section 3.4.

3.1.1.b Heat dispersion into the environment

At the macroscopic scale, heat transport by conduction in a homogeneous medium is

ruled by Fourier’s law of diffusion:

Jm(r, t) = −Λm grad(Tm(r, t)) , (3.4)

where Jm(r, t) is the heat current density and Λm the thermal conductivity of the con-

sidered material.

Equation 3.4 assumes a diffusive propagation of heat, and is therefore relevant to describe

heat propagation over distances longer than the phonon mean free path (MFP), which

is typically of the order of 1 and 100 nm, respectively, for amorphous and crystalline

materials such as silica and sapphire at room temperature. Its validity becomes however

questionable to describe heat propagation in the vicinity of nanostructures with charac-

teristic sizes of the order of these MFPs, in which case ballistic effects are expected to

play an important role. Deviations from Fourier’s law have been experimentally observed,

notably in the context of time-resolved experiments on metal nanostripes supported on

sapphire or silicon substrates [65, 70, 77, 78].

3.1.1.c Calculations of the cooling dynamics

From the equations of thermal transfer at the interface (equation 3.2) and of the diffusion

in the matrix (equation 3.4), associated to the conservation of the heat flux at the inter-

face (Jint = Jm(r)|r∈int), the temperatures of the ND Tp(t) and of the sapphire Tm(r, t)

may be retrieved. While simpler systems, such as metal nanospheres in a homogeneous

matrix, permit a semi-analytical resolution of the equations of thermal transfer [17],
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3.1 Cooling dynamics of nano-objects and impact on their optical response

numerical methods must be used in the case of a substrate-supported nanodisk. In

this work, we used a finite-element method (FEM) model, which will be detailed along

with our results in section 3.4 of this chapter dedicated to the study of the ND cooling

dynamics.

!"#$

!"%&'

Au

Sapphire

h

Figure 3.4 – Definition of temperature differences ∆TND and ∆Tint used in the
calculation of the Biot number in the experimental configuration.

Although it is not required for running FEM simulations, the temperature of the gold ND

may be considered uniform at all times, as assumed in figure 3.2. To verify this, one needs

to compare the efficiency of thermal diffusion within the nano-object to that of thermal

transfer at the interface. This comparison is given by the dimensionless Biot number,

which may be defined in our case as the ratio of the maximal temperature variation

within the nano-object, ∆TND, to the temperature difference at its boundary, ∆Tint, as

represented in figure 3.4. To express these two quantities, we write the conservation of

the heat flux at the interface:

Jint = G∆Tint

= JND|int = −ΛAu ‖grad(Tp)|int‖ ≈ −ΛAu
|∆TND|

h
,

(3.5)

with JND the modulus of the heat flux in the ND, and where a constant temperature

gradient was assumed in the last step. The Biot number is then:

Bi =
∆TND

∆Tint
=

hG

ΛAu
. (3.6)

Performing a preliminary estimation of Bi in our experimental conditions, using a

G = 50 MWm−2K−1 value consistent with measurements for gold–sapphire interfaces

reported in the literature [60, 90–93], ΛAu = 25 Wm−1K−1, and h = 40 nm (one of the

two values of h used in the experiments), leads to Bi = 8 × 10−2 ≪ 1. This guaran-

tees that temperature variations within the ND remain much smaller than those at the

interface during the thermal relaxation process.
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Chapter 3. Cooling dynamics of a single supported nano-object

3.1.2 Heating-induced transient changes of the optical response

A successful interpretation of time-resolved signals requires to understand the link be-

tween the thermal dynamics in the nano-object and its environment, ∆Tp(t) and ∆Tm(r, t),

and the measured optical signals, related to the transient changes of the nano-object’s

extinction cross-section ∆σext(t) (chapter 2).

3.1.2.a Simplified case: uniform temperatures

For illustrative purposes, we first consider the simplified situation of uniform temper-

atures in both the nanoparticle and its local surrounding medium (here also assumed

homogeneous for simplicity), noted Tp and Tm [14, 17]. In this case, time- and probe

wavelength-dependent transient extinction changes are related, to first order, to the

temporal evolutions of Tp and Tm via

∆σext(λpr, t) = Ap(λpr)∆Tp(t) +Am(λpr)∆Tm(t) (3.7)

with

Ap(λ) =
∂σext

∂ε1
(λ)

dε1
dTp

(λ) +
∂σext

∂ε2
(λ)

dε2
dTp

(λ) (3.8)

Am(λ) =
∂σext

∂εm
(λ)

dεm
dTm

(λ) (3.9)

where ε = ε1 + i ε2 is the complex dielectric function of the metal nanoparticle, and

εm ∈ R that of its environment, assumed transparent.

3.1.2.b Impact of environment heating on time-resolved signals

A common assumption made in the analysis of pump-probe experiments is that tran-

sient extinction changes only reflect the nano-object temperature changes. Equation 3.7

however shows that they generally reflect a combination of the thermal dynamics in

the nanoparticle and its environment, with λpr-dependent weights. This may lead to a

complex dependence on probe wavelength of the temporal evolution of pump-probe sig-

nals, due to the different dynamics of the temperatures in the nanoparticle and its local

environment. Indeed, the former is suddenly increased by pump pulse absorption and

monotonously decays towards its equilibrium value, while the latter reaches its maximum

with a position-dependent delay, because of the time needed for the heat generated in
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Figure 3.5 – Influence of the environment temperature changes on time-resolved
signals (previous works performed in the FemtoNanoOptics group). (a) Experi-
mental time-resolved signal for an ensemble of gold nanospheres in ethanol measured with
λpr = 600 nm (black), and simulated signal from a semi-analytical opto-thermal model (red).
The simulated signal is the sum of two components presenting different dynamics, associated
to the effects of the heating of the gold nanoparticle (blue dashed line) and ethanol (green
dotted line), respectively. (adapted from ref. [17]) (b) FEM-computed time- and probe
wavelength-dependence of the transient extinction cross-section changes of a gold nanodisk
in ethanol supported on a silica substrate. The dashed black line indicates the position of
the nanodisk localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). Figure adapted from ref. [14].

the nanoparticle to be transferred and to propagate into its environment. This effect

was experimentally demonstrated in a precedent study performed in our group [17, 27],

in the case of gold nanospheres in ethanol (figure 3.5a), a liquid known for the large de-

pendence of its refractive index on temperature. A semi-analytical opto-thermal model

based on calculations of the temperature evolutions of a nanosphere and its environment

(decomposed into multiple concentric shells in order to avoid the assumption of a ho-

mogeneous environment temperature) was used to reproduce the experimental signals,

the contribution of the environment being non-negligible over a wide range of probe

wavelengths. Similarly, Gandolfi et al. [14] numerically computed the complete time-

and probe wavelength-dependences of time-resolved signals in the more complex case of

a gold nanodisk on a silica substrate and surrounded by ethanol. A thermal FEM model

similar to the one used in this study (see section 3.4) was used to calculate the temper-

ature evolution at all points of the modeled space, after which optical FEM simulations

allowed to retrieve the induced extinction changes. Figure 3.5b presents the normalized

∆σext as a function of time and probe wavelength, demonstrating important variations

of the dynamics over the whole zone of the plasmon resonance.
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Chapter 3. Cooling dynamics of a single supported nano-object

The importance of these effects in a given system is mainly determined by the sensi-

tivity of the materials’ dielectric functions to temperature changes. In the two studies

mentioned above, the high amplitude of the temperature-induced optical changes of the

environment are ascribed to the particularly large temperature-dependence of the dielec-

tric function of ethanol, which is comparable to that of gold (dεethanol/dT ∼ dεAu/dT ∼
10−3). In the studies discussed in this work, environment heating has conversely a negli-

gible influence on the measured transient extinction changes of the studied nano-objects,

as will be discussed in section 3.3.1.a.

3.2 Experimental approach

3.2.1 Samples
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h
h
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with 4 ND each
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(60 to 180 nm) D (variable)
D (variable)

Figure 3.6 – Common layout for the two ND samples S1 and S2. Lithographed
markers indicate the positions of the gold NDs on the sapphire substrate. The NDs are
isolated from any other metal structure by at least 6 m. Their diameters range from 60 to
180 nm, each series containing 48 identical NDs. Samples S1 and S2 differ only by the ND
thicknesses (top right).

The investigated samples were designed for a systematic study of the morphology-

dependence of the cooling dynamics of gold nanodisks (as well as that of their vibrational

properties, which were the object of former studies [12, 30]). For this purpose, they con-

tain NDs in a wide range of dimensions and shapes.

Two samples of gold NDs, referred to as S1 and S2, were produced via electron beam

lithography (EBL), gold thermal evaporation and lift-off techniques [12, 30] within the
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Figure 3.7 – SEM and AFM images of two NDs with nominal thicknesses
h = 15 nm and diameters D = 60 nm (a,c) and D = 400 nm (b,d). These NDs
are from a sample similar to S1 in its fabrication. (a,b) SEM images of the two NDs. (c,d)
AFM images of the same NDs and profiles along the indicated lines, from which the aver-
age ND thicknesses are deduced. For the measurements on S1 and S2 in our study, where a
coarser AFM probe was used, convolution with the tip precluded the precise determination of
the diameters by AFM. SEM images were used instead, although their resolution is affected
by substrate charging issues.

framework of a collaboration with F. Banfi (Cattolica university, Brescia) and F. Rossella

(Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa). NDs with targeted thicknesses of h = 15 nm (sample

S1) and h = 30 nm (sample S2) and nominal diameters D ranging from 60 to 180 nm

were nanopatterned on the optically polished surface of the sapphire substrate, which is

a 0.48 mm thick single-crystal α−Al2O3 slab cut along the (0001) plane. The layout of

these samples is shown in figure 3.6. For each value of diameter D, each sample contains

48 nominally identical NDs separated from other metallic structures by at least 6 ➭m to

prevent coupling effects that may affect their optical and thermal responses.

To characterize the actual dimensions of the fabricated NDs, which may differ from those

targeted during the fabrication process, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic

force microscopy (AFM) were performed. NDs from various locations of the samples

were investigated using both techniques, which allowed to confirm the homogeneity of
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the samples. While AFM is useful for determining the ND thicknesses, information it

provides about the diameter is less reliable because of the convolution of the profile by

the tip lateral size. For this reason, diameters were rather estimated from SEM images,

although the resolution of this technique was also limited due to charge accumulation

at the surface of the insulating sapphire substrate. Examples of SEM and AFM images

of gold NDs are presented in figure 3.7. The examples shown correspond to a sample

synthesized with the same approach as S1 and S2, but containing larger NDs and for

which AFM characterization was made with a sharper tip by our Pisa collaborators,

resulting in higher-quality images.

Because SEM was seen to modify the nano-objects’ properties (in particular their optical

response), NDs that had been investigated in SEM were not used in our experiments.

Therefore, the ND dimensions were determined by using average values deduced from a

large number of AFM and SEM measurements.

Thicknesses estimated from AFM measurements were higher than their targeted values,

with h = 18 ± 2 nm for S1 and h = 40 ± 5 nm for S2. Diameters derived from SEM

images were also larger than the nominal values (by about 5% for S1 and 15% for S2),

with a dispersion corresponding to about 10% of the nominal diameter.

3.2.2 Nanodisk optical characterization

The extinction spectra of the investigated single NDs were determined using spatial

modulation spectroscopy (SMS), described in section 2.1. These measurements enable

the precise characterization of the optical response of each investigated ND, from which

information on ND morphology complementary to that obtained from AFM and SEM

images can be deduced. More precisely, measuring the polarization-dependence of the

ND extinction permits the rapid selection of quasi-circular NDs, while reproduction

of the extinction spectra by FEM simulations yields an estimation of the geometrical

parameters D and h of each optically investigated ND.

3.2.2.a Selection of circular NDs

The synthesized gold NDs may differ from perfect cylinders. This is notably due to the

standard ∼5–10 nm resolution limit achievable in practice with the EBL technique [94].

Systematic errors may also affect the positioning, size, and intensity of the electron

beam scanned across the sample surface during the lithography [95]. SMS is a useful

tool to obtain information about the ellipticity of NDs, which may be precisely quantified

by comparison to FEM calculations. As was shown in a recent study to which I took

part [30], performed in the context of the Ph.D. thesis of F. Medeghini, polarization-
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Figure 3.8 – Effects of the morphological anisotropy of NDs on their optical and
vibrational responses. Two NDs with same approximate dimensions h ≈ 18 nm and
D ≈ 70 nm (respectively deduced from AFM and SEM measurements), with quasi-circular
(ND A, left column) and noncircular (ND B, right column) sections, are investigated. (a)
SEM image of ND A. (b) Intensity profile along two orthogonal directions. (c,d) Same for
ND B, where the two directions correspond to the major (red) and minor (blue) axes of
the ND. (e) Polarization-dependent extinction cross-section of ND A at wavelength 700 nm,
measured using a ∼10−3 Jm−2 incident beam fluence. (f) Extinction spectra of ND A
measured with a linear polarization along the two directions defined in (a) and (b) (same
color code). Lines correspond to Lorentzian fits in the energy domain. (g,h) Same for ND
B, where the polarization directions are defined in (c) and (d). (i) Oscillating part of a
time-resolved spectroscopy signal measured on ND A, with pump wavelength λpp = 610 nm,
incident pump fluence Fpp ≈ 1 Jm−2, and probe wavelength λpr = 610 nm. (j) Fourier
transform. (k,l) Same for ND B (same λpp, λpr, and Fpp values). Figure adapted from
ref. [30].
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dependent extinction measurements allow the detection of minute deviations of actual

ND shapes from the targeted cylindrical ones, as they induce polarization-dependent

extinction cross-sections and lift the degeneracy of ND in-plane dipolar LSPRs. As

shown in figure 3.8, which summarizes these studies, a spectral shift between the spectra

measured along the two privileged orthogonal directions may easily be detected, with a

resolution as low as a few nanometers. For instance, FEM reproduction of the cross-

polarized spectra of nanodisk ND B (figure 3.8), assuming an elliptical shape with semi-

axes D1/2 and D2/2, indicates that they correspond to a 14% difference between D1 and

D2 (although detection of differences of only a few percent have been reported in the

same article). Such small geometrical imperfection may hardly be detected in SEM (due

to the issues caused by the insulator character of the substrate, see figure 3.8a–d) or in

AFM (due to its poor lateral resolution).

This feature of SMS is important for the present study, since it provides an easy means of

selecting NDs with quasi-circular morphologies for time-resolved measurements of their

cooling dynamics. As was shown in our study [30], deviation from the cylindrical shape

may cause a degeneracy lift not only of the LSPR, but also of the vibrational modes.

While for a perfect cylinder with D/h ≈ 3.5, a single vibrational mode is detected

(figure 3.8i–j), introduction of a small ellipticity leads to the detection of two modes

with close frequencies instead of a single one, causing beatings in the vibrational part

of ultrafast signals (figure 3.8k–l). This added complexity is detrimental to the accurate

measurements of the cooling dynamics (especially at timescales < 500 ps), since these

vibrational signals need to be fitted and subtracted to access the thermal dynamics, as

will be discussed in section 3.2.3.

3.2.2.b ND morphological characterization by FEM analysis of SMS spectra

For this study, two NDs from sample S1 were selected, referred to as ND1 and ND2.

Their experimental extinction spectra are shown in figure 3.9a–b. They display marked

resonances near 710 nm and 870 nm wavelength, respectively, associated to their in-

plane LSPRs. Both spectra were found to be quasi-independent of polarization, thus

suggesting quasi-circular shapes. Spectra were taken before and after the complete se-

ries of time-resolved measurements, in order to ensure that no important changes were

induced by pump-probe measurements. In both cases the spectra underwent only minute

changes, with the appearance of a small polarization dependence for ND1 (indicating the

introduction of a ∼ 4% ellipticity) and a < 10 nm red-shift for ND2. Such differences

were seen to have a minor impact on the following analysis.

Combination of SMS measurements with numerical modeling of ND optical response

constitutes a powerful tool for determining the ND dimensions, considering the difficulties
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3.2 Experimental approach

Figure 3.9 – ND1 and ND2 extinction spectra and their derivatives with respect
to ε1,2. (a,b) Absolute extinction spectra of individual gold nanodisks ND1 and ND2,
respectively. Dots represent the SMS measurements, while lines are FEM calculations with
parameters adjusted to best reproduce the experimental spectra, corresponding to D =
101 nm and h = 21 nm for ND1, D = 153 nm and h = 22 nm for ND2. (c,d) ∂σext/∂ε1
(black) and ∂σext/∂ε2 (red) derivatives deduced from FEM calculations for the ND1 and
ND2, using the same geometrical parameters as in panels (a) and (b). The dashed lines
indicate the central position of the ND LSPRs.
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Chapter 3. Cooling dynamics of a single supported nano-object

posed by electron microscopy imaging in this context. Three parameters are varied to

achieve correct reproduction of the experimental data: diameter D, thickness h and the

optical scattering rate γ (see chapter 1). For a perfect cylinder, the spectral position

of the LSPR is mostly determined by the aspect ratio D/h, while the spectrum area

(when plotted in the energy domain) mainly depends on the volume V . As for the LSPR

linewidth, which is correlated to the plasmonic damping factor γ, its modeling is out of

reach, as it would require precise knowledge of the gold–air and gold–sapphire interface

properties and of the level of crystalline defects in the metal. It is therefore left as a free

parameter. By adjusting D, h and γ to achieve the best reproduction of the experimental

spectrum, one then obtains an estimate of theses parameters. Values of D, h and D/h

deduced by this method for ND1 and ND2 are presented in table 3.1, and compared with

the values extracted from SEM and AFM measurements.

parameter 〈h〉 (nm) h (nm) 〈D〉 (nm) D (nm) 〈D〉/〈h〉 D/h
method AFM SMS/FEM SEM SMS/FEM SEM/AFM SMS/FEM

ND1 18 21 84 101 4.67 4.81 (+3%)
ND2 18 22 137 153 7.61 6.95 (-9%)

Table 3.1 – Estimated geometrical parameters for ND1 and ND2, extracted either
from AFM and SEM measurements of NDs of same nominal dimensions, or
from reproduction of ND1 and ND2 experimental extinction spectra by a FEM
analysis.

For the two investigated NDs, the deduced D and h values are in reasonable agreement

(about 10–20% larger) with the mean values measured with atomic force and scanning

electron microscopies, respectively, on NDs of same nominal dimensions. Note that

determination of these parameters by the former numerical method is allowed by the

quantitative character of SMS measurements (yielding absolute extinction cross-section

values). One must however bear in mind the ∼10% uncertainty attached to the ampli-

tudes of experimental extinction spectra (see section 2.1.2.b), which induces uncertainties

on estimations of the ND volume hπD2/4 and hence on h and D. Conversely, the aspect

ratio D/h is estimated with a greater confidence, since it is mainly determined from the

LSPR position (table 3.1). This explains why the difference between SEM/AFM and

SEM/FEM estimations are smaller for D/h (< 10%) than for D and h individually.

To reproduce the measured LSPR widths, the optical scattering rate γ of conduction

electrons had to be increased as compared to that of bulk gold γ0 (~γ0 ∼ 50 meV), with

~γ = ~γ0 + 100 meV for ND1, and ~γ = ~γ0 + 45 meV for ND2. This effect has already

been noted in previous analyses on NDs of similar sizes [29, 30]. Quantum confinement

effects being negligible for metal structures in this size range (~γe−S < 10−2 meV, see

equation 1.22), the large damping factors may rather be ascribed to the presence of

defects in the metal (usually important for lithographed nano-objects), responsible for a

scattering term γe−d in equation 1.19 (chapter 1).
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From FEM simulations, we also determined the sensitivity of the extinction spectra of

NDs to changes in the gold dielectric function ε = ε1+iε2, which is an essential ingredient

to analyze the effect of ND heating on its optical response, as will be discussed later on.

This sensitivity is quantified by ∂σext/∂ε1 and ∂σext/∂ε2 partial derivatives. To do so,

new spectra are computed after numerically applying a small uniform variation (typically

10−3) on the ε1(λ) and ε2(λ) tables. Comparison of these modified spectra to the original

one then allows to compute the quantities ∂σext/∂ε1 and ∂σext/∂ε2 by discrete derivation.

These derivatives both present enhanced amplitudes in the LSPR domain but display

different spectral shapes (figure 3.9 (c) and (d)), reflecting the fact that ε1 and ε2 mostly

affect LSPR position and width, respectively.

Finally, FEM simulations enable to separate the contributions of absorption and scat-

tering to the extinction cross-sections. As may be seen in figure 3.10, the importance

of scattering is far from negligible in the experimental conditions, being equivalent to

absorption in the spectrum of ND1 in the LSPR range, and even largely dominant for

ND2. As discussed in section 1.2.1 (equation 1.35), the light power attenuation induced

by the nano-object, and thus the SMS signal, is proportional to the nano-object ex-

tinction cross-section only if absorption largely dominates over scattering, which is not

the case here. This makes an evaluation of the fraction of scattered light that is recol-

lected by the objective necessary. This evaluation using refined FEM calculations will

be discussed in the last paragraph of this section.

Figure 3.10 – FEM-calculated absorption, scattering and extinction cross-section
spectra for ND1 and ND2.
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Chapter 3. Cooling dynamics of a single supported nano-object

3.2.3 Time-resolved measurements of ND cooling dynamics

3.2.3.a Signal acquisition procedures

Time-resolved measurements on individual NDs were performed by combining the SMS

microscope with a two-color pump–probe setup based on the femtosecond laser source

described in section 2.2. The oscillator pulse train was split in two parts to generate

the pump and probe beams. The pump beam was produced using second harmonic

generation (yielding λpp in the 375–520 nm range), while the probe beam was either

the signal from the Ti:Sapphire oscillator (with λpr = 690–1040 nm in this case) or the

output of the optical parametric oscillator (λpr = 500–750 nm). A mechanical chopper

operating at 30 kHz was used to modulate the pump power. The relative changes of probe

beam transmission, ∆Tr/Tr, were measured using synchronous detection as a function

of the time interval separating pump and probe pulses, controlled by a mechanical delay

line.

SMS was used before pump-probe measurements to align the two laser beams together

on the chosen ND. First, the ND is placed at the center of the pump beam (the probe

beam being blocked) by maximizing the pump SMS signal with the XY piezo stage.

The pump beam is then blocked and replaced by the probe beam, which is aligned

using the micrometric adjustment screws of two injection mirrors controlling the beam

angle and position. These mirrors are simultaneously adjusted so as to optimize the

probe SMS signal, while verifying the beam correct injection using its back-reflection on

the sample, detected by the CCD camera. Following this operation, the two beams are

axially superimposed and centered on the ND. However, because of chromatic aberrations

induced by the objective, their focal planes do not necessarily coincide. The objective’s

vertical position z is set by maximizing pump-probe signal, which usually corresponds

to an intermediate position of the ND between the focal planes of the pump and probe

beams. During the measurements, instability of the XY piezo stage typically caused a

gradual shift of the sample. Frequent realignments were thus performed so as to maintain

the pump and probe beams centered on the investigated ND.

Pump-probe signals were acquired with a 4 ps time step and a 100 ms lock-in time

constant. The length of the translation stage (15 cm), associated with the multiple

passes of the probe beam into the stage (3 round trips), corresponds to a 3 ns time

window3. The optical paths of pump and probe beams were set so that superposition of

their pulses occurs at ∼ 300 ps after the beginning of the time window. This allows us

to verify that the signal is always zero when the probe pulse precedes the pump pulse.

Indeed, the contrary would indicate that heat dissipation is not completely achieved

within the 12.5 ns separating pump pulses, resulting in cumulative heating of the nano-

3Investigations at shorter timescales will be discussed in chapter 4.
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object. Such effect was however not observed in the investigated NDs at the low pump

fluences used in the measurements, in agreement with the cooling dynamics measured in

our NDs.

As the experiment required measuring signals with very low amplitudes, work was made

to reduce the noise level. An important source of noise was found to be related to random

movements of the pump and probe spots on the sample, caused by fluctuations of air

density along the laser paths. Tubes and boxes were then added to protect the beams

and mirrors from air movements (notably originating from the air conditioning system).

A factor of ∼10 was gained on the noise level, yielding a value of about 5×10−6 standard

deviation for all ∆Tr/Tr signals.

To increase the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, signals were averaged over multiple measure-

ments, this ratio scaling as
√
n with the number n of averaged traces. In our experiment,

n was varied from 3 to 40 depending on the signal amplitude.

Pump and probe beam powers impact differently on the signal level. The relative probe

beam transmission ∆Tr/Tr being independent of the probe power, the latter was simply

tuned in a range corresponding to the linear response of the the avalanche photodiode. In

contrast, the signal amplitude is proportional to the pump power4. However, permanent

modifications of the signals were noted for excessive pump fluences, as will be discussed

in paragraph 3.2.3.d. For this reason, we typically used pump fluences leading to a

moderate (. 15 K) increase of the ND temperature following internal thermalization.

3.2.3.b Determination of pump and probe beam characteristics

The time-averaged pump power Ppp was determined in several steps. A powermeter

equipped with a thin sensor head that may be placed directly after the focusing objective

was used to assess directly the power on the sample. However, because the used pump

powers were weak (a few microwatt), the power was first measured before the objective,

and then converted using the transmission coefficient determined systematically from

measurements on both sides of the objective at a higher power. Because of the large

section of the beam shining the entrance pupil of the objective (see section 2.1.2.a),

this coefficient showed important variations depending on the beam wavelength and

alignment, with values ranging from 10 to 60%.

As was noted in section 2, SMS enables the accurate determination of the laser beam

section in the plane of the studied nano-object, provided the latter is small enough with

respect to the wavelength. This feature was exploited in pump-probe measurements to

determine the probe and pump beam equivalent areas Spr and Spp on the surface of the

4Strict proportionality was verified over a wide range of pump fluences for the signal after ∼20 ps, i.e.
after the internal thermalization of the ND. Directly after pump pulse absorption, the signal is nonlinear
with the absorbed power, as will be discussed in chapter 4.
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sample, defined as Spp,pr = π d2pp,pr/(4 ln 2), where dpp,pr is the FWHM of the pump or

probe beam intensity profile. SMS maps of NDs illuminated with pump and probe beams

were acquired systematically following each time-resolved measurement. This procedure

allowed to determine the beam sections in the plane where pump-probe measurements

were performed, which is especially important in cases where the two beam waists cannot

be made to coincide (despite acting on the beams’ divergence/convergence)5.

Such systematic measurements of parameters Ppp, Spp and Spr are required, as they are

needed in the quantitative analysis of the experiments. As explained in section 2.2, Spr

is necessary to convert raw time-resolved signals into extinction cross-section changes,

via ∆Tr/Tr = −∆σext(λpr)/Spr. The other two parameters, Spp and Ppp, appear in the

expressions of the deposited pump energy and of the nano-object temperature increase,

which are determined as follows. We first calculate the pump fluence Fpp, defined as the

surface density of energy of a single pulse:

Fpp =
Trep Ppp

Spp
(3.10)

where Trep = 1/(80 MHz) = 12.5 ns is the laser repetition time. We then estimate the

volumetric density of energy absorbed by a ND for each pump pulse, which writes:

uabs =
σabs(λpp)Fpp

V
(3.11)

with σabs(λpp) the ND absorption cross-section at the pump wavelength, and V the ND

volume. Finally, the ND initial temperature increase (after thermalization) is evaluated

through uabs = cAu (Teq −T0) = cAu ∆Teq, with cAu the volumetric heat capacity of bulk

gold (cAu = 2.5 J cm−3K−1), yielding:

∆Teq =
σabs(λpp)TrepPpp

cAuV Spp
(3.12)

V and σabs(λpp) are obtained from optical FEM calculations. Specifically, V corresponds

to the values of D and h used in the simulation to achieve an optimal reproduction

of the experimental extinction spectrum. FEM simulations also allow to separate the

contributions of absorption and scattering to extinction (see paragraph 1.2.4), and thus

to estimate σabs(λpp). For pump powers in the microwatt range, the determined energy

5In such cases, the measured beam sections can extend up to twice the section at the focal plane,
which results in both decreased heating and decreased sensitivity to extinction changes (see following).
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densities uabs were of the order of a few J cm−3 and the temperature increases of a few

K.

3.2.3.c Signal processing

Figure 3.11 shows a typical time-resolved signal along with the steps of processing per-

mitting to extract the thermal part. The different structures discussed in section 2.2

of chapter 2 are clearly visible: a high peak directly following pump absorption cor-

responding to the non-equilibrium electron excitation, followed by a slow decay of the

signal with a nanosecond timescale (linked to ND cooling) accompanied by damped os-

cillations related to vibrational modes. The initial peak is taken as origin for the time

axis, as it roughly corresponds to the instant of pulse superposition, given the large 4 ps

time step. Only the signal at pump-probe delays exceeding 10–20 ps (i.e. after complete

internal thermalization) is considered in the following. This signal is fitted by the sum of

a biexponential decay reflecting the ND cooling dynamics and of damped sinusoids, each

corresponding to the contribution of a different detected vibrational mode, with period

Tn, phase φn and damping time τ
osc
n :

ffit(t) = A1 e−t/τ1 +A2 e−t/τ2 +
N
∑

n=1

Bn e−t/τoscn sin

(

2π

Tn
t+ φn

)

. (3.13)

In this expression, time constants τ1 and τ2 from the exponential decays are defined so

that τ1 > τ2. Depending on the considered signal, the number N of damped sinusoids

included in the fit was chosen between 0 and 3, the amplitudes of the detected vibrational

modes being very dependent on the probe wavelength and on ND morphology. The peri-

ods Tn are found between 30–200 ps (frequencies in the GHz range), while the damping

time constants τ oscn are in the nanosecond range. In a previous work by Medeghini et

al. [12], the vibrational parts of the time-resolved signals of many NDs from sample S2

and another sample similar to S1 have been studied. The measured oscillation frequen-

cies were found in excellent agreement with the predictions from an acoustic FEM model,

while the quality factors showed a strong enhancement around a particular D/h aspect

ratio (≈ 2.5), which was also predicted by the model.

In the context of thermal measurements, oscillations are an undesirable feature of time-

resolved signals as they complicate the extraction of the component associated to the

cooling dynamics. In the experiment that will be described in section 3.3, where the

probe wavelength was varied over the whole LSPR range, NDs were carefully chosen so

that no beating pattern linked to vibrational modes with close frequencies was visible in

the signals, in order to ease the fitting process. In the experiment of section 3.4, where
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Figure 3.11 – Fitting method of experimental pump-probe signals. (a) Tran-
sient variations of the transmission change, ∆Tr/Tr(t), measured using λpp = 410 nm and
λpr = 690 nm pump and probe wavelengths for a ND with h = 18 nm, D ≈ 100 nm (black
line). The red line is a fit of the signal after t = 20 ps (i.e. after the ND internal thermal-
ization) with the function defined in equation 3.13. Inset: the same signal to which the two
decaying exponentials from the complete fit were substracted (thus isolating the contribution
of acoustic vibrations) (black) and its fit by a sum of two damped sinusoids with periods ∼ 49
and 52 ps. (b) Same signals as in (a) to which the oscillatory part of the fit was substracted
(thus isolating the contribution of the ND cooling to the signal) (black) and its biexponential
fit (red). The normalized thermal signal is shown in the inset in semi-log scale.
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the cooling dynamics of multiple NDs were studied, the probe wavelength was chosen

away from the LSPR to minimize the oscillation amplitudes.

The so-called thermal part is obtained by subtracting to the signal the sum of the damped

sinusoidal functions defined from the complete fit ffit(t). It is naturally well reproduced

by the remaining sum of two damped exponentials, whose amplitudes A1,2 and decay

times τ1,2 may be used to characterize the signal dynamics. However, because of the un-

certainties attached to these fitting parameters, it is useful to visualize the experimental

signals normalized to their initial values (in linear or semi-log scale), especially when

comparing the dynamics of two different signals.

3.2.3.d Irreversible changes of the cooling dynamics at high pump fluence

In the transient signal shown in figure 3.11, the thermal component (inset of (b)) presents

a quasi mono-exponential decay over the whole investigated range of pump–probe de-

lays (up to 2.5 ns). More generally, mono-exponential decays were observed at long

timescales (> 500 ps) for all signals, but deviations from a mono-exponential behavior

were observed at shorter timescales for some of the investigated NDs (in particular in

the case of excitation with high pump fluence, as discussed below). All thermal com-

ponents could however be accurately reproduced using a biexponential decay function

A1 exp(−t/τ1)+A2 exp(−t/τ2), with A1 > A2 amplitudes and characteristic times of the

order of τ1 ∼ 700 ps and τ2 ∼ 100 ps in the case of h = 18 nm NDs, and τ1 ∼ 1800 ps

and τ2 ∼ 200 ps for h = 40 nm NDs. Interpretation of the morphological dependence of

τ1 and τ2 will be the object of section 3.4 of this chapter.

The experiments demonstrated a correlation between the biexponential character of the

cooling dynamics (which can be quantified by the A2/(A1 + A2) ratio involving the

parameters of the biexponential fit) and the history of exposition of the ND to high

pump fluences. Figure 3.12 presents a series of signals measured on a large (h = 40 nm,

D = 150 nm) ND, referred to as ND3, at successive pump fluences. Parameters from

the biexponential fits of these measurements are reported in table 3.2. The first mea-

surement, performed at low fluence (Fpp = 0.4 Jm−2), resulted in nearly exponential

dynamics with A2/(A1 + A2) ∼ 19%. After the fluence was increased to 2.3 Jm−2, the

signal underwent a rapid change until it stabilized after a few minutes. The signal then

recorded showed an increased value of A2/(A1 + A2) (reaching 38%) as well as a 15%

increase of the longer time constant τ1 (measurement 2 in figure 3.12). Those changes

were preserved when returning to low fluence (measurement 3), thus evidencing the ir-

reversibility of the process. Finally, a low-power measurement was made on a similar

ND (’ND4’) immediately after the latter one, in order to exclude the possibility that

the change resulted from a modification of the conditions (in particular, alignments and
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Chapter 3. Cooling dynamics of a single supported nano-object

Figure 3.12 – Pump fluence-induced modifications of the thermal dynamics of
gold NDs. a) Normalized thermal components of the transient optical responses of two NDs
with same thicknesses and diameters h ≈ 40 nm and D ≈ 150 nm, called ND3 and ND4,
successively measured at different pump fluences in the order indicated in the legend (with
λpp = 410 nm and λpr = 510 nm). Measurement 1, performed at low fluence on ND3, results
in a quasi-exponential cooling dynamics. Excessive pump fluence induces a clear change in
the dynamics of thermal decay of ND3 (measurement 2), which is irreversible (measurement
3, at low power). Measurement 4 was performed on ND4 in the exact same conditions of
beam alignments and powers as measurement 3, resulting in a quasi-exponential thermal
signal similar to measurement 1. b) Complete raw signals for ND3 at low power before and
after exposition to high pump fluence (corresponding to measurements 1 and 3 in graph (a))
divided by their respective pump fluences to facilitate their comparison. Oscillations were
weak for those signals and were not subtracted. Results from fitting by a sum of two damped
exponentials are also shown.
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powers of the two beams). The resulting signal (measurement 4 in figure 3.12) super-

poses perfectly–after normalization–to the first measurement of ND3, confirming that

the change of dynamics observed in the optical signals reflects an actual change in the

nano-object’s cooling dynamics rather than a measurement artefact. This result also

suggests that similar NDs from our samples share the same quasi-exponential dynamics

as long as they are not exposed to excessive light intensities.

# ND Fpp (Jm
−2) A2/(A1 +A2) (%) τ1 (ns) τ2 (ns)

1 ND3 0.4 18.7 1.92 0.19
2 ND3 2.3 38.5 2.21 0.23
3 ND3 0.6 36.2 2.18 0.21
4 ND4 0.6 17.9 1.91 0.22

Table 3.2 – Parameters from the biexponential fits of the measurements per-
formed on ND3 and ND4. The parameters are defined in equation 3.13.

A similar test was also performed on a ND of much smaller dimensions (h = 18 nm, D ≈
100 nm), referred to as ND56. Results are presented in figure 3.13. A first measurement

was performed with a pump fluence Fpp = 1 Jm−2, followed by a second one with

Fpp = 2.7 Jm−2, and then by a return to the initial fluence. As was seen with the

larger ND, irreversible changes of the dynamics were observed after exposure to high

fluence, though the lower amplitude of the signal as well as the much faster cooling

dynamics prevented precise comparison of the signals on a long timescale. Indeed, for

the measurement performed at low power, the low signal to noise ratio resulting from

the small amplitude could not be compensated by a larger number of acquisitions, since

the exposition time proved to be another factor causing modifications of the signal.

Additionally, extinction spectra of ND5 were taken before and after the pump-probe mea-

surements (figure 3.13b), demonstrating permanent modifications after exposure to the

2.7 Jm2 fluence, with the LSPR of the second spectrum being red-shifted and presenting

a larger maximal amplitude. As we discussed in section 1.2 of the first chapter, these

modifications may a priori result from changes either in the ND or its local environment.

In the two former experiments, the temperature increases corresponding to the highest

values of the fluence were estimated to 27 K for ND3 and 40 K for ND5. Therefore,

the observed changes may not be explained by melting of the metal. For example,

Plech et al. [73] found the first changes attributed to pre-melting—monitored by X-

ray diffraction—to occur only beyond 500 K lattice heating for gold nanoparticles of

similar dimensions, while complete melting occured near the melting point of bulk gold

(1337 K). Furthermore, no chemical reaction modifying the properties of the ND or its

6ND5 was made with the same nanofabrication parameters as ND1, whose dimensions are reported in
table 3.1.
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Figure 3.13 – Pump fluence effect on the cooling dynamics and extinction spec-
trum of a ND with D ≈ 100 nm and h = 18 nm (ND5). a) Thermal component of the
transient optical responses successively measured on ND5 using λpp = 410 nm, λpr = 515 nm
and pump fluences of Fpp = 1 Jm−2 (black line), 2.7 Jm−2 (red line) and 1 Jm−2 again (blue
line). After exposure to the higher fluence, the ratio A2/(A1 + A2) from the biexponential
fit of the signal decay changed permanently from 18% to 36%. b) SMS-measured extinction
spectra of ND5 before (black squares) and after (red circles) the pump–probe measurement
at high pump fluence.

local environment is a priori expected, as both gold and sapphire are chemically stable.

An attempt to clarify the mechanisms underlying this effect will be discussed at the end

of this chapter. In the following studies, only ∆Teq values below ∼15 K were considered,

so as to avoid modification of ND linear and ultrafast optical responses during the course

of the experiments.

3.3 Probe-wavelength dependence of ultrafast thermal sig-

nals

3.3.1 Experimental results

3.3.1.a Effect of probe wavelength on time-resolved signals

The effect of probe wavelength on the time-resolved signals measured on ND1 and ND2

is illustrated in figures 3.14 and 3.15. In our experimental setup based on a Ti:sapphire

oscillator, either frequency-doubled or driving an optical parametric oscillator (see sec-

tion 2.2), the wavelengths of the pump and probe beams cannot be chosen fully indepen-

dently; therefore the parameters of these beams, and in particular the pump fluence on

the sample, could not be kept constant throughout this series of experiments. In order
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Figure 3.14 – Influence of probe wavelength on the measured time-resolved sig-
nals of two gold NDs. (a,b) Raw time-resolved signals measured on ND1 and ND2 with
the indicated probe wavelengths (with λpp = 410 nm for all signals with λpr < 750 nm, and
λpp = λpr/2 when λpr > 750 nm), divided by the estimated initial ND temperature rise
∆Teq. (c,d) Normalized thermal components of the same signals (in semi-logarithmic scale).
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to isolate the effect of probe wavelength from that of pump excitation, the measured

transient extinction cross-section changes ∆σext were divided by the estimated initial

temperature rise ∆Teq, with ∆Teq ∼ 10 K for the Fpp ∼ 0.7 J/m2 typical pump beam

fluence used in these experiments. Figure 3.14 shows that the probe wavelength consider-

ably affects the amplitude of time-resolved signals, but weakly their temporal dynamics.

Figures 3.14a–b allow one to appreciate their variations of sign and amplitude in the

spectral range of the ND LSPRs, while figures 3.14c–d demonstrate that the thermal

components of all signals (obtained by subtraction of the vibrational part of the fits)

overlap once normalized by their initial values.

In paragraph 3.1.2.b, we mentioned the possibility for time-resolved signals to be affected

by the temperature changes in the vicinity of the nano-object, strongly impacting for

instance the signals associated to NPs immersed in ethanol [14, 17]. In the present

study, the similarities of the signal shapes measured using a large number of probe

wavelengths and the monotonous decay of |∆σext| as a function of time demonstrated by
figures 3.14c–d imply that sapphire substrate heating has a negligible influence on the

measured signals. This can be ascribed to the weak sensitivity of the dielectric function

of sapphire to temperature changes, with dεm/dT ∼ 4.10−5 K−1 in the visible range [96],

to be compared to the 10−3 K−1 typical values of |dε1/dT | and |dε2/dT | for gold in the
same spectral range [34, 97]. Additionally, the high thermal conductivity of sapphire

(25 Wm−1K−1) favors heat dissipation in the substrate away from the ND vicinity, and

thus limits the temperature rise in this region.

3.3.1.b Signal amplitude dependence on probe wavelength

Since environment heating plays a negligible role in our time-resolved signals, expression

of the heating-induced extinction cross-section changes (equation 3.7) reduces to the

product of a probe wavelength-dependent amplitude Ap(λpr) and of the time-dependent

ND temperature increase ∆Tp(t):

∆σext(λpr, t) = Ap(λpr)∆Tp(t) (3.14)

The decay dynamics of ∆Tp(t) will be the object of section 3.4 of this chapter. In the

following of this section, we discuss the wavelength-dependence of amplitude Ap. From an

experimental pump-probe signal, the Ap coefficient can be extracted as the ratio between

the initial heating-induced extinction change and the estimated initial ND temperature

rise ∆Tp(t = 0) = ∆Teq. Practically, we used the sum A1 + A2 of the amplitudes of the

two exponentials appearing in the fit of ∆Tr/Tr(t) (equation 3.13), as it corresponds

to an extrapolation at t = 0 of the thermal signal ∆σth
ext (which is well-defined only for
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3.3 Probe-wavelength dependence of ultrafast thermal signals

pump-probe delays t > 10–20 ps, after the ND internal thermalization), and gives a more

reliable result than averaging the signal in this zone.

Ap thus writes, as a function of the experimental parameters (see equations 2.15 and

3.12):

Ap =
∆σth

ext(t = 0)

∆Teq

= [−Spr(A1 +A2)] ·
[

σabs(λpp) Fpp

cAu V

]−1

= − cAu V Spr Spp

Trep Ppp σabs(λpp)
(A1 +A2) .

(3.15)

The Ap spectra of ND1 and ND2 retrieved from time-resolved measurements are shown

in figure 3.15. Their spectral shapes resemble that of the ∂σext/∂ε2 derivatives shown in

figure 3.9 c and d, respectively: they display large and negative values near the central

position of the LSPR (dashed green lines in figure 3.15 a and b) and smaller, positive

values on the LSPR sides.

Calculation of the error bars represented on the two graphs of figure 3.15 was based on

equation 3.15. The relative error of Ap is the quadratic sum of the relative errors of all

the terms in the product (only the non-systematic sources of error were considered, see

discussion below):

∆Ap

Ap
=

(

(

2
∆dpr
dpr

)2

+

(

2
∆dpp
dpp

)2

+

(

∆Ppp

Ppp

)2

+

(

∆(A1 +A2)

A1 +A2

)2
)

1

2

, (3.16)

the notation ∆X for any quantity X here representing the 95% confidence level.

In expression 3.16, uncertainties on the pump and probe beams FWHM were evaluated

from the dispersion of values derived from SMS cartographic measurements, and that on

Ppp from the error associated to the used powermeter. The uncertainty on (A1 + A2),

originating both from the signal noise and the presence of oscillations, was empirically

evaluated. Error due to the possibility of accidental misalignment of pump and probe

beams was not taken into account. In most cases, the main contributions to Ap error

bars originate from evaluations of dpp and dpr, except near cancellations of Ap, where the

error linked to the retrieval of the (A1 + A2) amplitude becomes predominant because

of the decreased S/N ratio.

The former calculation only takes into account the non-systematic sources of error, eval-

uated from the quantities’ experimental dispersion around a central value. However,

the method used for retrieving laser spot sizes from SMS maps, which is based on the
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Figure 3.15 – Sensitivity of time-resolved spectroscopy to ND temperature
changes as a function of probe wavelength, measured on ND1 (a) and ND2
(b). Black dots represent the Ap coefficients deduced from the amplitude of the thermal
components of experimental time-resolved signals (equation 3.15). Error bars only include
the non-systematic sources of error, as discussed in the main text. The blue and red lines are
calculations of Ap based on equation 3.8 using the ∂σext/∂ε1,2 spectra deduced from FEM
calculations (figure 3.9) and dε1,2/dT values taken either from ref. [97] (solid blue lines) or
[34] (dashed red lines). The dashed green lines indicate the respective central positions of
the ND LSPRs.
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assumption of illumination by an Airy-distributed spot, may potentially represent an

important source of systematic error, as it not only influences the values of Spp and

Spr (appearing explicitely in the expression of Ap), but also—through the conversion

of SMS signal—the amplitudes of the measured extinction spectra, and thus the FEM-

determined V and σabs. Note however that the latter two quantities must not be treated

as independent parameters, as they show correlated variations. One must instead con-

sider the error for the σabs/V ratio (appearing in expression 3.15), which is much smaller

than the quadratic sum of σabs and V relative errors. From these considerations, we es-

timate that an additional ∼ 10% uncertainty must be assumed for the overall amplitude

of Ap, which does however not affect its spectral shape.

3.3.2 Comparison to a numerical model

3.3.2.a Calculation of Ap and Am

Figure 3.16 – dε1,2/dT derivatives from refs. [97] (continuous lines) and [34]
(dashed lines).

Ap can also be theoretically estimated from equation 3.8, which requires knowledge

of ∂σext/∂ε1,2 and dε1,2/dT derivatives for the investigated gold ND. The determina-

tion of ∂σext/∂ε1,2 (figure 3.9 c and d) from optical FEM computations has been pre-

sented above. The temperature dependence of gold dielectric function has been the

object of multiple recent measurements and models [34, 97–102]. The thermal deriva-

tives dε1,2/dT extracted from these measurements strongly depend on the type of gold

sample used (continuous or granular, annealed or not, deposited thickness) and on tem-

perature. As a result, the values of the dε1,2/dT coefficients of gold reported in the
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literature are dispersed, in particular for the dε1/dT derivative, as ε1 presents large val-

ues but weak relative changes with temperature in the visible range. To evaluate the

impact of these uncertainties on Ap spectra, two different dε1,2/dT tables were used for

computing Ap (figure 3.15): one experimentally determined by Wilson and Cahill [97],

and one theoretically estimated from the expected temperature dependences of Drude

and interband components of gold dielectric function, as discussed in ref. [34] (see fig-

ure 6 of this reference)7. Values of dε1,2/dT from these two sources, which are plotted

in figure 3.16, present significant differences in the red/near infrared range relevant to

the present experiments. For instance, at 800 nm wavelength, the former table yield

dε1/dT ∼ 3.10−5 K−1 and dε2/dT ∼ 2.10−3 K−1, while the latter one corresponds to

dε1/dT ∼ 1.10−3 K−1 and dε2/dT ∼ 3.10−3 K−1 (figure 3.16). As a result, the com-

puted Ap spectra differ depending on the chosen table. However, for both NDs, the two

versions present spectral variations in good agreement with the experimental results,

close to those of the ∂σext/∂ε2 derivative (figure 3.9 c and d) which results from the fact

that |dε2/dT | > |dε1/dT | in the investigated spectral range for both considered dε1,2/dT
tables (see equation 3.8 and figure 3.16). The measured and computed Ap amplitudes,

which have maximal values of a few tens of nm2K−1, also show a good quantitative

agreement, considering the high number of parameters involved in the analysis and the

large uncertainties affecting dε1,2/dT coefficients8.

Figure 3.17 – Sensitivities of time-resolved measurements to temperature changes
in the ND (Ap) and its environment (Am) for ND1 and ND2. Am is computed by
assuming a homogeneous temperature change in the sapphire substrate.

7The construction method for these tables will also be shortly described in chapter 4, section 4.1.2.b
of this work.

8Although the agreement is correct for both dε1,2/dT tables, a closer match is found with the tables
from ref. [34], either in the amplitudes and the positions of Ap cancellations. These tables will therefore
be taken as reference in chapter 4.
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Finally, the same FEM model was also used to evaluate the Am amplitude appearing in

equation 3.9, which describes the sensitivity of time-resolved signals to changes in the

environment temperature Tm, which must be assumed homogeneous at all times. Am was

calculated from equation 3.9, where the plasmonic derivative ∂σext/∂εm was computed by

FEM (by applying a small variation on the dielectric function of sapphire), and where we

took a 4×10−5 K−1 value for the dεm/dTm derivative, independent of the wavelength [96].

The computed Am spectra for ND1 and ND2 are shown in figure 3.17, and compared

to their Ap counterparts. Except in restricted zones located around cancellations of Ap,

one verifies that |Am| ≪ |Ap| for most probe wavelengths. This observation, added to

the fact that the temperature elevation in the substrate is small as compared to that

of the ND (as confirmed by thermal FEM calculations described in the next section), a

posteriori validates the approximation made when writing the transient ND extinction

change ∆σext as the product of Ap and ∆Tp (equation 3.14). While this approximation

had already found an experimental confirmation in the similar dynamics of the thermal

parts of all signals (paragraph 3.3.1.a), the above considerations provide a complementary

demonstration of its validity.

3.3.2.b Analysis refinement: effects of the partial collection of scattered light

in optical measurements

Up to now, we have implicitely assumed that the physical quantity measured in the

context of SMS and time-resolved experiments is the nano-object extinction cross-section

in the former case, or its transient changes in the latter case. This corresponds to

neglecting the partial recollection of the light scattered by the nano-object in these

measurements (see section 2.1). While this assumption is fully valid for small metal

nano-objects, for which absorption largely predominates over scattering, it is a priori

questionable for the gold NDs used in our study, as was shown precedently in figure 3.10

(section 3.2.2). Indeed, for ND1, the absorption and scattering spectra display equivalent

amplitudes in the LSPR range, while scattering is even dominant over absorption for

ND2. Therefore, complementary FEM analyses were performed to evaluate the fraction

of the scattered light recollected in our experiments.

We used a simple approach combining considerations from geometrical optics and com-

plete optical FEM calculations based on the model described in section 3.2.2. First,

we determined the solid angle around the ND corresponding to the fraction of the light

scattered by a ND able to enter the collection objective. The geometry of the extreme

light rays collected the objective is sketched in figure 3.18a. In the present study, the

collection objective has a numerical aperture NA = 0.75. In air, this corresponds to

a half-angle of collection α = arcsin(NA) = 48.6➦, but in sapphire this corresponds to

the light emitted within a cone of angle α′ = arcsin(NA/nAl2O3) = 25.2➦, according to
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Figure 3.18 – Calculation of the ND scattering pattern and evaluation of the
fraction of scattered light that is recollected in the experiments. (a) Schematics
of the extreme light rays able to enter the collection objective, in an approach based on
geometrical optics. Angles α = 48.6 and α′ = 25.2 are found from the definition of the
objective’s numerical aperture and the Snell-Descartes law, respectively. (b) FEM calculation
of the scattered light intensity of a ND illuminated by a λ = 670 nm plane wave propagating
from the top, multiplied by the squared distance to the ND, r2. One then obtains a function
independent from r in the far-field region, thus providing access to the ND scattering pattern.
The cone with angle α′, corresponding to the light collected by the objective, is represented
along with its section S by a sphere of radius 600 nm, over which the scattered intensity is
integrated.

Snell-Descartes’ law of refraction.

We then deduced the fraction of recollected scattered light from FEM calculations of

the optical response of the ND by computing the ratio of the powers scattered within

the previous cone and in all directions. Both values were obtained by integration of

the scattered intensity over the surface of a sphere centered on the ND, with a radius

(R = 600 nm) large enough to ensure that the spatial profile of the scattered field

corresponds to its far-field behavior (with a typical 1/r2-dependence of its power). The

value of this radius was chosen based on the spatial variations of Iscat × r2, which are

shown in figure 3.18b along with the collection cone in the configuration of the FEM

simulation. In fine, these calculations led to a collected scattered power of only 13-14%

of the total scattered power for both NDs in the investigated wavelength range.

This analysis shows that the cross-section actually measured in SMS, which corresponds

to the extinction cross-section minored by the effects of partial scattered light recollection

(referred to as the corrected extinction and noted σcorr in the following), is much closer

from the extinction cross-section than from the absorption one. Figure 3.19 compares

these three cross-sections for ND1 and ND2 (using the same ND dimensions as in the

previous analyses). The non-corrected and corrected extinction cross-sections differ only
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Figure 3.19 – Corrected extinction spectra taking into account the partial recol-
lection of scattered light, computed using FEM for ND1 and ND2. The corrected
extinction corresponds to the optical cross-section actually measured in our SMS experi-
ments. The computed extinction and scattering spectra, shown previously (figure 3.10), are
reminded for comparison.

by about 7% for ND1 and 10% for ND2. The Ap coefficients obtained by using the

ε1,2 derivatives of these three extinction cross-sections in equation 3.8 are compared in

figure 3.20. Here too, the spectra obtained using the corrected (dashed black lines) and

uncorrected (red lines) extinction cross-sections are similar, with maximal variations of

the Ap coefficient of 13 and 20% for ND1 and ND2, respectively. Conversely, the Ap

spectra derived using the absorption cross-sections (green lines in figure 3.20) strongly

differ from the two former ones. In particular, they remain positive over the whole

considered spectral range, only vanishing near the LSPR central position for ND1, where

|Ap| displays its maximal absolute value for the two former spectra. As shown by the

insets of figure 3.20, these differences mostly result from the different spectral shapes of

the ∂σext/∂ε2 and ∂σabs/∂ε2 derivatives.

The fact that the experimentally determined Ap profiles agree well with those computed

using uncorrected or corrected extinction cross-sections (figure 3.14), but not with those

computed using the absorption cross-sections is fully consistent with the results of the

FEM optical calculations described above, indicating that light scattering by the NDs

significantly contributes to their extinction and that only a fraction of the scattered

light is recollected in our optical experiments. Indeed, if one of these conclusions was

incorrect, the measured Ap profile should follow that computed using absorption, which

is not the case.

In conclusion, the additional FEM investigations presented above largely support the a

priori questionable validity of the assumption made in the analysis leading to figure 3.15
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Figure 3.20 – Ap spectra of ND1 and ND2 computed using either ∂σext/∂ε1,2
derivatives in equation 3.8 or replacing them by ∂σabs/∂ε1,2 or ∂σcorr/∂ε1,2 in this
equation. All these derivatives are shown in the insets. dε1,2/dT derivatives are taken from
ref. [34]. The grey dashed lines indicate the central position of the LSPRs.
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(i.e. that the cross-sections measured in SMS and time-resolved spectroscopy corre-

sponds to the extinction ones), showing that it leads to errors smaller than uncertainties

on dε1,2/dT derivatives (figure 3.15). Therefore, we did not perform a complete new anal-

ysis of our experiments, which would have also required to compare the SMS-measured

spectra (figure 3.9a-b) with the FEM-computed corrected extinction ones (figure 3.19),

leading to small variations of the deduced ND dimensions.

3.4 Cooling dynamics of supported nanodisks: morphology

effects and thermal boundary conductance determina-

tion

The proportionality between the measured time-resolved signals and ND transient tem-

perature rise was exploited for systematic investigations of the size-dependence of ND

cooling dynamics by performing experiments on a large number of NDs with different

thicknesses and diameters.

3.4.1 Experimental approach

Time-resolved signals were collected for 60 NDs of different sizes from samples S1 and S2.

In all the experiments, sample illumination with a λpp = 410 nm, low fluence (< 1 Jm−2)

pump beam was used in order to achieve moderate (∼ 10 K) initial temperature rises

and avoid ND modification throughout the measurements. Since the choice of λpr is not

critical to achieve ∆σext ∝ ∆Tp (as shown by figure 3.14), the probe wavelength was

fixed at 510 nm for all measurements, i.e. away from the LSPR domains of all NDs.

Although systematically tuning λpr near the ND LSPRs (whose positions range from

620 to 950 nm depending on D and h) would have achieved higher signal amplitudes,

as demonstrated in section 3.3 of this chapter (see figure 3.15), the used method offered

several advantages. Indeed, because of chromatic aberrations induced by the focusing

objective, changing the probe wavelength often requires moving the objective’s focus in

order to get sufficient pump-probe signal, thus modifying the pump fluence. Depending

on λpr, it may also imply a modification of the pump wavelength. Conversely, keeping

the probe wavelength fixed allowed measuring several NDs with little or no realignment

of the pump and probe beams between acquisitions, thus dramatically improving the

measurement throughput while reducing the dispersion of the acquired data. Finally,

signal oscillations induced by ND vibrations were generally weak or inexistent at this

wavelength, facilitating the extraction of the cooling dynamics.

All bare time-resolved signals were processed as described in subsection 3.2.3 by fitting

with function ffit(t) (equation 3.13) and subtraction of their vibrational signatures.
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3.4.2 Results and interpretation

3.4.2.a Results

Figure 3.21 – Morphological dependence of the cooling dynamics of individual
gold NDs. Normalized thermal components of experimental time-resolved signals measured
on individual gold NDs from samples S1 and S2, with the thicknesses h and diameters D
indicated in the legend.

Figure 3.21 presents representative normalized thermal signals obtained for NDs with

different thicknesses (h = 18 and h = 40 nm) and diameters (from 65 to 205 nm), es-

timated as the average values from AFM and SEM measurements on NDs with same

nominal dimensions (see section 3.2.1; note that SMS spectroscopy, which provides addi-

tional estimates of D and h, was not performed systematically as it would have cost too

much time). This figure demonstrates that the ND cooling kinetics is strongly dependent

on h and weakly dependent on D in this size range. All measured thermal components

present a monoexponential decay at long timescales (> 500 ps delays), with an associ-

ated decay time τ1 of about 0.7 and 1.7 ns for h = 18 and h = 40 nm NDs, respectively9.

Such exponential behaviour suggests interface-limited cooling dynamics [15, 61]. Indeed,

as discussed in section 3.1.1, if the ND is assumed to remain isothermal throughout the

thermal relaxation process (which is relevant for a Biot number Bi = hG/ΛAu ≪ 1) and

that the substrate temperature undergoes little modification in the vicinity of the ND (a

relevant assumption considering the high heat conductivity of sapphire), then the heat

9As discussed above, biexponential dynamics were found when measurements were performed at too
high pump fluences. Their description requires a second characteristic time τ2 ≪ τ1.
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transfer is entirely described by equation 3.2, with Tm(r, t) = T0:

Jint(t) =
cAuV

S

dTp

dt
= G (Tp(t)− T0) , (3.17)

with V the nanodisk volume, S the area in contact with the substrate, cAu the vol-

umetric heat capacity of gold, and G the Kapitza thermal conductance of the nanos-

tructure/substrate interface. The solution of this equation is an exponential decay of

∆Tp(t) = (Tp(t)− T0) with characteristic time τ = cAu h/G.

Such an exponential decay, with a characteristic time linearly scaling with ND height,

has been experimentally reported for permalloy NDs nanopatterned on a Si substrate [63]

and the transient thermal dynamics theoretically investigated for the case of Cu NDs

deposited on Si [103]. Within the context of the present study, the τ1 ∝ h scaling is

in approximate agreement with the 2.4× larger τ1 values determined experimentally for

h = 40 nm NDs as compared those for h = 18 nm, and their weak dependence on the

ND diameter. Furthermore, preliminary G estimation via G = cAu h/τ leads to G values

in the order of 60 MWm−2K−1 for the gold–sapphire interface, which is consistent with

the 20–70 MWm−2K−1 range reported in the literature for thin gold films [60, 90–93].

A more thorough modeling of ND cooling dynamics requires to include the effect of the

finite heat conductivity Λm of the sapphire substrate, associated to a heat current density

Jm(t) = −Λm grad(Tm(r, t)) according to Fourier’s law. This was achieved using FEM

numerical simulations, which will now be described.

3.4.2.b FEM calculations of the cooling dynamics

sapphire 

Au 

D 

1 µm 

h 

Figure 3.22 – Geometry of thermal FEM simulations. The axial symmetry of the
system was exploited to reduce computational time.

The cooling dynamics of gold NDs were modeled using the Heat Transfer module of

COMSOL. Gold NDs were described as perfect cylinders. The sapphire substrate was

included as a half-sphere of 1 µm radius, large enough to ensure that the choice of
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boundary conditions at its external border (here, open boundary) does not influence the

computed dynamics. Gold and sapphire were described using their bulk thermal param-

eters, i.e. cAu = 2.5 J cm−3K−1 and cAl2O3 = 3.1 J cm−3K−1 volumetric heat capacities,

and ΛAu = 317 Wm−1K−1 and ΛAl2O3 = 25 Wm−1K−1 thermal conductivities, heat dif-

fusion in both materials being described by Fourier’s law. The temperature-dependence

of these quantities was neglected, considering the small temperature excursions involved

in our experiments. Perfect contact and finite thermal conductance G were assumed

at their interface. Simulations were performed in the time domain with a 10 ps time

step, the axial symmetry of the system being exploited to reduce computational costs. A

∆Teq initial temperature rise was defined in the ND. ND temperature was seen to remain

quasi-uniform throughout the cooling process, as expected from Bi = hG/ΛAu ≪ 1 (see

section 3.1.1.c).

The dynamics computed using the complete FEM model for NDs with 18 or 40 nm

thicknesses and 80 or 160 nm diameters (solid lines in figure 3.23) are slightly slower than

the purely exponential ones with τ1 = cAu h/G decay time obtained by assuming infinitely

fast heat diffusion in the substrate for the same G = 70 MWm−2K−1 considered value of

interface conductance (dashed lines), the difference increasing with ND diameter. They

also deviate from a purely exponential decay, as also observed in a previous theoretical

work addressing the cooling of a metal ND in contact with a dielectric substrate, in

the case where the latter does not remain isothermal during the cooling process [103].

However, their non-exponential character is noticeable only at timescales exceeding those

considered in the experiments. The fact that ND cooling dynamics are primarily limited

by heat transfer at the ND–substrate interface is confirmed by comparing the cooling

dynamics computed by assuming a purely interface-limited process (corresponding to

infinite ΛAl2O3 sapphire thermal conductivity, dashed lines in figure 3.23) and a purely

diffusion-limited process (corresponding to infinite G, dotted lines in figure 3.23). This

comparison shows that the latter dynamics are strongly non-exponential, dependent on

ND diameter and considerably faster than the former ones for the whole range of ND

sizes explored in the experiments.

3.4.2.c Estimation of gold–sapphire interface conductance

The difference between the dynamics computed using the complete FEM model and in

the simple interface-limited case implies that extracting a precise G value from time-

resolved experimental data requires their comparison with results of the complete FEM

model, especially for the NDs with the largest diameter values, i.e. approaching the

continuum film case, for which the difference is the largest. To do so, the measured

cooling times τ1 were compared to those extracted from exponential fits of the FEM-
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Figure 3.23 – FEM-computed ND cooling dynamics. Temperature dynamics for NDs
with thicknesses h = 18 nm (a) and h = 40 nm (b) and diameters D = 80 nm or D = 160 nm
(plain lines, see legend), assuming a G = 70 MWm−2K−1 conductance at the gold–sapphire
interface. The cooling dynamics computed for these NDs in the ΛAl2O3 → ∞ (dashed lines)
and G → ∞ (dotted lines) limits are also shown, corresponding to the extreme cases of
interface- and diffusion-limited heat transfers, respectively.
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Figure 3.24 – Experimental and simulated τ1 time constants as a function of ND
diameter for h = 18 nm (a) and h = 40 nm (b). The black triangles are the τ1 cooling
times measured on NDs of different diameters, each triangle corresponding to a different
ND. The lines represent the FEM-computed cooling times for several values of interface
conductance G.

simulated cooling dynamics using different G values (figure 3.24). The cooling times

determined for h = 40 nm NDs are well reproduced by calculations assuming G =

(60 ± 10) MWm−2K−1. Those of h = 18 nm NDs correspond to a slightly larger

G = (75±10) MWm−2K−1 average value. The difference between the G values extracted

from the two ND thicknesses, corresponding to two distinct samples fabricated during two

different processing sessions, could be due to either small differences in the gold–sapphire

interface in these two samples or to uncertainties associated to the determination of their

average thicknesses by AFM.

3.4.2.d Role of nano-object composition and dimensionality in the cooling

process

The large difference demonstrated in this study between the timescales associated to

interfacial heat transfer and heat diffusion in the sapphire substrate, resulting in al-

most interface-limited cooling dynamics (weakly sensitive to the precise modalities of

heat diffusion in the substrate), is not general, but rather the consequence of both the

composition and the geometry of our system.

First, the thermal boundary conductance for a gold–sapphire interface is lower than

for most other metals with sapphire, according to the measurements reported in the

literature. For instance, interfacial heat transfer would be about 5 times faster for a nickel

ND than for a gold one, as G ∼ 300 MWm−2K−1 for a nickel–sapphire interface [93].

Other examples of measured metal–sapphire interface conductances are given in table 3.3,

reproduced from Blank and Weber [93].
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metal Au Ag Pt Pd W Al Cu Mo Ni Cr

G(MWm−2K−1) 43–68 77 106–113 151–165 131 160–178 175–195 216 283 349

Table 3.3 – Thermal boundary conductances measured for the interfaces of vari-
ous metals with sapphire. Reproduced from ref. [93].

Second, the small size of the investigated NDs accelerates heat diffusion in the substrate

as compared to interfacial heat transfer. This is demonstrated in figure 3.25, presenting

the simulated cooling dynamics of NDs with thicknesses h = 20 and 40 nm and diameters

D = 60, 180 and 400 nm. For D = 60 nm, the dynamics are quasi-exponential for both

values of h and close to those computed in the hypothesis of an interface-limited cooling

(namely, an exponential decay with constant τ = cAu h/G). As the diameter increases,

the cooling process is slowed at long timescales because of the increased difficulty for

heat evacuation in the substrate, and rapidly tends towards the limit of an infite film.

This dependence on the diameter may be interpreted as a dimensionality effect. Indeed,

in the case of a small nanoparticle, heat can spread in three dimensions in the substrate,

versus only one dimension for an infinite film.

In the intermediary case of a supported nanowire (i.e., a nanostructure with one non-

nanometric dimension), heat can radiate in two dimensions in the substrate. This struc-

ture has proved to be particularly interesting for studies of the breakdown of Fourier’s

law at the nanoscale. Indeed, it combines a lateral dimension smaller than the phonon

mean free path (possibly inducing the emergence of quasi-ballistic phonon transport) and

an increased sensitivity to the modalities of heat transport in the matrix compared to a

nanoparticle. For instance, several studies were performed on nickel nanolines supported

on various substrates, all suggesting the presence of ballistic effects [65, 77, 78].

3.4.2.e Comparison between the vibrational and thermal responses of single

NDs

Time-resolved experiments on single gold NDs enable the investigation of either the cool-

ing dynamics (as described in this work) or the vibrational dynamics, which were the

object of a recent study of our group [12]. Although they yield distinct signatures in

time-resolved signals, these two physical processes are related as the vibrational damping

and the cooling process of supported nanostructures are both governed by phonon prop-

agation from the nanoparticles into their underlying substrate, making a comparison of

their morphology dependence particularly interesting.

In a previous study performed in our group, vibrational modes of single NDs were investi-

gated using measurements made on sample S2 of the present study (NDs with h = 40 nm)

and another sample similar to S1 (h = 18 nm) [12]. The quality factors of the detected
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h = 20 nm

h = 40 nm

Figure 3.25 – Cooling dynamics computed by FEM for gold NDs of various thick-
nesses and diameters. For each thickness value, computations for an infinite film and
assuming an interface-limited heat transfer (resulting in an exponential cooling) are also
shown.

vibrations, defined as Q = πf/Γ (with f the oscillation frequency and Γ its damping

rate), were determined from time-resolved measurements on NDs of various dimensions

h and D. The results are plotted in figure 3.26a as a function of the ND aspect ratio

η = D/h, displaying large variations with η, and in particular a dramatic enhancement

of Q around aspect ratio η ≈ 2.5. This enhancement may be appreciated by comparing

the oscillating parts of time-resolved signals measured on a ND with aspect ratio η = 3.5

(figure 3.26b) and on a ND with η = 2.5 (figure 3.26d): the number of visible oscilla-

tions is indeed much larger in the latter case. A FEM model of the sapphire-supported

NDs was used to identify the detected modes and numerically estimate their frequencies

and quality factors, for NDs of different aspect ratios. The found quality factors, shown

in figure 3.26c, correctly reproduce the enhancement found around η = 2.5, the higher

simulated Q values with respect to the experimental ones resulting from the omission of

intrinsic damping mechanisms. In the numerical model, the only damping source consid-

ered is the radiation of acoustic energy in the substrate, triggered by the displacement

and strain profile created at the interface. Thus, the quality factor enhancement near a

given aspect ratio observed both in the experiments and the simulations corresponds to

ND vibrations which remain “confined” within the ND on a long timescale, as if the ND

were separated from its substrate.

Such large effect of ND morphology on the quality factor of specific, low-frequency vi-

brational modes is in contrast with the smooth variations of the ND cooling times τ1

observed when varying D and h close to the τ1 ∝ h limit associated to a purely interface-
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Figure 3.26 – Morphology-dependence of the quality factor of vibrational modes
of gold NDs. Experiments performed by Medeghini et al. on one of the samples (S2) used in
this work [12, 39]. (a,c) Quality factor (a) of the experimentally detected vibrational modes
(each dot corresponds to a single ND measurement) and (c) of the FEM-computed modes
as a function of ND aspect ratio η = D/h. (b,d) Oscillating components of time-resolved
signals measured for two gold NDs with thickness h = 40 nm and aspect ratios η = 3.5 (b)
and 2.5 (d). The red lines correspond to fits with a damped sinusoid. The energy spectral
densities (ESD) of the measured oscillating components are shown in the insets as a function
of frequency . Figures adapted from ref. [12].

limited cooling process (figure 3.24). Therefore, this means that while morphology has a

strong and complex impact on the quality factor of the vibrational modes of a supported

nano-object, which may reach high values in specific cases, it has a simpler and weaker

impact on thermal interface resistances, which involves the entirety of its vibrational

modes. As a result (and unsurprisingly), it is not possible to keep heat localized in a

supported nano-object by tuning its morphology.

In addition, the qualitative agreement between the morphological dependences of ex-

perimental and simulated quality factors suggest that the samples have an excellent

ND–substrate contact for most NDs (as a perfect contact was assumed in the modeling).

This is further supported in our investigation of thermal properties by the similarity

of the measured cooling dynamics for NDs with same nominal dimensions, leading to

a weak dispersion of their deduced interface conductances (figure 3.24). Moreover, the

fact that their deduced G values lie at the upper end of the range observed in previous

measurements (see table 3.3) is consistent with a good contact between gold and sapphire

in our samples.
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Chapter 3. Cooling dynamics of a single supported nano-object

3.4.3 Investigation on the possible causes for non-exponential dynamics

We now propose a simple model to account for the gradual and irreversible modifications

of the cooling dynamics of gold NDs observed under laser illumination as a function of

the fluence and of the exposure time, described in paragraph 3.2.3.d.

3.4.3.a Hypothesis: presence of an impurity

‘impurity’

gold

sapphire

(a)

gold‘impurity’ substrate

heating

(b)

Figure 3.27 – Hypothesis of an impurity on the ND and its effect on the cooling
dynamics. (a) Considered configuration including an additional transparent layer on top of
the ND. The primary role of the layer is to provide a second pathway for ND heat dissipation
(b), which may account for the faster cooling dynamics observed in the first few hundred ps
in some of our measurements.

The observed changes, featuring the acceleration of the cooling kinetics at short timescales

and its subsequent slowdown, may be accounted for by the introduction of an additional

“impurity” layer in contact with the ND, in the configuration sketched in figure 3.27a.

This impurity must be transparent, so as not to be heated directly by the pump pulses.

Its possible nature and origin will be discussed in the next paragraph. The effect of

this layer in our model is twofold. First, immediately after ND heating, the impurity

represents a secondary pathway for heat evacuation from the ND (figure 3.27b), there-

fore accounting for the measured initial cooling acceleration. This process quickly stops

as the temperature of the impurity reaches equilibrium with the ND. To describe the

subsequent dynamics, ruled by transfer at the interface with the substrate, one must

consider the enlarged system {ND+impurity} in place of the ND. This system having

a larger specific heat compared to the ND, its cooling is slower than without impurity,

explaining the change observed in the long timescale dynamics.

To verify and illustrate this analysis, thermal FEM calculations were performed in the

configuration shown in figure 3.27a, where the impurity was assumed to be composed of

water with specific heat cH2O = 4.18 kJK−1 kg−1. The computed cooling dynamics for a

D = 60 nm and h = 40 nm ND, a layer thickness hi = 5 nm and an interface conductance

with gold fixed arbitrarily to Gi = 100 MWm−2K−1 are shown in figure 3.28, as well

as the same calculation without an impurity. As expected, the cooling dynamics of the

ND with an impurity resemble those observed experimentally following ND exposure to
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high fluences (figures 3.12 and 3.13). Indeed, they display a non-exponential character,

and are respectively faster and slower at short and long timescales than those computed

without impurity. Although a closer match with the experimental data could be achieved

by tuning the parameters of the model (layer thickness, specific heat and boundary

conductance with gold), this approach was not deemed pertinent, as the results of this

analysis are related to the various arbitrary assumptions made. Indeed, we insist on the

illustrative nature of this simple model, whose aim is only to propose a plausible scenario

to explain the observed non-exponential dynamics.

Figure 3.28 – FEM-computed cooling dynamics for a D = 60 nm, h = 40 nm gold
ND with or without an impurity layer.

3.4.3.b Effect of plasma cleaning of the samples

The results from the FEM simulations described in the previous paragraph support the

idea that the changes in the cooling dynamics may be linked to the presence of an

impurity around the ND. This raises the question of the nature and conformation of this

impurity, and the reason for the gradual modification of its physical properties and/or

contact with the ND under high-fluence illumination. The possible presence around

the NDs of residues of the resist used during the fabrication process or other organic

contaminants appeared to us as a possible source of such impurities. This hypothesis

was tested by cleaning one of the samples using acetone (the solvant usually used to

eliminate the resist), and then by submitting it to a plasma cleaning treatment, which

is supposed to destroy most organic contaminants. Preliminary to this operation, the

cooling dynamics of a ND were measured at low pump fluence (0.5 Jm−2) and at higher

fluence (2.7 Jm−2) to induce a modification of the cooling dynamics. Time-resolved
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Chapter 3. Cooling dynamics of a single supported nano-object

Figure 3.29 – Effects of acetone and plasma cleaning of the sample on ND thermal
dynamics after modification by exposition to high fluence.

signals were then measured on this ND at low fluence after each step of the cleaning

process. The normalized thermal parts of these signals are shown in figure 3.29. After

the initial change of the dynamics caused by the high-fluence measurement, no significant

modifications are induced by acetone and plasma cleaning, ruling out a possible effect

of organic contaminants on the non mono-exponential dynamics induced by high-fluence

pump beams.

A relevant subsequent test would be to compare the ND morphologies using AFM and

SEM before and after exposure to high fluence. This test has not been carried out yet.

However, only drastic morphological changes in the NDs could be detected using this

approach, due to the limited resolution of these techniques for these particular samples

(see section 3.2.1).

3.5 Conclusion and perspectives

In the work presented in this chapter, which has also been described in a recent pa-

per [104], the cooling dynamics of individual supported gold NDs were quantitatively

investigated using an approach based on the combination of optical pump–probe spec-

troscopy with a spatial modulation microscope.

In the first part of this study (section 3.3), the sensitivity Ap(λpr) of time-resolved

signals to the nano-object transient temperature changes at probe wavelength λpr was

measured for the first time for two gold NDs with diameters 101 and 153 nm and thick-

nesses ∼20 nm. This study was made possible by the highly quantitative character of
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single-object pump-probe spectroscopy in the context of thermal measurements, a quality

which confers to this technique a marked advantage over the now common pump-probe

measurements on ensembles of nano-objects, as it permits the accurate retrieving of the

absolute temperature changes. In our work, the ND initial temperature elevation was

evaluated from the characteristics of the pump beam (power and spatial profile) and of

the ND (volume and absorption cross-section, deduced from the analysis of its extinction

spectrum). The excellent agreement between the measured and modeled amplitudes of

the thermal components of time-resolved signals implies that the analysis of these am-

plitudes constitutes an alternative way to access the ND temperature, based this time

on its interaction with the probe beam and yielding similar results.

Understanding the sensitivity of time-resolved measurements to the various physical

processes occuring in the ultrafast response of a nano-object is crucial for making an

optimal use of these techniques. Calculation of the optical sensitivity of a nano-object

to its temperature changes, described by its Ap spectrum, is a useful preliminary step to

time-resolved thermal studies, either on single nano-objects or in ensembles, as it allows

optimizing the choice of the probe wavelength to maximize the amplitude of the thermal

component of time-resolved signals. The sensitivity of the transient extinction changes

to the nano-object heating, computed using a FEM-based method which has been used

up to now only in a purely theoretical work [14], has found experimental confirmation for

the first time in our study. Although in the case of nano-objects featuring a single LSPR

(such as the ones used), it is easy to predict an enhancement of Ap around the LSPR, the

behavior of Ap may be less straightforward for nano-objects with more complex spectra.

FEM calculations may therefore be of great use in these cases. Furthermore, while envi-

ronment heating played no part in the optical signals in this experiment, this is generally

incorrect for other systems. Calculating the contributions of the temperature changes of

the nano-object and its environment to time-resolved signals, even in a simplified form

(obtained by assuming a homegeneous temperature environment, which allows to define

Ap and Am coefficients), is thus crucial to correctly interprete the signals. It also pro-

vides the conditions on the probe wavelength for selectively addressing the temperature

changes of the nano-object or its environment.

The second part of this study (section 3.4) focused on the dependence of the cooling

dynamics on the morphology of gold NDs. Time-resolved signals were acquired for NDs

with 60–205 nm diameters and 18–40 nm thicknesses. The use of moderate pump fluences

limiting lattice heating to < 15 K values was essential to avoid permanent modification

of the measured signals during the experiments. We showed that all experimental sig-

nals could be theoretically reproduced using Fourier’s law with bulk sapphire thermal

properties, and a gold–sapphire thermal interface conductance of about 70 MWm−2K−1

showing weak size dependence in the investigated size range and consistent with previ-

ous measurements on thin films. As demonstrated by FEM investigations, the cooling
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Chapter 3. Cooling dynamics of a single supported nano-object

dynamics measured here are mostly limited by the gold–sapphire interface, the charac-

teristic times associated with interfacial heat transfer from the ND to the substrate being

considerably longer than those associated with substrate heat diffusion (the dynamics are

therefore weakly sensitive to the precise modalities of heat conduction in sapphire, e.g.

the possible presence of quasi-ballistic effects). These experiments may be extended to

other compositions and geometries of the nano-objects and their supporting substrate,

opening the way to direct investigations of the different nanoscale thermal transport

regimes at the single-particle level.

Figure 3.30 –Amplitudes of the oscillation signals in time-resolved measurements
of ND1 (a) and ND2 (b). The amplitudes are given in nm2K−1, corresponding to
extinction cross-section changes divided by the ND initial temperature increase. The grey
dashed lines indicate the LSPR central position.

As an extension of this work, the approach followed here to investigate the probe

wavelength-dependence of the sensitivity of transient extinction changes was applied

to the vibrational component of time-resolved signals. Figure 3.30 presents preliminary

results on this theme, showing the amplitude of the oscillations measured in time-resolved

signals, still recorded on ND1 and ND2 (expressed as extinction cross-section changes

divided by the initial temperature rise, in nm2K−1). These oscillation amplitudes were

estimated as the average of the amplitudes (in absolute value) of the first two measured

half-oscillations. The error bars plotted in figure 3.30 correspond to estimations of the

noise level of each signal after the complete damping of the oscillations. For both NDs,

the oscillation amplitudes feature a cancellation near the LSPR center (associated with

a change of the initial phase of the oscillations in the time-resolved signals) and vanishes

on the sides of the LSPR. This general shape resembles that of |∂σext/∂ε1| (figure 3.9c,d),
indicating that the vibrational signal originates mainly from periodical variations of ε1,

which mostly translate into oscillations of the LSPR energy. Beyond this simple ob-

servation, performing a complete analysis of these signals would require a FEM model
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of greater complexity as compared to the one used in our thermal analysis. Following

the approach developed by Ahmed et.al. for suspended nanoparticles of various geome-

tries [105], such analysis should include the explicit calculation of the deformations in

the ND and in the substrate related to the different excited vibrational modes, and of the

associated spatial and temporal variations of the dielectric functions of the two media.

While such detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this dissertation, the results of fig-

ure 3.30 show that the sensitivity of time-resolved measurements to the vibrational modes

of a nano-object has a very different spectral dependence as compared to the sensitivity

to temperature changes. This illustrates the more general idea that different physical

phenomena usually lead to different transient spectra, which will also be investigated

in the next chapter. Knowledge—even partial—of these dependences helps to guide the

choice of the best optical detection (e.g. probe wavelength), depending on the aim of

the study. For instance, in order to reduce the relative contribution of ND vibrations

as compared to that of nano-object heating, one should use a probe wavelength at the

LSPR central position or out of resonance; if one conversely wishes to maximize the

oscillation signal, one must rather use a wavelength located at the flanks of the LSPR.

Because of the changes of sign observed in Ap spectra (figure 3.15), it is also possible

to cancel completely the amplitude of the thermal signal (provided environment heating

has no influence on the optical changes, as is the case here), and hence obtain a purely

oscillating signal.
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The ultrafast phenomena occurring in metal nano-objects on a femtosecond to picosec-

ond timescale after impulsive excitation have received much attention over the last 25

years. In the 1980s, the development of femtosecond lasers and pump–probe techniques

has launched many studies of the electron dynamics in thin metal films. The use of fs

light pulses to selectively excite the electrons of a metal allowed precise studies of the

dynamics of electron internal thermalization [106, 107] and of electron–phonon energy

exchanges [108–110], which presents a dependence on excitation power [111, 112]. These

studies were later extended to ensembles of metal nanoparticles [113–116], which present

the advantage of suppressing the effects of electronic transport away from the photoex-

cited region. Modifications of the electron–electron and electron–phonon interaction

dynamics have been reported as a function of the nanoparticle size [5, 117]. Finally,

single-particle measurements [50, 118] allowed to perform a direct connection between

the measured transient extinction changes and the stationary extinction spectrum of the

studied nanoparticle (free from spurious inhomogeneous effects), permitting a more pre-

cise characterization of the relationship between the probed electron and lattice dynamics

and the optical changes that they induce [13, 20].

In this chapter, we present a study of the ultrafast dynamics of individual gold nanodisks

following impulsive excitation and previous to the establishment of a uniform particle

temperature, Tp, by electron–lattice energy exchanges. This work is an extension to

shorter timescales of the analysis presented in chapter 3 (section 3.3) of the tempo-

ral dynamics and probe wavelength-dependence of time-resolved signals. In chapter 3,

we saw that the heating-induced extinction cross-section changes could be written as

∆σext(λpr, t) = Ap(λpr)∆Tp(t), allowing independent investigations of their spectral and

temporal dependences. Conversely, during the first ∼ 10 ps following pump absorption,

the temporal shapes of pump-probe signals are strongly probe wavelength-dependent

and their description requires a more sophisticated modeling.

In the first section of this chapter, we present a complete model enabling the analysis

of time-resolved signals in this time range, based on numerical time-domain calculations

of the electronic distribution modification following a sudden excitation and of the in-

duced changes on the interband component of the dielectric function εib, and also taking

into account the transient modification of the scattering rate of conduction electrons

(effecting the intraband component εD) and the effects of lattice heating. Inclusion of

the latter two effects, which were omitted in a previous study performed in our group

on different plasmonic nanoparticles (gold nanorods) [13], provides us with a more com-

plete description of the transient optical changes. We also introduce a greatly simplified

version of this model, valid after the internal thermalization of the electron gas, where

the extinction changes ∆σext are described as the sum of two components respectively

proportional to the electron and the lattice temperature rises, ∆Te(t) and ∆TL(t), con-

tributing with weights depending on the probe wavelength. In the second section, we
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present experimental measurements of the transient response of two gold NDs using

time-resolved spectroscopy at numerous probe wavelengths. In the last section, these

measurements are then compared to the complete model formulated in the first section,

yielding a good qualitative and quantitative agreement for both NDs. Using our simpli-

fied model, we propose simple interpretations of the variety of temporal shapes observed

in the experimental signals and of the transient modifications of the spectral response of

NDs.

4.1 Ultrafast electron and lattice dynamics in metals and

induced transient optical changes

To understand the transient changes of the extinction cross-section of a single metal

nanoparticle at short pump–probe delays, we first describe the initial modification of the

electron energy distribution following the absorption of a pump pulse and its subsequent

relaxation through electronic interactions. The modifications induced by these processes

on the metal dielectric function are then described through a complete model, based

notably on Rosei’s description of the band structure of gold and taking into account the

effect of lattice heating. In the last part of this section, we will show that the transient

extinction changes occuring once the electron temperature is well-defined (i.e. for pump–

probe delays exceeding the characteristic times of excitation and electron–electron energy

transfers) can also be described using a simplified modeling approach.

4.1.1 Transient electron distribution changes following impulsive exci-

tation

To describe the electron dynamics in a metal nano-object, the most relevant physi-

cal quantity is the energy- and time-dependent electronic distribution function f(E, t),

where E refers to the energy of the electronic state (see chapter 1). Starting from an

initial equilibrium distribution f0(E) of the electrons at room temperature T0 = 295 K,

corresponding to the Fermi-Dirac distribution represented in figure 4.1a, we consider

the modification of the electronic distribution consecutive to the absorption of a pump

pulse, ruled by electron–electron and electron–phonon processes. The temporal evolu-

tion of f(E, t) is given by the Boltzmann equation, which writes (assuming an isotropic

parabolic conduction band) [106, 112]:

df(E, t)

dt
=

df(E, t)

dt

∣

∣

∣

∣

exc

+
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+
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The first term on the right side corresponds to the initial pulse excitation and the last two

terms refer to the energy redistribution through electron–electron and electron–phonon

interactions, respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

0

1

0

1

0

1

Figure 4.1 –Modification of the electron gas distribution following the absorption
of a pump pulse. (a) Initial Fermi–Dirac distribution at temperature T0. (b) Athermal
distribution directly following pump excitation. (c) New Fermi–Dirac distribution at tem-
perature Te > T0 obtained after thermalization of the electron gas by electron–electron
scattering. EF is the Fermi energy.

For a pump beam with a photon energy ~ωpp below the onset of interband transitions

(∼ 2.4 eV in gold), the pulse is absorbed only through the generation of electron–hole

pairs in the conduction band, which modifies the initial electronic distribution f0(E)

resulting in the athermal distribution sketched in figure 4.1b, where a small fraction of

the electrons below the Fermi energy (EF ≈ 5.5 eV) have been promoted to a state

of higher energy by the absorption of a photon ~ωpp. Conversely, if the pump photon

energy is higher than the interband threshold, it will also trigger interband transitions,

promoting electrons from valence bands to the conduction band. Thus, the number

of conduction electrons is no longer constant. However, these interband electron–hole

pairs recombine within about 10 fs through Auger processes, thus quickly leading to a

distribution similar to that obtained in the previous case (figure 4.1b). The excitation

process is described by the first term in equation 4.1, which takes into account the

temporal dependence of the pump pulse, whose duration is generally of the order of tens

to hundreds of fs [106, 112]. Although the electronic distribution is strongly athermal

at this stage, it is useful to quantify the excitation amplitude through an equivalent

electronic excitation temperature Texc = T0 +∆Texc, defined as the temperature of the

thermalized electron gas with the same total energy as the athermal one after complete

absorption of the pump pulse, corresponding to an additional enery density uabs. It may

thus be expressed from:

uabs =

✂ Texc

T0

ce(Te) dTe ⇒ Texc =

√

T 2
0 +

2uabs

a
, (4.2)
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with a being defined from the expression of the volumetric electronic specific heat, ce =

aTe (equation 1.6 of chapter 1). In the context of our experiments, ∆Texc lies in the

100–1000 K range.

From an athermal distribution, the energy states of the electrons are redistributed

through electron–electron interactions, eventually leading to a new Fermi–Dirac distri-

bution (figure 4.1c), with a typical ∼ 500 fs time constant for gold in bulk materials and

large nanoparticles [112]. This process is described by the second term in the Boltzmann

equation (equation 4.1), consisting in a sum over all possible two-electron scattering

processes satisfying energy and momentum conservation, where the interactions are de-

scribed by a screened Coulomb potential [106, 112, 119].

Simultaneously with the former process, the electron excess energy is gradually trans-

ferred to the ionic lattice through electron–phonon scattering events, leading to the ther-

malization of the metal with a typical time constant τe−L ∼ 1 ps in gold [106] increasing

for stronger excitation [120], and presenting a marked decrease for nanoparticles with

sizes 6 10 nm [5]. The last term of equation 4.1 denotes the corresponding electronic dis-

tribution changes, and is evaluated by integrating the electron–phonon coupling matrix

element, assimilated to a deformation potential, over all available electronic and vibra-

tional states satisfying energy and momentum conservation. At the end of this process,

the electron gas and the lattice share the same temperature Teq, typically increased of a

few K compared to T0. The excess energy is then evacuated by thermal transfer to the

environment, which takes place over much longer timescales (> 100 ps), as discussed in

detail in chapter 3.

In this work, the Boltzmann equation is solved using a numerical model based on the

Euler method, which was initially developed in the FemtoNanoOptics group [112], yield-

ing the temporal evolution of the electron distribution f(E, t). As an example, figure 4.2

depicts the computed variation of the electronic distribution ∆f(E, t) = f(E, t)− f0(E)

in gold at several instants t following the absorption of a λpp = 800 nm pump pulse

with a 50 fs FWHM, with an energy corresponding to a ∆Texc = 100 K equivalent elec-

tron temperature increase. Directly following the excitation, the electronic distribution

is modified over a broad range of energies around the Fermi energy EF , correspond-

ing to the absorption of photons of energy hc/λpp = 1.55 eV (pink curve, t = 0.1 ps).

The distribution change ∆f rapidly narrows around the Fermi energy EF (blue curve,

t = 0.5 ps), resulting after 1–2 ps in a thermal distribution at a higher temperature Te.

∆f then progressively vanishes as the electron temperature decays by energy transfer to

the lattice (green curve, t = 3 ps).

Starting from ∆f(E, t), the time-dependent temperature variations of the lattice and

of the electron gas, ∆TL(t) and ∆Te(t), are also computed. Similarly to equation 4.2,

∆Te(t) is computed as:
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Figure 4.2 – Numerical computation of the modification of the electronic distribution in
gold, ∆f(E, t), at several delays t after the absorption of a 50 fs (FWHM) pump pulse with
an energy corresponding to a ∆Texc = 100 K equivalent excitation temperature.

∆Te(t) =

√

T 2
0 +

2ue(t)

a
− T0 , (4.3)

while ∆TL(t) is calculated by dividing the lattice excess energy density, ∆uL(t) =

uabs − ue(t), by the lattice volumetric heat capacity cL. Although those two quanti-

ties are computed at all times, the electronic temperature is not defined previous to the

complete thermalization of the electrons. In this time range, Te(t) thus only represents

an equivalent temperature, i.e. the temperature of the thermalized electron gas with the

same total energy.

4.1.2 Time-dependent modification of the dielectric function

The transient changes of the optical properties of a metal after pump absorption result

both from the modification of the electronic distribution ∆f(E, t) and from the increase

∆TL(t) of the lattice temperature. We now describe these contributions in detail.

4.1.2.a Electronic contribution

Before the nano-object thermalization through electron–phonon interactions (while the

excess energy injected by the pump pulse is still predominantly in the electron gas),

the main changes of the dielectric function originate from the modification of the prob-
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abilities of interband transitions to and from the conduction band (p band) caused by

the evolution of the electron distribution f(E, t) within this band. Evaluation of these

probabilities allows to compute the modification of the interband component of the imag-

inary part of the dielectric function, ∆εib2 (ω, t), proportional to the total probability of

a transition from an occupied state to an empty state by absorption of a photon of

energy ~ω. In this work, those probabilities are computed based on the Rosei model

of Au band structure described in chapter 1 (paragraph 1.1.2.c) for the three mains

transitions in gold (d → p and p → s around the L point of the first Brillouin zone,

d → p around the L point). The calculation is performed numerically, based on the

distribution changes ∆f(E, t) previously obtained from the resolution of the Boltzmann

equation (equation 4.1).

After determination of ∆εib2 (ω, t), the real part ∆εib1 (ω, t) of ∆εib is deduced using the

Kramers–Kronig relation:

∆εib1 (ω, t) =
2

π
p.v.

✂ ∞

0

ω′∆εib2 (ω
′, t)

ω′2 − ω2
dω′ , (4.4)

where p.v. refers to the Cauchy principal value.

Modification of the electronic distribution additionally induces an increase of the electron-

electron scattering rate γe−e, entering the overall scattering rate appearing in the Drude

theory (equation 1.19). This change mostly affects the imaginary part of εD (equa-

tion 1.18), modifying it as:

∆εD2 =
ω2
p

ω3
∆γe−e . (4.5)

The variation of the electron–electron scattering rate can be estimated using an approx-

imate formula valid for a a thermal electron distribution with temperature Te [28, 34,

121]:

∆γe−e

γe−e
=

(

2πkB
~ω

)2

(T 2
e − T 2

0 ) , (4.6)

with ~γe−e ≈ 15 meV at room temperature in the visible range [122]—a value however

affected by a large uncertainty, as measurement of the individual contribution of electron–

electron scattering to the overall scattering rate γ0(ω, Te, TL) (equation 1.19) is challeng-

ing. Combination of equations 4.5 and 4.6 shows that the modification ∆εD2 (ω,∆Te)
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scales as ω−5, which implies in our case that this effect will be more visible in the red–

infrared part of the investigated probe-wavelength window. In our model, this term was

calculated by using the values of Te(t) obtained from the numerical simulations, which

before the internal thermalization of the electron gas only represents an equivalent tem-

perature. This corresponds to assuming that the modification of γe−e is equivalent for

an athermal distribution and for a thermalized electron gas of same energy density. In

the next section, comparison with experimental measurements on gold NDs will allow to

determine a posteriori if the results obtained within this approximation are consistent

with the experimental data.

4.1.2.b Lattice contribution

Lattice heating by energy transfer from the electron gas causes a modification of the

dielectric function through different mechanisms, described in the following. This modi-

fication was calculated by Stoll et al. in a simple form, linear with the lattice temperature

TL [34]. The dε1,2/dTL derivatives resulting from this model are the ones used in chap-

ter 3 (figure 3.16, dashed lines), where they were assimilated to dε1,2/dTp, Tp representing

the temperature of the thermalized nano-object. This is justified by the dominant con-

tribution of the lattice to the optical changes in the case of thermalized nano-object,

which will be quantified in paragraph 4.1.3.c.

The lattice temperature rise ∆TL = TL − T0 as compared to equilibrium leads to the

dilation of the metal, which affects both interband and intraband parts of the dielectric

function. The increase of the equilibrium interatomic distance causes a modification

of the electronic band structure, mainly because of a reduction of the overlap between

orbitals [123]. This modification results in the displacement of the onsets ωib,l of the

different interband transitions contributing to εib (see figure 1.5), whose effect on εib2 is

evaluated under the assumption of a rigid band shift (∂εib2,l/∂ωib,l = −∂εib2,l/∂ω) [34]:

∆εib2 (ω,∆TL) = −
(

∑

l

∂εib2,l
∂ω

∂ωib,l

∂TL

)

∆TL . (4.7)

Values of the terms ∂ωib,l/∂TL are extracted from temperature-dependent ellipsometric

measurements on bulk gold, while the ∂εib2,l/∂ω derivatives are deduced from bulk mea-

surements of gold dielectric function [121]. The same procedure is repeated in order to

evaluate the modification of εib1 with the lattice temperature, ∆εib1 (ω,∆TL).

Heating of the lattice also induces a modification of the Drude part of the dielectric

function εD1,2. The imaginary part εD2 is impacted by the increase with ∆TL of the

electron-phonon scattering rate γe−ph, according to:
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∆εD2 (ω,∆TL) =
ω2
p

ω3
∆γe−ph(ω,∆TL) . (4.8)

To first order, the variation of γe−ph may be written as ∆γe−ph = (∂γe−ph/∂TL)∆TL,

with ∂(~γe−ph)/∂TL ≈ 0.125 meVK−1 in gold in the visible range [124]. Conversely,

modification of εD1 results mostly from the decrease of the plasma frequency ωp ∝ √
ne

concomitant to that of the electron density ne. This term may be written as:

∆εD1 (ω,∆TL) = −
ω2
p

ω2

∆ne

ne
=

ω2
p

ω2
3αL∆TL , (4.9)

with αL ≈ 1.42× 10−5 K−1 the linear dilation coefficient of gold.

4.1.2.c Induced extinction cross-section changes

Once determined the transient modification of the dielectric function ∆ε1,2(λpr, t), the

nano-object’s extinction cross-section change ∆σext(λpr, t) is obtained through equa-

tion 1.49. To reproduce the signals measured in time-resolved measurements, these

extinction changes are then convoluted in the time-domain by the intensity profile of the

probe pulse, assumed Gaussian with the same FWHM as the pump pulse.

In summary, our model of the transient modification of the dielectric function contains

three terms. The first, denoted ∆f → ∆εib in the following, is obtained by numeri-

cally solving the Boltzmann equation and calculating the induced modification of the

interband absorption probabilities through Rosei’s model. The second, ∆Te → ∆εD2 ,

considers the effect of the modification of the electron–electron scattering rate, and is

calculated from the values of the equivalent electron temperature Te(t) derived from the

resolution of the Boltzmann equation. Finally, the ∆TL → ∆ε term regroups the contri-

butions linked to lattice heating and is calculated from the numerically-obtained values

of TL(t).

Similarly to the dielectric function, the transient extinction changes may then be sepa-

rated into three terms:

∆σext = ∆σ∆f→∆εib

ext +∆σ
∆Te→∆εD

2

ext +∆σ∆TL→∆ε
ext , (4.10)

each term being associated to the corresponding changes of the dielectric function.
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4.1.3 Simplified approach for thermalized electron distributions

We now present a simplification of the model described in the previous section, valid only

after the electron internal thermalization (i.e. when the lattice and electron gas can be

characterized by well-defined temperatures Te and TL). In this approach, the evolutions

of these temperatures are first determined using the well-known two-temperature model.

We then propose a first-order development of the extinction cross-section in ∆Te and

∆TL, which will allow us to separate the contributions of electron and lattice temperature

dynamics to the transient optical changes occurring in this time range.

4.1.3.a The two-temperature model

When it is possible to define an electronic temperature Te, its time evolution and that

of the lattice temperature TL may be described by a simple model derived from the

Boltzmann equation, the two-temperature model (TTM) [108, 111]. The TTM describes

the coupled dynamics of the temperatures TL and Te of the lattice and the electron gas,

whose interaction is characterized by the electron–phonon coupling constant g:











ce(Te)
∂Te

∂t
= −g(Te − TL)

cL
∂TL

∂t
= g(Te − TL) .

(4.11)

Assuming an electronic heat capacity ce(Te) = aTe, this system may be solved numeri-

cally, with parameters a = 65 Jm−3K−2 and g = 1.7× 1016 Wm−3K−1 taken from bulk

and nanoparticle measurements on gold, and valid for large nanoparticles [118, 125]. The

final equilibrium temperature reached by the two systems (neglecting the coupling with

the environment, which involves much longer timescales) writes:

Teq =
√

T 2
s + T 2

exc + 2TsT0 − Ts , (4.12)

with Ts = cL/a. Teq may also be computed by dividing the density of absorbed energy

uabs by the specific heat of the metal at room temperature (assuming a not too high

∆Teq), which may be identified to cL, as the lattice specific heat is about 100 times

larger than that of the electrons at room temperature. This method was used previously

in chapter 3 to evaluate the experimental values of the ND heating ∆Teq = Teq − T0.

For weak electronic excitations (∆Texc . 100 K), the temperature-dependence of ce may

be neglected. Resolution of system 4.11 in this case, with initial conditions Te(t = 0) =

Texc and TL(t = 0) = T0, yields exponential variations of Te(t) and TL(t), with char-
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acteristic time τe−L = aT0/g (the electron–lattice relaxation time at room temperature

T0):

{

Te(t) = Teq + (Texc − Teq)e
−t/τe−L

TL(t) = Teq − (Teq − T0)e
−t/τe−L .

(4.13)

In gold, a ∆Texc = 100 K excitation corresponds to a ∆Teq < 1 K final elevation tem-

perature of the metal. Our experiments on gold nanodisks, with values of ∆Teq of the

order of 10 K, correspond to a stronger excitation. The decay of Te(t) is then not strictly

exponential, due to the temperature-dependence of the electronic heat capacity ce(Te).

4.1.3.b First-order approximation of the dielectric function changes

To facilitate the interpretation of the complex dynamics and spectral dependences of

time-resolved signals, we write the transient change of the dielectric function, whose

complete description was given in subsection 4.1.2, in the following simplified form:

∆ε1,2(λpr, t) =
∂ε1,2
∂Te

(λpr)∆Te(t) +
∂ε1,2
∂TL

(λpr)∆TL(t) . (4.14)

This expression separates two contributions related to heating of the electron gas and

of the lattice, proportional to their respective temperature changes ∆Te and ∆TL. This

writing presents the advantage of simply connecting the dynamical changes of the di-

electric function to those of the electronic and lattice temperatures. However, it relies

on several assumptions:

❼ thermalization of the quasi-free electron gas must be complete;

❼ ∆Te must be low enough so that the ∆f → ∆εib and ∆Te → ∆εD2 contributions to

∆ε (constituting the first term on the right side of equation 4.14), can be considered

linear in ∆Te.

The last term in equation 4.14 corresponds to the ∆TL → ∆ε contribution, and is

unchanged as compared to its expression in the complete model (paragraph 4.1.2.b).

Electronic thermalization may be considered as complete a few τe−e (characteristic time

of the electron–electron interactions) after the excitation of the metal by the pump pulse,

τe−e being of the order of 500 fs in bulk gold [112]. Note that, when the electron gas is

thermalized, its temperature Te is already largely decreased compared to the equivalent

excitation temperature Texc (equation 4.2) due to energy transfer to the lattice. For
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example, for a ∆Texc = 455 K excitation (consistent with the experiments, see next

section), ∆Te is close to 120 K after a 2 ps delay following pump absorption.

Figure 4.3 – Te-dependence of the ∆Te → ∆εD
2

(a) and ∆f → ∆εib (b) contributions
in gold. (a) ∆εD

2
(∆Te) evaluated from equations 4.6 and 4.5 (red line) and 4.15 (blue

dashed line). (b) ∆εib
1
(∆Te) (solid lines) and ∆εib

2
(∆Te) (dashed lines) obtained from a

time-dependent calculation with ∆Texc = 455 K, plotted for several probe wavelengths as
indicated in the legend.

The first-order development of the ∆Te → ∆εD2 term (equations 4.6 and 4.5) yields:

∆εD2 ≈
ω2
p

ω3

(

2πkB
~ω

)2

2γe−eT0∆Te . (4.15)

In the considered range of ∆Te (0–150 K), linearization of the ∆Te → ∆εD2 term is

approximately valid, as shown by figure 4.3a, where the exact formula of ∆εD2 and

its first-order development are plotted as a function of ∆Te for a probe wavelength

λpr =800 nm, using ~γe−e = 15 meV.

Concerning the ∆f → ∆εib contribution, evaluation of the ∂ε1,2/∂Te derivatives was

performed by dividing the time-dependent ∆εib1,2(t) values numerically computed for

a very small ∆Texc = 1 K initial excitation, by the corresponding values of ∆Te(t).

The resulting signals are found to be nearly constant after a ∼ 2 ps delay, i.e. after

the completion of electron thermalization. The same calculation was reproduced with

∆Texc = 455 K, yielding linear variations of ∆εib1,2 with ∆Te until at least 200 K, as

illustrated by figure 4.3b. This validates our assumption of linearity of the ∆f → ∆εib

term with Te in the temperature range of our experiments.

The individual ∆f → ∆εib and ∆Te → ∆εD contributions to the ∂ε1,2/∂Te derivatives,

extracted via the methods described above, are presented in figure 4.4 as a function of

the wavelength.
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Figure 4.4 – Electronic ∂ε1,2/∂Te derivatives in gold deduced from the complete
model described in section 4.1.2, where the ∆f → ∆εib and ∆Te → ∆εD

2
contribu-

tions are separated.

In the case of nanoparticles, such as the gold NDs studied in this work, the extinction

cross-section changes may be written in the following form, inspired by equation 3.8 of

chapter 3 describing the thermal part of the extinction changes:

∆σext(λpr, t) = Ae(λpr)∆Te(t) +AL(λpr)∆TL(t) , (4.16)

with


















Ae =
∂σext

∂Te
=

∂σext

∂ε1

∂ε1
∂Te

+
∂σext

∂ε2

∂ε2
∂Te

AL =
∂σext

∂TL
=

∂σext

∂ε1

∂ε1
∂TL

+
∂σext

∂ε2

∂ε2
∂TL

.

(4.17)

As discussed in chapter 3, following the ND internal thermalization, the observed decay

of ∆σext(t) reflects the dynamics of heat transfer from the ND to the environment, being

proportional to the particle temperature difference to equilibrium ∆Tp(t) (equation 3.14).

In contrast, before the ND internal thermalization, expression 4.16 shows that the tran-

sient extinction change is ruled by the temperature dynamics of both the electrons and of

the ionic lattice (when these temperatures are well-defined), with wavelength-dependent

weights Ae(λpr) and AL(λpr). As the two temperatures Te(t) and TL(t) evolve towards

the same value Teq, equations 4.16 and 3.14 become simultaneously valid, implying that

Ae + AL = Ap. Because of the opposite temporal variations of ∆Te(t) and ∆TL(t), the
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relative contributions of the terms Ae∆Te and AL∆TL in equation 4.16 are expected to

change with time, the former being more important at the beginning, when the electron

temperature rise largely exceeds that of the lattice, and the latter becoming predomi-

nant as the temperatures of the electrons and of the lattice become close. Therefore, the

spectral shape of ∆σext(λpr, t) should approximately vary from one close to Ae(λpr) to

one similar to AL(λpr) during the internal thermalization process. This vision is however

limited by the fact that the electronic temperature is only defined after ∼ 2 ps in the case

of gold, when the contribution of the lattice heating has already become non-negligeable

compared to that of the electrons in the expression of ∆σext.

Figure 4.5 – Ae = ∂σext/∂Te (a) and AL = ∂σext/∂TL (b) spectra computed for gold
nanodisk ND1 (plain lines). The individual contributions of ε1 and ε2 modifications by
the processes described in the main text are also shown (dashed lines). The LSPR position
of ND1 is indicated by dashed vertical lines.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present the coefficients Ae(λpr) and AL(λpr) obtained for ND1 and
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Figure 4.6 – Ae = ∂σext/∂Te (a) and AL = ∂σext/∂TL (b) spectra computed for
gold nanodisk ND2 (plain lines). The contributions of ε1 and ε2 modifications by the
processes described in the main text are also shown (dashed lines). The LSPR position of
ND2 is indicated by dashed vertical lines.

ND2, the two NDs studied in chapter 3, by multiplying the ∂ε1,2/∂Te and ∂ε1,2/∂TL val-

ues from our first-order model with the plasmonic derivatives ∂σext/∂ε1,2 (equation 4.17).

In these figures, the contributions linked to transient changes of ε1 and ε2 are separated,

as well as those related to the Drude and interband parts (in Ae spectra). For both

NDs, the shapes of the Ae and AL spectra are dissimilar. Generally speaking, Ae being

dominated by variations of ε1, it presents a dispersive-like shape around the LSPR (asso-

ciated to a LSPR shift). Conversely, AL being dominated by changes of ε2, it presents a

large negative peak (associated to a LSPR broadening). However, more complex details

can be observed from the quantitative model. For ND1, several sign changes of Ae are

observed in the 500–650 nm range, which are absent for AL. For the larger nanodisk

ND2, the difference between the two spectra is even more striking: while a single broad
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peak is observed in AL, close to the LSPR central wavelength, Ae displays a more com-

plex shape, with a plateau between 700 and 830 nm and several sign changes in the

500–700 nm range, similarly to ND1.

Additionally, figures 4.5 and 4.6 allow to evaluate the specific effect on the time-resolved

signals of changes of the Drude contributions—related to the electron–electron scatter-

ing rate modification induced by changes of Te—, (∂σext/∂ε2) (∂ε
D
2 /∂Te) (orange dotted

lines). While this contribution is very small for ND1, it is more substantial for ND2,

whose LSPR is in the infrared range, because of the λ5 dependence of this effect (equa-

tions 4.5 and 4.6).

4.1.3.c Comparison between the complete and simplified models

Figure 4.7 shows the (equivalent) electron and lattice temperatures changes ∆Te(t) and

∆TL(t) deduced from the numerical resolution of the Boltzmann equation (equation 4.1)

for a ∆Texc = 455 K excitation temperature. These temperature changes are compared

to the values predicted by the TTM, using as initial condition the temperatures given by

the complete model at t = 2 ps, i.e. when the electron temperature becomes well-defined

(∆Te ≈ 120 K and ∆TL ≈ 5 K). A 820 fs (FWHM) pump pulse duration was assumed in

the numerical model, close to the experimental value, whose estimation is discussed later

in this chapter. The agreement between the two models is excellent in the considered

time range.

Figure 4.7 – ∆Te(t) (a) and ∆TL(t) (b) variations derived from the resolution of
the Boltzmann equation or (for t > 2 ps) given by the TTM for a T0 = 295 K
initial temperature and a ∆Texc = 455 K excitation of gold. The purple dotted
line in (a) represents the temporal profile of the excitation used (a Gaussian function with
a 820 fs FWHM centered at t = 0), arbitrarily normalized. The grey area represents the
temporal region where the electron gas is athermal. The dashed green lines indicate the final
temperature increase ∆Teq ∼ 6.5 K reached by both the electrons and the lattice.
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Figure 4.8 – Normalized extinction cross-section changes calculated for gold nan-
odisk ND2 from the complete and simplified models, plotted as a function of
time for various λpr values (a) or of the probe wavelength at delays t = 2 ps (b)
and t = 8 ps (c). The plain and dashed lines in (a) respectively correspond to the complete
and simplified models, while the color code is indicated in the legend. In (b) and (c), the
contributions of the electron and lattice temperature changes in the simplified model are also
shown (green dotted and orange dashed lines, respectively).
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Figure 4.8 presents the extinction cross-section changes calculated either from the com-

plete model of from the simplified one (TTM + first-order development of ∆ε), shown

either in the time-domain (a) or as a function of the probe wavelength at probe delays

of 2 ps (b) and 8 ps (c). In this figure, the extinction changes ∆σext are divided by

the final equilibrium temperature increase ∆Teq—a choice of normalization identical to

that made in chapter 3, that will be discussed in the following section. The calculations

were performed with the same parameters as in figure 4.7 (∆Texc = 455 K, 820 fs pump

pulse FWHM), using the plasmonic derivatives of ND2 as an example. No convolution

by the probe pulse was performed in the complete model (see paragraph 4.1.2.c), in

order to facilitate the comparison with the simplified model. In figure 4.8a, the good

agreement between the two models (plain and dashed lines) allows to further validate

the hypotheses underlying the first-order development of ε in this time range, namely,

that the electron thermalization is complete, and that the approximate linearity of the

∆f → ∆εib and ∆Te → ∆εD terms with ∆Te is verified. The agreement between the

two models is also visible in figures 4.8b–c (blue and red plain lines), the minor differ-

ence observed at t = 2 ps mostly reflecting the existence of a residual population of

athermal electrons. The contributions of the electrons and of the lattice in the simple

model are also shown (green dotted lines and orange dashed lines, respectively). While

their spectral shapes (which are those of Ae(λpr) and AL(λpr)) are independent of time,

their relative amplitudes vary from being approximately equivalent at t = 2 ps (when

∆Te ≈ 25∆TL, see figure 4.7) to a final distribution where the lattice contribution is

largely predominant at t = 8 ps (when ∆Te = ∆TL = ∆Teq).

Note that, during the subsequent cooling of the ND, the particle remains internally ther-

malized, with ∆Te(t) = ∆TL(t) = ∆Tp(t). Therefore, the [Ae(λpr)∆Te(t)]/[AL(λpr)∆TL(t)]

ratio remains identical to its value at t = 8 ps. Figure 4.8c thus allows to appreciate the

small error made in the analysis of the amplitude Ap of the thermal component of the

extinction change, when we assimilated the dε1,2/dTp derivatives to their ∂ε1,2/∂TL coun-

terparts, by neglecting the electronic contribution (i.e. by assuming Ap = Ae+AL ≈ AL).

4.1.4 Summary

The two models described in this section are complementary and serve different pur-

poses. The complete model (subsections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2) is intended to quantitatively

describe the experimental results that will be presented in the next section over the whole

investigated time range, from the beginning of the excitation to the complete internal

thermalization of the metal, taking into account the pump and probe pulse durations.

Conversely, the simplified model, valid only after the electron internal thermalization

(∼ 2 ps in the experimental conditions), does not primarily aim at reproducing the ex-

perimental data, but rather at providing a simple interpretation of the time-resolved
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signals. Derived from the complete model, its interest lies in the possibility to write the

transient extinction changes in the form of equation 4.16, reducing the description of the

complex time and probe wavelength dependences of ∆σext(λpr, t) to those of the spectral

dependences of amplitudes Ae(λpr) and AL(λpr) (figures 4.5 and 4.6) and of the time

dependences of temperatures ∆Te(t) and ∆TL(t) (figure 4.7). Within the validity range

of this model, the Ae and AL spectra provide the sensitivity of time-resolved measure-

ments to temperature variations of the electron gas and of the ionic lattice, respectively.

Because their spectral shapes are different, it should in particular be possible to find

probe wavelengths that selectively cancel one of the two amplitudes. This model will

therefore be a useful guide in the analysis of experimental signals, which is the object of

the next section.

4.2 Experimental work

4.2.1 Samples and time-resolved measurements

Measurements of the transient optical response occuring at <10 ps pump–probe delays

were performed on the same gold NDs (ND1 and ND2) that were used in the study

of the probe-wavelength dependence of the amplitudes of thermal signals presented in

chapter 3. The two series of measurements were in fact executed conjointly in order to

perform only once the alignment of pump and probe beams and the determination of all

parameters (pump power, pump and probe beam sections) allowing quantitative analysis

of the signals. For each investigated probe wavelength, short- and long-timescale signals

were acquired one after the other, the large transmission change due to the electronic

excitation by the pump pulse being used to optimize the 3-dimensional positioning of

the ND in the beams.

As compared to the long-timescale measurements presented in chapter 3, the time step

was reduced from 4 ps down to 30 fs (corresponding to a 9 ➭m displacement of the trans-

lation stage), while the lock-in amplifier time constant was maintained at 100 ms. To

verify that the detailed dynamics was correctly captured in the measured signals, sev-

eral control measurements were performed using lower values for these two parameters,

leading to a better temporal resolution but increasing the measurement time. Signals

measured in these different ways all led to the same dynamics, confirming the validity of

our choice.

To avoid the irreversible modification of the properties of the NDs discussed in chapter 3,

low pump fluences (< 1 Jm−2) were used and signal averaging was performed on a limited

number of traces (< 10) to limit the exposure time.
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4.2.2 Determination of ND initial heating

While keeping the temperature increase constant was not crucial in the former study of

the thermal amplitude Ap because of the proportionality of the signals to pump fluence

after a 10–20 ps delay (provided no irreversible modification of the signals occured during

the measurement), it plays a greater role in the present study of time-resolved signals

previous to thermalization. Indeed, the kinetics of electron–lattice energy exchanges

depends on the amount of energy injected by the pump pulse. This is illustrated by

figure 4.9 presenting measurements of the transient response of ND1 at λpr = 700 nm

for different pump fluences, yielding equivalent temperature increases ∆Teq in the 2–

20 K range. While the initial rises of the signals share the same dynamics and display

approximate proportionality to the pump fluence, the signal decay becomes slower as the

excitation power increases. As noted in paragraph 4.1.3.a, this is a consequence of the

ce ∝ Te dependence of the electronic specific heat. In order to safely compare different

experimental signals, one must therefore make sure that the energy injected by the pump

pulse shows weak variations between the measurements.

Figure 4.9 – Effect of pump fluence on the dynamics of the short-timescale extinc-
tion changes, measured on gold nanodisk ND1 at λpr = 700 nm and λpp = 410 nm.
(a) Transient extinction cross-section changes divided by the pump fluence Fpp. Values of
Fpp are given in the legend, as well as the corresponding equilibrium ND temperature in-
creases ∆Teq. (b) Same signals, normalized after subtraction of the offset corresponding to
long delays (in semi-log scale).

During time-resolved measurements, successively performed with many probe wavelength

values, an attempt was made to control the pump power so that the ND initial heating

∆Teq, calculated using equation 3.12, remained relatively constant. This goal was how-

ever complicated by the fact that some of the parameters involved in the determination

of ∆Teq, such as the pump spot area Spp or the ND absorption cross section at pump
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Figure 4.10 – ND heating ∆Teq after the nano-object internal thermalization in
the measurements performed on gold nanodisks ND1 and ND2. Calculation of the
error bars was performed as described in paragraph 3.3.1.b.

wavelength σabs(λpp), vary with experimental conditions. Values of ∆Teq obtained after

complete analysis of all signals measured on ND1 and ND2 (short- and long-timescale)

are reported in figure 4.10. Their average values and standard deviations are (10±3) K
and (6±2) K, respectively. A weak dispersion of ∆Teq was achieved for signals with a

probe beam delivered by the OPO (λpr in the 500–740 nm range), for which the pump

wavelength was fixed at λpp = 410 nm. For λpr > 750 nm (output of the Ti:Sapphire

laser used as probe beam), the pump wavelength varies as λpp = λpr/2 as it is produced

by frequency doubling of the probe. This wavelength change, necessarily associated to

modification of the beam alignment and divergence, leads to unavoidable variations of

its transmission through the objective and its size in the sample plane. Additionally,

the distance between the waists of the two beams is important when probing in the IR

(with a pump in the blue), as the objective does not fully compensate for chromatic

aberrations in this range. Finally, the maximal incident power achieved for λpp between

375–390 nm (λpr = 750–780 nm) was reduced because of the poor transmission of the

optical components in the UV. Pump power was also too low for measurements with λpr

close to 1000 nm, i.e. near the end of the operating range of the Ti:Sapphire laser.

Signals were normalized to take into account the differences in amplitude due to varia-

tions of the pump fluences and wavelengths. The time-resolved ∆Tr/Tr signals, once

converted into extinction cross-section changes ∆σext, were divided by their respective

values of ∆Teq. This choice of normalization is the same as the one made in chapter

3 in the context of the analysis of the amplitudes of the thermal components of time-
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resolved signals. Therefore, the experimental transient spectra, with such normalization,

are expected to identify with the Ap spectra (neglecting the presence of oscillations) im-

mediately following the internal thermalization of the ND.

This normalization procedure is relevant only if ∆Teq is weak or weakly dispersed within

the measurements. Indeed, the proportionality between time-resolved signals and the to-

tal density of absorbed energy uabs (or alternatively, the equivalent temperature increase

∆Teq = uabs/cAu) is verified only in the low-excitation regime. Experiments, however,

go beyond this regime, as is shown in figure 4.9 by the change of dynamics observed

between measurements with fluences corresponding to ∆Teq = 2, 4 and 8 K. Therefore,

in the analyses of experimental time-resolved signals performed in the following of this

chapter, one should keep in mind that differences in the signal dynamics may be partly

attributed to the dispersion of ∆Teq values shown in figure 4.10.

4.2.3 Measurement results

Examples of experimental time-resolved signals recorded on ND1 and ND2 are shown

in figure 4.11. As with the long-timescale signals discussed in chapter 3 (figure 3.14),

large variations of the maximal values and signs of the transient extinction changes are

observed as a function of the probe wavelength. However, the signals measured at short

timescales also display very different dynamics depending on the probe wavelength. This

is more clearly evidenced by figure 4.12, where the signals have been normalized by their

maxima in absolute value, ∆σext|max. Almost all signals show a fast rise around delay

t = 0 ps, followed after t = 0.8–1.5 ps by a decay leading to a constant value in the t = 5–

8 ps range. However, the values of the normalized signals at t = 8 ps, corresponding to

the ratio ∆σext(t = 8ps)/∆σext|max, undergo large variations with the probe wavelength,

being in some cases close to 1 (e.g. at λpr = 855 nm for ND2), close to 0 (at λpr = 700 nm

for ND2) or slightly negative (at λpr = 735 nm for ND1 and λpr = 905 nm for ND2).

Additionally, the signal measured with λpr = 890 nm on ND2 presents no initial peak,

but instead features a slow rise between t = 0 and ∼ 5 ps, followed by a plateau.

In figure 4.13, the experimental extinction cross-section changes of ND1 and ND2, divided

by the ND equilibrium heating ∆Teq, are shown as a function of the probe wavelength

at selected pump-probe delays. Several differences may be noted between the two NDs.

For ND1 (figure 4.13a), the shape of the transient spectrum undergoes little modification

in the considered time range, while its amplitude first increases between t = 0 ps and

t = 0.7 ps, then decreases until ∼ 6 ps, and remains constant in the next few ps (not

shown). This spectrum shows at all times a marked negative peak near 700 nm (slightly

blue-shifted as compared to the position of the LSPR, indicated by the dashed line), as

well as sign changes on both sides of this peak (at ∼ 620 and ∼ 730 nm). For ND2
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Figure 4.11 – Short-timescale time-resolved signals measured on gold nanodisks
ND1 (a) and ND2 (b) at several probe wavelengths, as indicated in the legend.
The extinction spectra of these NDs may be found in figure 3.9. The LSPR positions are
∼715 nm and ∼860 nm for ND1 and ND2, respectively.
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Figure 4.12 – Short-timescale time-resolved signals measured on gold nanodisks
ND1 (a) and ND2 (b) at several probe wavelengths (indicated in the legend),
normalized to their maximal value. The color code used is the same as in figure 4.11.

(figure 4.13b), similar variations of the signal amplitude with the pump–probe delay

are observed for most wavelengths, but the spectral shape undergoes more important

changes in time, with a red-shift of its minimum for longer delays. In the first ∼2 ps,
the spectrum displays a negative peak near 830 nm and a positive one near 920 nm, thus

showing a similarity to the ∂σext/∂ε1 plasmonic derivative (figure 3.9d). After 3 ps, the

spectrum is more similar to the ∂σext/∂ε2 component, featuring a large negative peak

near the LSPR central position (indicated by the dashed line). The positions of the sign

changes also vary, from ∼ 680 nm and ∼ 890 nm at t = 0 ps to ∼ 700 nm and ∼ 920 nm

at t = 8 ps. Another difference between the spectral responses of the two NDs lies in

the ratio between the maximal amplitudes reached by the negative peaks at the end of

the initial signal rise (at ∼0.5 ps) and in the final plateau (at ∼8 ps), this ratio being
approximately 4 for ND1 and only 2 for ND2.

As we will see in the next section, the probe-wavelength dependence of the amplitudes

and temporal shapes of the signals can be partly understood at the light of the simple

model developed in section 4.1.3 as resulting from a modification of the different weights

of the contributions related to the temperature changes of the electrons and of the

lattice in equation 4.16. However, this approach, valid only after the establishment of a

well-defined electronic temperature, does not account for the differences observed in the

dynamics for pump–probe delays < 2 ps, such as the variations in the temporal position

of the maximum. Such effects can only be accounted for by a model describing the

precise evolution of the electron distribution ∆f(t) and its consequences on the dielectric

function changes ∆ε(λpr, t). Therefore, the complete model given in subsections 4.1.1

and 4.1.2 will be used for a quantitative comparison with the experimental signals in

the next section. Note that in figures 4.11 and 4.12 the temporal origin of the signals
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(defined as the instant at which the pump and probe pulses present a maximal overlap)

was determined by comparison with the complete model, as our measurement method

does not allow a precise determination of this information.

Figure 4.13 – Transient extinction spectra of gold nanodisks ND1 (a) and ND2
(b) measured at selected probe delays, as indicated in the legend. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the LSPR central wavelength.
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4.3 Comparison of experimental signals to models and inter-

pretation

4.3.1 Adjustment of the dynamical parameters

In order to try to model the experimental results using the complete description made

in section 4.1, based on the computation of the electron and lattice dynamics and of the

transient extinction changes that they induce, one first needs to determine the values of

the unknown parameters entering the model. Practically, this is achieved by successively

varying these parameters in order to optimize the agreement between the experimental

curves and our model.

Two parameters in the calculations need to be adjusted: the FWHM of the temporal

profiles of the pump and probe pulses, assumed equal, and the electron-lattice relaxation

time at room temperature, τe−L, which is known to be of the order of 1 ps in gold [5,

106, 118, 126] but may slightly vary from one sample to the other (e.g. depending on

the density of crystalline defects [127])1. Although these parameters mostly affect the

dynamics of the signal rise and decay, respectively, their estimation from a single pump-

probe signal is not straightforward in the general case. Indeed, the experimental rise

times show a dependence on the probe wavelength, and are expected to coincide with

the pump-probe cross-correlation only in specific conditions, discussed below. Likewise,

the decay times are not constant in the experimental signals, both because of the already

noted differences in the equilibrium heatings ∆Teq (figure 4.10), and because of the

intrinsic probe-wavelength dependence of the decay dynamics, which will be clarified in

this chapter.

Although their description is not simple, these dependences of the signal dynamics on

the probe wavelength are fully included in the complete model. Therefore, an approach

based on systematic fitting of the rises and decays of both the experimental and calcu-

lated signals was developed. The adjustment of the simulation parameters (the FWHM of

the pump and probe pulses and the electron–lattice relaxation time) is then performed

by attempting to reach the same values of rise and decay times when comparing the

measured and simulated curves. This procedure was deemed superior to direct signal-

to-signal comparison, as the latter method is unable to provide a global criterion for

parameter adjustment because of the variable quality of the agreement between experi-

mental and computed signals in the set of investigated wavelengths.

1See discussion p. 137
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4.3.1.a Fit of the signal rise and pump/probe pulse durations

To determine the duration of the pump and probe pulses (assumed equal), the initial

rises of the experimental signals are fitted by an ad-hoc function, defined below, and

compared to fits by the same function of simulated signals calculated with an arbitrary

pulse duration. This operation is repeated with a different value of this parameter until

a good agreement is found between the fits of experimental and calculated signals.

When the probe photon energy is small enough compared to the interband transition

threshold (around 2.4 eV in gold [34]), the rise of the measured signals follows the

temporal evolution of the energy injection into the electron gas, ∆ue(t) (at times shorter

than the time constant τe−L of electron–lattice coupling) [107]:

∆σext(t) ∝ ∆ue(t) ∝
✂ t

−∞
dt′ Ipp(t

′) , (4.18)

with Ipp(t) the pump pulse temporal intensity profile. The pump-probe signal displays

the same dynamics convoluted by the probe pulse profile Ipr(t):

∆Tr

Tr
(t) ∝

✂ +∞

−∞
dt′ Ipr(t

′)∆ue(t− t′) (4.19)

∝
✂ +∞

−∞
dt′ Ipr(t

′)

✂ t−t′

−∞
dt′′ Ipp(t

′′) (4.20)

∝
✂ t

−∞
dt′′

✂ +∞

−∞
dt′ Ipr(t

′)Ipp(t
′′ + t′) (4.21)

∝
✂ t

−∞
dt′′ (Ipr ⋆ Ipp)(t

′′) , (4.22)

where ⋆ denotes the cross-correlation product. For pump and probe pulses with Gaussian

temporal shapes of the form:

I(t) ∝ e−4 ln(2) t2

τ2 , (4.23)

with τ the pulse FWHM, the cross-correlation of Ipp and Ipr is also a Gaussian function,

with a FWHM equal to τcc = (τ 2pp + τ 2pr)
1/2. Integration of this quantity from −∞ to t

yields:
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✂ t

−∞
dt′ e

−4 ln(2) t′2

τ2cc =
1

2

[

1 + erf

(

2
√
ln 2 t

τcc

)]

, (4.24)

where we used the error function erf, defined as erf(t) = 2√
π

✁ +∞
−∞ dt e−t2 .

The temporal shape defined by equation 4.24 was used to fit the rises of all experimental

and calculated signals by replacing the FWHM of the pump–probe cross-correlation τcc

by an empirical rise time τr, which was left as a free parameter. The fit was performed

between delay −2 ps and the end of the rise (at the maximum of the signal).

Figure 4.14 – Fitting of the signal rise of experimental (a) and calculated (b)
transient signals of gold nanodisk ND2 by the function defined in equation 4.24.

Examples of experimental and calculated signals for ND2 fitted with this function are

given in figure 4.14. The fit was good for almost all experimental signals of both NDs

(as shown in figure 4.14a for several signals measured on ND2). Minor issues arose

in the fitting process of calculated signals in specific spectral regions, as illustrated in

the inset of figure 4.14b. In these zones, the model predicts the existence of signals

with complex temporal shapes, featuring two peaks of opposite signs in the first few

ps. The fitting function of equation 4.24 is not appropriate for such signals, therefore

leading to important deviations of the fitting parameter τr from the value of the pump–

probe cross-correlation τcc. Such signal shapes were however not observed experimentally,

corresponding to signals with low amplitudes (inset of figure 4.14b), close to sign changes

of the initial peak.

The values of τr obtained by fitting the experimental and calculated signals for ND1

and ND2 are reported in figure 4.15. The calculations were performed with excitation
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equivalent temperatures ∆Texc = 570 K and 455 K for ND1 and ND2, corresponding

to the average measured temperature elevations ∆Teq = 9 K and 6.5 K. The pump

and probe pulse FWHM were assumed equal and fixed at 820 fs (corresponding to

τcc = 1160 fs), chosen by trial-and-error in attempting to match the overall trends of the

τr parameters from the experiments and the model for the two NDs. Tests allowed to

verify that the rise times in the simulations were independent of the excitation energy

and of the electron-lattice time τe−L. The grey boxes in figure 4.15 correspond to the

previously discussed signals featuring a sign change in the first 1–2 ps (see inset of

figure 4.14b), for which the fitting approach is not meaningful.

Figure 4.15 – Rise times τr for gold nanodisks ND1 (a) and ND2 (b) deduced
from the fitting of experimental (green triangles) and computed (orange dots)
transient signals. 820 fs pump and probe pulse durations were used in the calculation,
leading to an optimal general agreement between the values of τr extracted from the exper-
iments and from the calculations. The grey regions correspond to spectral ranges where the
fitting function (equation 4.24) is unable to correctly reproduce the computed signals, as
described in the main text.

An important decrease of τr is observed in the experimental data as the probe moves

towards the infrared, especially visible for ND2. It is possible that the pump and probe

pulse durations presented real variations with wavelength during the measurements,

while they were assumed constant in the simulations. A wavelength dependence of the

pump and/or probe pulse durations could indeed account for the constant decrease of

τr seen in ND2 (and with less clarity in ND1) for λpr between 780 and 980 nm (also

corresponding to variable λpp = λpr/2).

The value of the pump and probe pulse FWHM durations provided by the latter analysis,

820 fs, is much larger than the ones of the femtosecond sources, the Ti:Sapphire laser

nominally delivering 150 fs pulses. The BBO crystals (used for second-harmonic genera-

tion in the OPO and to generate the pump beam), which are known to extend the pulse

durations, as well as the high number of optical components encountered along the laser
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paths (in particular, the microscope objective), account for such temporal elongation of

the pulses. In future experiments, prism compression of the pulses should be used if

necessary.

4.3.1.b Signal decay and electron–lattice relaxation time

The electron–lattice relaxation time τe−L describes the time needed for the energy in-

jected in the electrons to be transferred to the lattice in the low excitation regime, i.e.

when the temperature difference ∆Te = Te − T0 is low enough so that the temperature

dependence of the electronic specific heat can be neglected. In this case, resolution of

the TTM yields an exponential decay of ∆Te(t) and of ∆ue(t) = ce∆Te(t), the electron

excess energy, with time constant τe−L (see paragraph 4.1.3.a). Therefore, to directly ex-

tract the value of τe−L from a single time-resolved measurement using its decay kinetics,

two conditions must be met:

❼ The excitation must be weak enough so that the decay of ∆ue(t) is exponential;

❼ The extinction cross-section changes must reflect the dynamics of ∆ue(t), which re-

quires a probe wavelength far from the interband region and from any resonance in

the extinction spectrum (see paragraph 4.3.1.a). Moreover, there must be no contri-

bution of the lattice heating to the transient extinction changes (which corresponds

to |AL| ≪ |Ae|, within the hypotheses of our simple model of subsection 4.1.3).

The first of these conditions is not met in our experiments, since, as discussed in sub-

section 4.2.2, excitation is in general too high. This explains why the decays of most

signals measured on ND1 and ND2 cannot be fitted by a monoexponential function.

Therefore, accessing the value of τe−L required in the calculation demands a different

approach. Similarly to what was done in the last paragraph to determine the pump and

probe pulse duration, the decays of all experimental and calculated signals were fitted

by an ad hoc function, and the comparison of the fitting results allowed to adjust τe−L

by trial-and-error.

The fitting function used is a monoexponential decay of the type Ae−t/τd +y0, with time

constant τd (referred to as decay time), amplitude A, and offset y0. Fitting is performed

from the instant where the signal is the average between the extremal value preceding

the decay and the value reached at the end of the internal thermalization, near 8 ps

(the latter value defining y0). This definition allows fitting only the end of the decay,

for which the agreement with an exponential is generally correct. Indeed, this part

corresponds to lower values of the (equivalent) electronic temperature Te as compared to

its maximal value, reducing the effect of the ce(Te) temperature dependance which is at

the origin of non-exponential decays. Examples of experimental and calculated signals
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fitted by this function are shown in figure 4.16. The inset of figure 4.16b illustrates a

fitting issue occuring for specific signals (here, with λpr = 640 nm) which remain quasi-

constant after the absorption of the pump pulse. These signals are inaccurately fitted by

the exponential decay, which often leads to divergent time constant τd. These signals,

which occur around an exchange of the relative importance of the electron and lattice

contributions, will be discussed in more detail in the next paragraph.

Figure 4.16 – Fitting of the signal decay of experimental (a) and calculated (b)
transient signals of gold nanodisk ND2 by an exponential with offset.

The values of parameter τd extracted from the fits of all experimental and simulated

signals for ND1 and ND2 are shown in figure 4.17. The calculations were performed

with the same parameters as in the previous paragraph (∆Texc = 570 K and 455 K for

ND1 and ND2, respectively, and 820 fs pump and probe pulse FWHMs), and with τe−L

fixed at 800 fs after best adjustment.

In the simulations, the average values of τd are 970 fs for ND1 (calculation with ∆Texc =

570 K) and 920 fs for ND2 (∆Texc = 455 K). These two values are larger than the τe−L

introduced in the model (800 fs), which is a signature of the high-excitation regime, as

discussed above. τd is almost independent of the probe wavelength, except in restricted

spectral regions (grey zones) corresponding to events similar to that depicted in the inset

of figure 4.16b, where the exponential fit is no longer appropriate. The fact that the decay

times remain approximately constant with the probe wavelength, while the amplitudes

Ae and AL of the contributions of the electron and lattice temperature changes undergo

important relative variations, results from the fact that the dynamics of the decrease of

∆Te(t) and of the increase of ∆TL(t) are very similar in this time range. Therefore, any

linear combination of these two quantities leads to a signal with also the same dynamics2.

2Except in the specific cases where the two contributions perfectly compensate, resulting in a quasi-
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The fitting results of the experimental data are more dispersed, which may be partly

attributed to variations of the excitation energy (see figure 4.10) as well as to the variable

quality of the fits. For instance, the fits are imprecise for ND2 between 840 and 870 nm

because of the high relative contribution of lattice heating in this range (figure 4.6), lead-

ing to a decay of very small amplitude (see for instance the 855 nm signal in figure 4.16a,

pink curve). Because of the limited signal-to-noise ratio, the fitting of these signals is

imperfect, contrary to that of the calculated signals in the same spectral region. Aside

from these special cases, the overall agreement between the parameters deduced from

the model and from the experiments is very good for the two NDs.

The value of τe−L deduced from this analysis, 800 fs, is consistent with the 700–1100 fs

values reported in the literature, measured using various time-resolved spectroscopy

techniques on Au films [106, 126] or Au nanoparticles [5, 118]. The diverse states of

cristallinity of the samples may be partly responsible for the observed dispersion of the

electron–phonon relaxation times, as suggested by studies on gold [128] or aluminum [127]

nanoparticles.

Figure 4.17 – Decay times τd for gold nanodisks ND1 (a) and ND2 (b) deduced
from the fitting of experimental (green triangles) and computed (orange dots)
transient signals. τe−L = 800 fs was used for the computed signals. The grey regions
correspond to spectral ranges where the fitting function used is unable to correctly reproduce
the computed signals, as discussed in the main text.

constant signal, as discussed above (see inset of figure 4.16b).
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4.3.2 Comparison between calculated and experimental signals

4.3.2.a Analysis of the temporal dynamics

Now that the values of parameters τcc and τe−L entering the model have been determined,

a detailed and quantitative comparison between the experimental and calculated signals

can be performed3. This comparison is first used to determine the temporal origin of

the experimental signals, obtained by shifting the temporal axis of the measurement

to obtain a good agreement between the signal rises. A normalization is sometimes

necessary for this operation so as to perfectly match the amplitudes of both signals.

Additionally, direct comparison of an experimental signal to the simulated one at the

same wavelength often being not optimal, comparison to signals computed using slightly

different probe wavelengths (within < 15 nm) was sometimes performed, in order to cor-

rect differences in the amplitudes that may complicate the comparison of the dynamics.

This approach is justified by the small modifications of the extinction spectra of NDs

sometimes observed between the beginning and the end of time-resolved measurements

(see paragraph 3.2.2.b).

In figures 4.18 and 4.19, examples of experimental time-resolved signals and the corre-

sponding calculations at the same wavelength (or a close one) are shown for ND1 and

ND2. The agreement between the calculated and experimental signals is generally good

(regarding both their absolute amplitudes and their kinetics), especially when consider-

ing that this model is free of any fitting parameters, aside from constants τcc and τe−L.

The three contributions to the extinction changes defined in the complete model (sub-

section 4.1.2) are also shown, clarifying the physical origins of the observed transient

variations.

Several signals with peculiar temporal profiles are shown in figures 4.18 and 4.19. Their

qualitative interpretation can be performed by using the simplified model developed in

section 4.1.3, valid after the internal thermalization of the electrons. Figures 4.5 and 4.6,

in particular, provide a simple way to evaluate the effects of temperature changes of the

electron gas and of the lattice through amplitudes Ae(λpr) and AL(λpr). Three specific

cases may be distinguished.

❼ First, signals decreasing to (nearly) zero at the end of the ND internal thermal-

ization, such as the ones shown in figures 4.18b,e and 4.19a,f, are explained by

the vanishing of amplitudes AL of ND1 at λpr ≈ 640 and 760 nm (figure 4.5b)

and of ND2 at λpr ≈ 710 and 930 nm (figure 4.6b). In these cases, the dynamics

of time-resolved signals directly reflect the heating and cooling of the electrons.

3Note that such quantitative comparison is made possible by the single-particle character of our time-
resolved measurements.
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Figure 4.18 – Examples of time-resolved signals measured on gold nanodisk ND1
and calculation from the complete model. Probe wavelengths are indicated in the
legend. The different contributions appearing in the model are also shown.
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Figure 4.19 – Same as figure 4.18 for gold nanodisk ND2.
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This analysis is confirmed by the complete model, which predicts very small lattice

contributions at these wavelengths (figures 4.18b,e and 4.19a,f).

❼ Symetrically, cancellations of amplitude Ae should correspond to time-resolved

signals mostly ruled by the lattice heating dynamics following electronic thermal-

ization. This is indeed verified in the signal measured at λpr = 890 nm on ND2

(figure 4.19d), where a slow increase is observed (in absolute value) instead of the

rapid rise followed by a decay seen in the other experimental signals. In figure 4.6a

(solid black line), a cancellation of Ae is effectively predicted at λpr = 890 nm,

resulting in this case from the compensation of the terms related to the interband

and Drude components of the dielectric function (green and red dashed lines). In

figure 4.19d, the complete model shows that this compensation also occurs prior to

electron thermalization (i.e. < 2 ps, outside the range of the simplified model), in

spite of the fact that the ∆f → ∆εib and ∆Te → ∆εD2 components present slightly

different dynamics.

❼ Finally, another particular signal shape arises when the transient extinction change

remains constant after the end of the ND excitation and of electron thermal-

ization. Experimental time-resolved signals close to this case correspond to the

measurement made on ND1 with λpr = 735 nm (figure 4.18d) or that performed

with λpr = 855 nm on ND2 (figure 4.18c), which display nearly constant sig-

nals for delays & 2 ps. According to the simplified model (equation 4.16) and

to the temporal dynamics of ∆Te(t) and ∆TL(t) in the low excitation regime

(equation 4.13), the sum Ae(λpr)∆Te(t) + AL(λpr)∆TL(t) is predicted to be con-

stant when Ae and AL fulfill the condition Ae/AL = ce/cL. Indeed, in this case,

Ae∆Te(t)/[AL∆TL(t)] = ∆ue(t)/∆uL(t), with ∆ue and ∆uL the increases of elec-

tron and lattice energy densities as compared to equilibrium. Because of energy

conservation (expressed here as uabs = ∆ue(t) +∆uL(t)), the condition on Ae and

AL implies the conservation of ∆σext(t), as it is in this case proportional to the

total energy density of the ND.

Other signals presenting less specific shapes are shown in figures 4.18a,c,f and 4.19b.

They are representative of the majority of the time-resolved measurements performed

on ND1 and ND2, for which both the ∆f → ∆εib and the ∆TL → ∆ε contributions are

required to account for the observed kinetics. While the latter term is sometimes ne-

glected in analyses of short-timescale time-resolved signals, leading to the quasi-vanishing

of calculated signals at the end of internal thermalization [13], its inclusion proves crucial

in the present case, where thermal effects are important. The ∆Te → ∆εD2 term yields a

more minor contribution in most calculated signals, except for some probe wavelengths

in the infrared in the case of ND2, where this component becomes equivalent to the other

two (see for instance figures 4.19c–e).
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4.3.2.b Time-dependent spectral response

Figure 4.20 – Transient spectra of the experimental and calculated normalized
extinction changes ∆σext/∆Teq of gold nanodisks ND1 (a) and ND2 (b) at several
probe delays t. The experimental data and the simulation results are shown as triangles
and plain lines, respectively, while the color code is indicated in the legend.

Complementary to the time-domain comparison made in the last paragraph between

the measured and calculated transient extinction changes, we now perform the same

comparison in the spectral domain. Figure 4.20 presents the experimental and calculated

normalized transient extinction spectra of ND1 and ND2, plotted as a function of the

probe wavelength at selected pump-probe delays. To elucidate the physical origins of the

observed spectral shapes, the same data are reproduced in figures 4.21 and 4.22, together
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with the different components of the complete model (∆f → ∆εib, ∆Te → ∆εD2 , and

∆TL → ∆ε). Here too, good quantitative agreement is generally observed between the

model and the measurements, although a few differences are observed.

Figure 4.21 – Experimental and calculated spectra of the transient extinction
changes of gold nanodisk ND1 at several probe delays t. The different contributions
included in the complete model (blue line) are shown as dashed lines of different colors, as
indicated in the legend. The grey dashed line indicates the LSPR position.

For ND1, the quantitative agreement between the model and the data is very good at all

pump-probe delays (figures 4.20a and 4.21). The model predicts a negative peak near

700 nm, close to the LSPR position (vertical dashed line in figure 4.21), whose spectral

shape remains similar in time (aside from a slight broadening), while its amplitude in-

creases until 0.5–1 ps and decreases thereafter, stabilizing near 5–6 ps (which corresponds

to the temporal variations shown in figure 4.18c). The position and width of this peak

are in nearly perfect correspondence with the experimental data at all pump–probe de-

lays. The main observed difference lies in the amplitude of this peak, which is about 15%

larger in the calculations in the first ∼ 2 ps (when the contribution of the ∆f → ∆εib

effect is dominant), while the agreement becomes much better at 6 ps (when only the
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∆TL → ∆ε component remains). A small discrepancy is also found in the position of

the sign change near 750 nm, which is red-shifted by ∼ 10 nm in the calculations as

compared to the measurements. Although minor, this difference—probably caused by

a small error in the experimental determination of the ND extinction spectrum, or a

small modification of this spectrum during the course of the experiments—is a cause for

important discrepancies between the amplitudes of calculated and measured signals for

probe wavelengths in the 700–750 nm range, justifying our choice to compare signals

with different but close values of λpr in some cases in the previous paragraph.

Figure 4.22 – Experimental and calculated spectra of the transient extinction
changes of gold nanodisk ND2 at several probe delays t. The different contributions
included in the complete model (blue line) are shown as dashed lines of different colors, as
indicated in the legend. The grey dashed line indicates the LSPR position.

In the case of ND2, the overall agreement between the computed and experimental

transient spectra remains good, but some discrepancies are observed at times t < 2–

3 ps, while the agreement becomes very good after this delay. In the range of the

LSPR (700–1000 nm), the model correctly explains the general shape of the experimental
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spectra between t = 0 ps and t = 2 ps, including negative and positive peaks at λpr =

830 and 920 nm, respectively. While the correct positions for the sign changes are

predicted by the model (at λpr = 680 and 900 nm), the amplitudes of the minimum

and maximum are lower in the calculated signals as compared to the experimental data.

In the interband spectral zone, some structures are visible at delays t < 3 ps in the

calculated spectra (near 520 and 660 nm), mainly resulting from the high sensitivity of

εib to changes in the electronic distribution around the different interband transitions

thresholds (see section 1.1.2.c), as is for instance illustrated by figure 4.4 showing the

∂εib1,2/∂Te derivatives (in the particular case of a thermal electron distribution). For ND1,

the effects of these dielectric function changes are difficult to separate from those of the

plasmonic derivatives, the LSPR being in the same spectral range. Conversely, the LSPR

of ND2 is well-separated from the interband transition region (which extends until ∼710
nm), making these effects clearly visible in the simulated transient spectra. In these

spectra, these structures are visible in the first 2-3 ps and consist in two sign changes

(at ∼560 and 630 nm) and a high peak near 500 nm. In the experimental spectra, an
increase is effectively seen for λpr = 520 nm (though smaller than in the calculations),

however the two sign changes are not observed, the signals remaining positive at all times

from 500 to 670 nm.

At t = 8 ps, an excellent quantitative agreement is found for both NDs at all probe

wavelengths between the model and the mesurements. These spectra correspond almost

exactly to those of Ap (describing the nano-object optical sensitivity to temperature

changes), studied in chapter 3 (figure 3.15), where a good agreement between the ex-

perimental and modeled spectra had already been noted. Minor differences however

exist between the figures of the two chapters. First, the model of the present chapter,

describing shorter timescales, includes the residual contribution of the electrons to the

dielectric function changes, which is not included in the tables of ∂ε1,2/∂Tp used in chap-

ter 3. This effect, more important for ND1 than for ND2 (figures 4.21d and 4.22d),

remains weak in both cases at t = 8 ps, accounting for less than 10% of the transient

extinction changes. Second, the method used in chapter 3 to determine the values of Ap,

based on the complete fitting of long-timescale time-resolved signals, took into account

the potential contribution of ND vibrations in the signal by subtracting it. This effect

has not been corrected in the measurements presented in this chapter, which may induce

a small difference between these data and the simulations.

Figures 4.21 and 4.22 also allow to separate the effects of the different contributions

of our model on the transient spectra of the two NDs. At delay 0 ps, the extinction

changes entirely originate from the effect of the electrons (mostly through the ∆f → ∆εib

component), whereas the contribution of the lattice becomes dominant at 8 ps, after the

internal thermalization of the ND (∆TL → ∆ε component). For ND1, the shape of the

transient spectra undegoes little modification in time, due to the fact that the spectral
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responses induced by these two effects are similar. This is not true for ND2, where the

spectral shapes of the ∆f → ∆εib and ∆TL → ∆ε contributions are very dissimilar. For

delays t > 2 ps, the variations of the transient spectra can be understood at the light of

our simple model. In this time range, the spectral shapes of these components become

independent of time and identical to those of the Ae and AL terms showed in figures 4.5

and 4.6 (which display similar spectra for ND1 and largely different ones for ND2), while

the evolution of their amplitudes is ruled by the dynamics of the electron and lattice

temperature changes.

Finally, the effect of the ∆Te → ∆εD2 component is diversely important for the two NDs.

While it is found to be negligible at all times in the case of ND1 (figure 4.21), its consid-

eration appears necessary to reproduce the measurements made on ND2 (figure 4.22).

As we saw in the theoretical section of this chapter, changes of εD2 caused by the Te-

related augmentation of the γe−e scattering rate have a λ5
pr dependence. However, for

these modifications to be reflected in the extinction cross-section changes, the ∂σext/∂ε2

partial derivative also needs to be large enough relative to the ∂σext/∂ε1 derivative. Com-

bination of these two effects results in a negative bump in the transient extinction spectra

of ND2, with an allure similar to its ∂σext/∂ε2 spectrum, though slightly shifted towards

the infrared. The amplitude of this effect is comparable to that of the ∆f → ∆εib term

and roughly results in a 20-30 nm red-shift of the predicted sign change. Although our

description of the changes of γe−e, strictly valid only for a well-defined electronic tem-

perature Te, was used out of its validity domain (by introducing an equivalent electronic

temperature defined at all times), including this term in the model largely improves the

agreement with the experimental data from the moment of excitation to t ≈ 2 ps.

4.4 Summary and conclusion

In this chapter, we reported the results of a study of the ultrafast phenomena following

the photo-excitation of a single gold nano-object, leading to its internal thermalization

through electron–electron and electron–phonon energy exchanges. The transient optical

response induced by these processes was measured for two gold NDs of different sizes

using time-resolved spectroscopy with many different probe wavelengths. These signals

were compared to the results of a complete model taking into account the effects of

the transient changes of both the electronic distribution and the lattice temperature

on the dielectric function. This comparison yielded a good quantitative agreement,

demonstrating the quantitative character of single-object time-resolved spectroscopy, as

well as the predictive nature of our model. A simplified version of this model was also

developed, aimed at highlighting the respective roles of the temperature evolutions of the

electrons and of the ionic lattice in the transient optical changes. The large variations

observed in the amplitudes and temporal shapes of the experimental time-resolved signals
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were accounted for by the different sensitivities of the extinction changes to the effects

of electron and lattice heating, whose relative importance is strongly dependent on the

probe wavelength.

The detailed analyses presented in chapters 3 and 4 thus demonstrate that the transient

extinction changes following the impulsive excitation of a single metal nanoparticle and

resulting from ultrafast internal (electron–electron and electron–phonon scattering) and

external (nano-object thermal loss) energy exchanges can be quantitatively predicted

by thermo-optical models without free parameters other than the durations of the light

pulses used and the characteristic times of the above processes.

This demonstrates that in single particle experiments the amplitudes of time-resolved

signals can be used to estimate the absolute electron and lattice temperatures. This

approach could represent a useful alternative to the method presented in chapter 3—

based on the estimation of the energy injected by the pump pulse—, which requires

precise knowledge of the pump pulse fluence and a numerical estimation of the absorption

cross-section of the investigated nanoparticle.
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In this work, the ultrafast relaxation dynamics of individual gold nano-objects have been

investigated by means of optical time-resolved spectroscopy. The relaxation mechanisms

occurring in a gold nanodisk after impulsive excitation were quantitatively studied on

the different timescales involved. Measurements in a ∼10 ps time window, presented in
chapter 4, allowed investigating the dynamics of the electron gas excitation and of its

subsequent relaxation via electron–electron and electron–lattice energy exchanges, lead-

ing to the internal thermalization of the nano-object. In chapter 3, measurements on a

nanosecond timescale allowed us to probe the dynamics of the nanodisk cooling by heat

transfer to its supporting sapphire substrate. To quantitatively investigate these dy-

namics and the transient optical response that they induce, single-particle time-resolved

spectroscopy was combined to a linear optical spectroscopy technique (spatial modu-

lation spectroscopy) allowing to perform quantitative measurements of the extinction

spectra of individual nanodisks, and permitting the characterization of their dimensions

in combination with optical finite-element calculations. This analysis enabled in partic-

ular the calculation of the energy injected in the nano-objects by the pump pulses and

thus to determine the absolute initial temperature increases of the nanodisks.

The ensemble of results achieved during this thesis can be grouped into two main axes,

each presenting an important novelty as compared to previous investigations of the ul-

trafast dynamics of metal nanoparticles. The first axis, described in chapter 3, addressed

the dynamics of thermal transfer from a heated gold nanodisk to its sapphire substrate.

In this context, time-resolved measurements were performed on a large number of indi-

vidual nanodisks of various thicknesses (18 or 40 nm) and diameters (60–200 nm). In

the suitable measurement conditions—implying low pump fluences—, the dynamics of

these signals were quasi-exponential and were shown to be proportional to the nanodisks’

temperature difference to equilibrium. Such dynamics are characteristic of an interface-

limited heat transfer, as was confirmed by the results of thermal FEM simulations. A

near proportionality dependence of the cooling time constant with the nanodisk thick-

ness was observed in the experiments, while much weaker variations were seen with the

nanodisk diameter, in correct agreement with the simulations. Comparison between the

experiments and the simulations allowed to extract average values for the gold–sapphire

thermal boundary conductance (or Kapitza conductance), in agreement with the values

reported in the literature. The single-particle character of our experiments also enabled

us to investigate the interparticle dispersion of this quantity, which was found small

for the samples used. While several previous studies on nano-objects (such as nickel

nanolines) reported deviations from the Fourier law of heat conduction, attributed to

quasi-ballistic phonon transport in the substrate near the nanostructures, we showed that
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our experiments are unaffected by such possible effects. Indeed, due the poor thermal

conductance of the gold-sapphire interface, as well as to the efficient heat propagation

in the substrate permitted by the geometry of the nanosystem, our measurements are

weakly sensitive to the modalities of thermal transport in the substrate. Finally, we

reported irreversible modifications of the nanodisk cooling dynamics, occuring for exces-

sive pump pulses fluences. Despite multiple tests and a model attempting to describe

the observed changes, the origin of this effect was not elucidated.

In the future, reproduction of these experiments on chemically-synthesized gold nan-

odisks, differing from lithographed ones by their higher crystallinity, but also by the

presence of surfactant molecules at their surface, would be very interesting. Another

possible study, taking full advantage of the single-particle character of our thermal time-

resolved measurements, would be the investigation of the propagation of heat between

two close nanoparticles with different LSPR energies (resulting for instance from differ-

ences in their composition or shape), which could be selectively heated and probed using

suitable pump and probe wavelengths. These themes will be addressed in the framework

of the ULTRASINGLE project funded by the ANR, starting in early 2021 (the project

involving a collaboration with chemists from ICMCB in Bordeaux and CEA Saclay).

In the longer term, the combination of time-resolved spectroscopy with a diamond anvil

cell, allowing to study the transient properties of single nano-objects at high pressure,

is also considered in the FemtoNanoOptics group. In such experiments, the pressure

would allow to finely modulate the physical properties of the nano-objects, their envi-

ronment, and their interface. Applied to nanodisks, this could for example enable a

better understanding of interfacial heat transfer.

The second axis and main novel result of this thesis, covered in both chapters 3 and 4,

concerned the amplitudes of the nano-object transient extinction changes in response to

the individual effects of the different relaxation mechanisms mentioned above (electron

and lattice dynamics, nano-object vibration and cooling). These amplitudes, which

are wavelength-dependent, quantify the sensitivity of time-resolved measurements to

these phenomena. Though they are all strongly enhanced in the spectral range of the

nano-object LSPR, their spectra differ for each relaxation process. In this thesis, these

amplitudes were experimentally determined as a function of the wavelength of the probe

beam through systematic time-resolved measurements performed on two nanodisks of

different dimensions (about 18 nm thickness and 100 or 150 nm diameter). In chapter 3,

signals measured on a 3 ns time window presented identical decay dynamics for all probe

wavelengths, and were shown to reflect the temperature evolution of the nanodisks. The

initial amplitudes of these signals (divided by the initial temperature increases of the

nanodisks), noted Ap(λpr), thus reflect the sensitivity of time-resolved detection to the

temperature changes of the nano-object. For the two considered NDs, Ap(λpr) showcased

a strong enhancement around the LSPR. An optothermal finite-element model permitted
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the calculation of these spectra, in excellent quantitative agreement with the experiments.

These results provide an experimental confirmation for a previously-published theoretical

study based on a similar opto-thermal model [14]. In chapter 4, we focused on the electron

and lattice dynamics preceding the nano-object internal thermalization. Measurements

performed at different probe wavelengths were compared to the result of a complete

model based on the calculation of the time-dependent modification of the electronic

distribution (obtained through the numerical resolution of the Boltzmann equation),

and also accounting for the effects of the lattice heating and of the modification of the

electron–electron scattering rate. The quantitative agreement between this model and

our experimental results was very good, given that only two parameters (the duration of

the pump and probe pulses and the electron–lattice relaxation time) were left free for this

comparison. Contrary to the long-timescale measurements, the observed dynamics were

highly dependent on the probe wavelength. To achieve a better understanding of these

complex dynamics, a simplified version of the former model was proposed, approximately

valid after the end of the electron internal thermalization (∼2 ps). In this model, the

transient signals dynamics are explained as reflecting a combination of the opposite

transient temperature changes of the electrons and of the lattice, with probe wavelength-

dependent weights (respectively noted Ae(λpr) and AL(λpr)). Thus, these amplitudes

correspond to the sensitivity of time-resolved measurements to the electron and lattice

temperature changes. Particular experimental signals, reflecting only the electron or

lattice dynamics, were succesfully identified and interpreted using this model. Finally,

the transient spectra of the two nanodisks were interpreted at the light of our complete

model, where the contributions of the different physical effects were separated. In the

preparation of a time-resolved experiment, this model may prove very useful, as it allows

selecting the probe wavelength maximizing the desired effect (or cancelling others). In the

future, it could for instance be used for accurate measurements of the electron–phonon

relaxation time, whose dependence on the sample crystallinity is not well-known.

To complement our analysis of the optical sensivities to transient changes of the tempera-

tures of the electrons, of the ionic lattice, and of the thermalized nano-object, a complete

study of the optical detection of the nano-object vibrations remains to be carried out, in

the wake of the preliminary results presented at the end of chapter 3. Modeling of these

effects is however expected to be more complex than the analysis of the cooling kinetics

performed in chapter 3, as the transient modifications of the dielectric functions may no

longer be assumed homogeneous in the nano-object and in the substrate.
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Résumé en langue française

Dans cette thèse, la spectroscopie optique résolue en temps (pompe-sonde) a été utilisée

pour étudier les dynamiques de thermalisation interne et de refroidissement de nanopar-

ticules métalliques individuelles. Tout au long de ces travaux, l’accent a été mis sur

une analyse quantitative de la réponse optique transitoire des nano-objets observée au

long de ces processus ultra-rapides. En particulier, la dépendance en longueur d’onde

des changements optiques transitoires est explorée expérimentalement et théoriquement,

ce qui permet de caractériser la sensibilité des mesures résolues en temps aux différents

processus physiques affectant la réponse optique.

Ce travail est organisé en quatre chapitres. Dans le premier, les propriétés physiques

des métaux nobles massifs et à l’échelle nanométrique sont décrites d’un point de vue

théorique. Les propriétés électroniques et thermiques des métaux massifs sont d’abord

passées en revue, ainsi que leur réponse optique. L’effet du confinement diélectrique

est ensuite expliqué dans les cas d’une sphère ou d’un ellipsöıde petits par rapport

à la longueur d’onde de la lumière (approximation dipolaire), et généralisé au cas de

nano-objets plus grands. Une approche numérique basée sur la méthode des éléments

finis, permettant de calculer la réponse optique de nano-objets de toute forme, taille

et environnement, est également présentée. Enfin, les mécanismes de relaxation ultra-

rapides déclenchés par l’excitation impulsionnelle d’une nanoparticule métallique sont

brièvement présentés.

Le chapitre 2 décrit les techniques expérimentales utilisées au cours de ce travail, dont

la configuration a été optimisée pour permettre des mesures hautement quantitatives.

Nous présentons tout d’abord la technique de spectroscopie par modulation spatiale

(SMS), qui permet de détecter un nano-objet unique isolé et de mesurer sa section

efficace d’extinction en fonction de la longueur d’onde et de la polarisation de la lumière.

Le principe de la spectroscopie optique résolue en temps (adaptée pour la mesure de

nano-objets individuels) est ensuite présenté dans une deuxième partie.

Le troisième chapitre présente une étude expérimentale et théorique du refroidisse-

ment de nanodisques d’or individuels lithographiés sur un substrat de saphir après un

échauffement rapide. L’objectif de cette étude est double. Le premier aspect de ce tra-

vail est consacré à l’étude de la sensibilité du signal pompe–sonde (qui correspond à

la modification de la section efficace d’extinction) aux changements de température du

nanodisque, qui dépend de la longueur d’onde. Des mesures pompe-sonde systématiques,

effectuées sur deux nanodisques de dimensions différentes (environ 18 nm d’épaisseur et

100 ou 150 nm de diamètre), ont permis de déterminer expérimentalement cette sensi-

bilité en fonction de la longueur d’onde du faisceau de sonde. Pour les deux nanodisques

considérés, ce paramètre a montré une forte exaltation autour de la longueur d’onde

de la résonance plasmon de surface. Ces spectres ont également été calculés au moyen



d’un modèle opto-thermique à éléments finis, en excellent accord quantitatif avec les

expériences.

Le deuxième aspect de ce chapitre a trait à la dynamique de refroidissement des nanodis-

ques d’or par transfert thermique vers leur substrat de saphir. Dans cette optique, des

mesures résolues en temps ont été effectuées sur un grand nombre de nanodisques indi-

viduels d’épaisseurs (18 ou 40 nm) et de diamètres (60–200 nm) variables. L’utilisation

de fluences de pompe modérées limitant le chauffage du réseau à des valeurs de < 15 K

était essentielle pour éviter une modification permanente des signaux mesurés pendant

les expériences. Dans ces conditions, la dynamique de ces signaux—reflétant directe-

ment l’évolution de la température des nanodisques—a été trouvée quasi-exponentielle.

Une telle dynamique, confirmée par une simulation thermique par éléments finis, est

caractéristique d’un transfert de chaleur limité par l’interface. Les expériences montrent

que le temps caractéristique de refroidissement augmente quasi-proportionnellement avec

l’épaisseur du nanodisque, tandis que les variations en fonction du diamètre sont beau-

coup plus faibles, tendances confirmées par les calculs numériques. La comparaison entre

les mesures et les simulations a permis d’extraire des valeurs moyennes de la conduc-

tance thermique de l’interface or–saphir (conductance de Kapitza), qui sont en accord

avec les valeurs rapportées dans la littérature. Nos expériences sur particules individu-

elles nous ont également permis d’étudier la dispersion de cette quantité d’un nano-

objet à l’autre, qui s’est avérée faible pour les échantillons utilisés. Alors que plusieurs

études antérieures sur des nano-objets (tels que des nanolignes de nickel) ont fait état

d’écarts par rapport à la loi de Fourier de la conduction thermique, attribués à un trans-

port quasi-balistique des phonons dans le substrat à proximité des nanostructures, nous

avons montré que, pour le nanosystème étudié, nos expériences sont insensibles à ces

effets éventuels. En effet, en raison de la faible conductance thermique de l’interface or–

saphir, ainsi que de la géométrie particulière du nanosystème permettant la propagation

efficace de la chaleur dans le substrat, nos mesures sont peu sensibles aux modalités du

transport thermique dans le saphir. Pour conclure ce chapitre, nous avons cherché à

comprendre l’origine de modifications irréversibles de la dynamique de refroidissement

des nanodisques fréquemment observées pour des fluences excessives des impulsions de

pompe. Malgré plusieurs tests expérimentaux et un modèle permettant de décrire les

changements observés, l’origine de cet effet n’a pas été entièrement élucidée.

Le quatrième et dernier chapitre se concentre sur les phénomènes ultra-rapides se pro-

duisant immédiatement après la photo-excitation du nano-objet, et conduisant à sa ther-

malisation interne par des échanges d’énergie électron–électron et électron–phonon. En

particulier, la sensibilité de l’extinction optique des nanodisques à ces phénomènes est

étudiée expérimentalement en fonction de la longueur d’onde de la sonde sur deux nan-

odisques de tailles différentes. Les mesures effectuées à de nombreuses longueurs d’onde

de sonde sont comparées au résultat d’un modèle complet basé sur le calcul de l’évolution
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de la distribution électronique (obtenue grâce à la résolution numérique de l’équation de

Boltzmann), et prenant également compte les effets de l’échauffement du réseau ion-

ique et de la modification du taux de collisions électron–électron. L’accord quantitatif

entre ce modèle et nos résultats expérimentaux est très bon, étant donné que seuls

deux paramètres (la durée des impulsions de pompe et de sonde et le temps de relax-

ation électrons–réseau) ont été laissés libres pour cette comparaison. Contrairement aux

mesures à plus longue échelle présentées dans le chapitre 3, la dynamique observée dépend

fortement de la longueur d’onde de la sonde. Afin de mieux comprendre ces dynamiques

complexes, une version simplifiée du modèle susmentionné a été proposée, approxima-

tivement valable après la fin de la thermalisation interne des électrons (∼2 ps). Dans
ce modèle, la dynamique des signaux transitoires est expliquée comme reflétant une

combinaison des variations de température des électrons et du réseau, avec des poids

dépendant de la longueur d’onde de la sonde (respectivement notés Ae(λpr) et AL(λpr)).

Ainsi, ces amplitudes correspondent à la sensibilité des mesures résolues en temps aux

changements de température des électrons et du réseau. Des signaux expérimentaux par-

ticuliers, reflétant uniquement la dynamique des électrons ou du réseau, ont été identifiés

et interprétés avec succès à l’aide de ce modèle. Enfin, les spectres transitoires des deux

nanodisques ont été décrits à la lumière du modèle complet, où les contributions des

différents effets physiques ont pu être séparées. Dans la préparation d’une expérience

de spectroscopie résolue en temps, ce modèle peut s’avérer très utile, car il permet de

sélectionner la longueur d’onde de sonde maximisant l’effet souhaité, ou en annulant

d’autres.

En conclusion de ce manuscrit, les principaux résultats de cette thèse sont rassemblés

selon deux axes. Le premier concerne l’étude de la dynamique de refroidissement. Ce

projet représente la première étude thermique réalisée en spectroscopie résolue en temps

sur des nano-objets individuels. Dans cette thèse, cette particularité a permis d’évaluer

la dispersion d’une particule à l’autre de la quantité mesurée (conductance de Kapitza),

ainsi que d’obtenir des signaux hautement quantitatifs, permettant une analyse plus

fine des phénomènes en jeu. À l’avenir, ces expériences pourront être étendues à des

nano-objets de différentes compositions et géométries, ce qui ouvre ainsi la voie à l’étude

directe des différents régimes de transport thermique à l’échelle nanométrique sur des

particules individuelles. Le second axe, développé à la fois dans les chapitres 3 et 4,

a pour objet la sensibilité des mesures pompe-sonde aux différents processus physiques

ayant lieu suite à l’excitation du nano-objet. Ces sensibilités, dont la connaissance est

utile à la planification d’une expérience pompe-sonde, ont pu être prédites quantita-

tivement par des modèles thermo-optiques sans paramètres libres autres que les durées

des impulsions lumineuses utilisées et les temps caractéristiques des différents processus

physiques. L’accord remarquable entre ces modèles et les mesures réalisées aux différentes

échelles de temps confirme l’aspect quantitatif de la technique de pompe-sonde sur nano-

objets individuels, impliquant notamment que les élévations de températures absolues
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peuvent être déduites à partir des signaux optiques. Dans un futur proche, les modèles

développés dans ce travail pourraient par exemple être exploités pour une caractérisation

plus fine des échanges d’énergie entre électrons et réseau, ce qui permettrait notamment

de préciser leur dépendance vis-à-vis de la cristallinité du métal.
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Ultrafast thermo-optical dynamics of single plasmonic nanoparticles

Abstract:

The ultrafast dynamics of individual gold nanodisks supported on a sapphire substrate

occurring at femtosecond to nanosecond timescales have been investigated using the com-

bination of single-particle spatial modulation and time-resolved optical spectroscopies.

Nanodisks are excited out of equilibrium by the absorption of an optical pump pulse,

and their relaxation is optically probed by measuring the transmission of a second probe

pulse. In the first part of this work, the dynamics of heat transfer from the nano-object

to the substrate have been systematically measured for nanodisks of various dimensions.

Quasi-exponential cooling kinetics were found, with a time constant mainly depending

on the disk thickness and weakly on its diameter. Comparison of experimental signals

with the results of finite-element calculations indicates that the cooling dynamics are

primarily limited by the Kapitza thermal boundary resistance at the nanodisk-substrate

interface, whose value could be extracted. Additionally, the sensitivity of pump-probe

measurements to transient temperature changes in the nano-object was experimentally

determined as a function of the probe wavelength, its values and spectral variations pre-

senting a good quantitative agreement with the results of a thermo-optical finite-element

model. The second part of this thesis focuses on the ultrafast phenomena immediately

following the nano-object photo-excitation, leading to its internal thermalization through

electron-electron and electron-phonon energy exchanges. In particular, the sensitivity of

the optical extinction of individual nanodisks to these phenomena has been experimen-

tally investigated as a function of the probe wavelength. These measurements were

compared with the results of a complete numerical model based notably on the resolu-

tion of the Boltzmann equation and also taking into account the effect of lattice heating,

yielding a good quantitative agreement. A simplified version of this model also allowed

to highlight the respective roles of the temperature evolutions of the electrons and of the

ionic lattice, greatly clarifying the temporal and spectral dependences of the measured

time-resolved signals.
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Dynamique thermo-optique ultrarapide de nanoparticules plasmoniques

individuelles

Résumé :

Les changements de propriétés dynamiques de nanodisques d’or individuels supportés

sur un substrat de saphir ont été étudiés sur des échelles de temps allant de la femtosec-

onde à la nanoseconde par la combinaison des techniques de spectroscopie par modu-

lation spatiale et de spectroscopie optique résolue en temps. Les nanodisques sont mis

hors-équilibre par l’absorption d’une impulsion optique de pompe, et leur relaxation est

sondée optiquement par la mesure de la transmission d’une seconde impulsion. Dans

la première partie de ce travail, la dynamique du transfert de chaleur du nano-objet au

substrat a été mesurée de manière systématique pour des nanodisques de différentes di-

mensions. Les refroidissements observés sont quasi-exponentiels, avec une constante de

temps dépendant principalement de l’épaisseur du disque, et faiblement de son diamètre.

La comparaison des signaux expérimentaux avec les résultats de calculs par éléments finis

indique que la dynamique de refroidissement est principalement limitée par la résistance

thermique de Kapitza à l’interface nanodisque-substrat, dont la valeur a pu être extraite.

En outre, la sensibilité des mesures pompe-sonde aux changements de température du

nano-objet a été déterminée expérimentalement en fonction de la longueur d’onde de la

sonde, ses valeurs et variations spectrales présentant un bon accord quantitatif avec les

résultats d’un modèle thermo-optique par éléments finis. La deuxième partie de cette

thèse se concentre sur les phénomènes ultra-rapides consécutifs à la photo-excitation

d’un nano-objet, qui conduisent à sa thermalisation interne par des échanges d’énergie

électron-électron et électron-phonon. En particulier, la sensibilité à ces phénomènes de

l’extinction optique de nanodisques individuels a été étudiée expérimentalement en fonc-

tion de la longueur d’onde de la sonde. Ces mesures ont été comparées aux résultats d’un

modèle numérique complet basé notamment sur la résolution de l’équation de Boltzmann

et prenant également en compte l’effet du chauffage du réseau ionique, conduisant à un

bon accord quantitatif. Une version simplifiée de ce modèle a également permis de met-

tre en évidence les rôles respectifs de l’évolution des températures des électrons et du

réseau, clarifiant ainsi grandement les dépendances temporelle et spectrale des signaux

résolus en temps.

Mots-clefs :

Spectroscopie pompe-sonde, spectroscopie par modulation spatiale, Nanoparticules métalliques

individuelles, Thermoplasmonique, Nanothermique, Conductance thermique d’interface,

Méthode des éléments finis, Couplage électron-phonon


